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OCHA’s Mission
The mission of the United Nations Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) is to mobilize and coordinate
effective and principled humanitarian action in partnership with
national and international actors in order to:
•
•
•
•

alleviate human suffering in disasters and emergencies
advocate the rights of people in need
promote preparedness and prevention
facilitate sustainable solutions
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

LAC

Latin America and the Caribbean

ASP

Associates Surge Pool

LRA

Lord’s Resistance Army

AU

African Union

AUC

African Union Commission

MILF

Moro Islamic Liberation Front

AULO

African Union Liaison Office

MINURCAT United Nations Mission in the

CAP

Consolidated Appeal Process

MINUSTAH United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti

CAR

Central African Republic

MONUSCO United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission

CE2

Cluster Evaluation Phase 2

CDMA

Caribbean Disaster Emergency Management Agency

CERF

Central Emergency Response Fund

CHF

Central African Republic and Chad

in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
MTTs

Management Task Teams

Common Humanitarian Fund

NGO

non-governmental organization

CO

Country Office

NDRA

National Disaster-Response Adviser

DHC

Deputy Humanitarian Coordinator

OCHA

Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs

DPA

Department of Political Affairs

oPt

occupied Palestinian territory

DPKO

Department of Peacekeeping Operations

DRC

Democratic Republic of the Congo

PDSB

Policy Development and Studies Branch

DRR

Disaster Risk Reduction

ProCap

Protection Standby Capacity Project

PSA

Public Service Announcement

PSEA

Protection from Sexual Exploitation and Abuse

ECOSOC

Economic and Social Council

ECOWAS

Economic Community of West African States

EHRP

Emergency Humanitarian Response Plan

RC

Resident Coordinator

ERC

Emergency Relief Coordinator

RC/HC

Resident Coordinator/Humanitarian Coordinator

ERF

Emergency Response Fund

REDLAC

Risk Emergency Disaster Working Group

ERRF

Emergency Relief Response Fund

ERR

Emergency Response Roster

RO

Regional Office

ESB

Emergency Services Branch

ROAP

Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific

EU

European Union

ROLAC

Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean

for Latin America and the Caribbean

ROMENACA Regional Office for the Middle East, North Africa
GenCap

and Central Asia

Gender Standby Capacity Project
ROSEA

Regional Office for Southern and Eastern Africa

ROWCA

Regional Office for West and Central Africa

HAP

Humanitarian Action Plan

HC

Humanitarian Coordinator

HCT

Humanitarian Country Team

SBPP

Stand-By Partnerships Programme

HRD

Humanitarian Requirements Document

SMT

Senior Management Team

HRF

Humanitarian Response Fund

SRO

Sub-Regional Office

HSU

Humanitarian Support Unit
UAE

United Arab Emirates

IASC

Inter-Agency Standing Committee

UN

United Nations

IDP

Internally Displaced Person

UNCT

United Nations Country Team

International Federation of Red Cross

UNDAC

United Nations Disaster Assessment

IFRC

and Coordination

and Red Crescent Societies
INSARAG

International Search and Rescue Advisory Group

UNDAF

IOM

International Organization for Migration

UNDP

United Nations Development Programme

IR

Information Representatives

UNHCR

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

IRIN

Integrated Regional Information Networks

UNOSAT

Operational Satellite Applications Programme of the

ISF

Integrated Strategic Framework
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United Nations Development Assistance Framework

United Nations Institute for Training and Research
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Foreword

United Nations Emergency Relief Coordinator Valerie Amos during a visit to flood-affected regions in Pakistan.

OCHA’s work in 2010 helped to bring life-saving relief to
millions of people affected by natural disasters and conflict
around the world. But a series of daunting challenges tested
our capacity, our readiness to act and our ability to find the
right resources at the right time.
When I joined OCHA in September, Pakistan was caught
in the grip of massive flooding. It was already clear from
events in the months before, most notably the earthquake
in Haiti, that 2010 would be an exceptionally challenging
year for humanitarian workers. We tackled highly complex
emergencies, dealt with conflicts and natural disasters, and
many of us were exposed to serious risks.
In 2010 OCHA took on operations that required
substantial and increased levels of financial support and a
huge mobilization of skilled personnel and technical
resources. I was struck by our ability to manage multiple
emergencies, bringing together a wide range of organizations,
large and small, national and international, UN and nonUN, to deliver help to those in need.
It is not always easy to show the value of coordination.
But our efforts, collating and managing information,
providing guidance, coordinating appeals and making the
case for access to those in need, clearly demonstrated OCHA’s
central role in supporting the delivery of humanitarian aid.
We showed ourselves capable of getting staff into new
crisis situations quickly, but we still suffer from human
resource constraints. It is essential that we get the right seniorlevel staff on the ground when and where they are needed as
quickly as possible. We continue to work towards this goal.
Demonstrating effective leadership is at the heart of the
humanitarian response, and OCHA’s country and regional
OCHA ANNUAL REPORT 2010
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offices have a key role to play. Reviews of our operations
over the last year have shown us to be more reliable, more
relevant and more predictable in our response. Our job now
is to build on that.
An expanding donor base is proof of growing faith in
OCHA’s ability to deliver. Financial management and
accountability have improved at every level of the organization and it is crucial that we continue to receive the
resources we need to make a difference.
There is a lot to do. To fully respond to today’s shifting
humanitarian landscape, we need to find ways of doing our
job. We need to embrace and use new technologies. We
need to be more imaginative in our choice of partners and
the ways that we develop our relationships with them. We
need to work with a broader range of Member States. We
need to make more of the possibilities for collaboration
offered by non-traditional humanitarian actors, including
the military (when appropriate) and the private sector. And
we need to build global support for our work.
Events in 2010 showed the continuing and critical
importance of humanitarian work. In particular they showed
the need for decisive leadership, teamwork and a strong sense
of priorities and purpose — essentially a need for strong
and effective coordination, because coordination saves lives.

Valerie Amos
Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs
and Emergency Relief Coordinator
May 2011
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A woman holds her child in a village near
Ruhapendi, Nepal.
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The Year in Review

The Year in Review
2010 was an extremely demanding year for OCHA. About

where the contested results of a presidential election led to

250 natural disasters were reported over a 12-month period.

political unrest and civil conflict. The crisis peaked in

Humanitarian emergencies were spread across 32 countries

March 2011, with more than 100,000 refugees fleeing across

affecting 71 million people. The magnitude of some of

Côte d'Ivoire's borders, mainly west into Liberia. Serious

those emergencies severely tested the ability of OCHA and the

outbreaks of violence in the economic capital Abidjan

humanitarian community to respond quickly and effectively.

forced half a million people from their homes.
OCHA not only had to address these challenges head on,

Haiti, Pakistan and Côte d’Ivoire

but through its 30 country and regional offices continued

The Haiti earthquake in January required the largest

to support ongoing humanitarian efforts in conflict-

humanitarian response since the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami.

affected countries, such as Sudan, Somalia, the Central

OCHA had to coordinate the efforts of a massive influx of

African Republic (CAR) and Yemen. A growing emphasis

humanitarian agencies and other responders trying to

on rapid response resulted in OCHA playing a leading role

alleviate suffering, and work towards the recovery of the

in responding to environmental emergencies, such as the

country following large-scale devastation. In the months

Benin floods in October, while working towards a more

following the earthquake, relief and reconstruction efforts

effective approach to disaster risk reduction at national and

were hampered by tropical storms, a cholera outbreak and

regional levels.

political unrest.
In late July and August, prolonged monsoon rains in

Humanitarian leadership

Pakistan caused unprecedented destruction and displacement.

The quality of leadership at the country and global level is a

Up to 20 million people, nearly 10 per cent of the country’s

key factor in how a crisis is managed. Over the year, OCHA

population, were affected by flooding. The year ended with

has worked to develop stronger, more decisive humanitarian

a major humanitarian emergency developing in Côte d’Ivoire,

leadership. OCHA carried out a first comprehensive assess-
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A boy uses a makeshift raft to travel in the flooded village of Sahouicomey, Benin.

Humanitarian Coordinators (HCs) and Deputy Humanitarian

Getting to the field:
surge and recruitment

Coordinators (DHCs), looking at areas for development

OCHA’s new Strategic Framework commits the organization

and improvement. OCHA’s provision of more tailored

to greater transparency, consistency and professionalism in

learning opportunities in areas such as international law,

the delivery of its services to partners and clients. Organizing

humanitarian advocacy, gender equity and protection of

a rapid response to humanitarian emergencies is critical.

civilians takes into account the learning gaps identified.

The organization’s ability to provide immediate additional

ment of the needs of Resident Coordinators (RCs),

© RICHARD JOHNSON / OCHA

Small funds, big dreams

Feza Salima (left) and fellow graduates of a literacy and
livelihood programme bake bread in Uvira, South Kivu, DRC.

Feza Salima’s dreams have changed. They used to be about
providing food for her children. But her dreams are bigger
since graduating from literacy and bread-making programmes
operated by NGO Women for Women in Uvira, South Kivu
10

Province in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC).
“I would like to find a place where I can build a house
and a big stove,” she said. “I’ll have many clients and make
a lot of bread, and I’ll have a lot of money.”
Through its programmes to rebuild livelihoods in
post-conflict areas such as Uvira, Women for Women is
among the many NGOs eligible to apply for funding from
the OCHA-operated Pooled Fund for DRC.
The DRC Pooled Fund, money raised by OCHA to be
distributed at country level, provided $90 million during
2010 to emergency and under-funded programmes run by
small- and medium-sized NGOs in DRC.
OCHA operates 20 such country-based pooled funds
around the world to provide predictable, rapid and flexible
funding to organizations in countries facing crisis such as
Haiti, Pakistan, Sudan and Myanmar. In total, more than
$375 million was raised in 2010.
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staffing support to humanitarian teams in emergencies was
highlighted in its response in Haiti and Pakistan. OCHA
deployed 85 staff from its regional offices and brought in
122 additional staff through its surge staffing mechanisms.
At least 75 per cent of OCHA's initial emergency response
deployments were within one week of both disasters being
announced.
OCHA’s ability to sustain and rapidly scale up operations
in crisis situations owes much to the crucial improvements
in its recruitment process, through an enhanced Roster
Management System — a pool of qualified, pre-screened
candidates available for rapid field deployment. Over
600 people were placed on the roster in 2010 and 120 field
posts were filled. Sharper recruitment practices meant the
average selection time for field vacancies dropped from
decreased from 20 to 12 per cent, resulting in greater continuity
and consistency.
Despite this, serious human resource challenges remain
and valuable lessons have been learned from 2010. Two of

© PHUONG TRAN/IRIN

75 to 51 days from 2009 to 2010. The field vacancy rate

Rescuer at work in Léogâne, Haiti.

these lessons are the need to attract senior, experienced staff
for field deployments, and to find individuals with the right
mix of skills to meet ever-expanding demands. OCHA is
now developing a comprehensive human resources strategy
for 2011 and beyond, focusing on training and developing
a highly flexible team that can adapt rapidly to a wide range
of emergency scenarios.

Information and accountability
OCHA consistently strives to do more with less, and to
ensure humanitarian programming is efficient, inclusive
and accountable. OCHA recognizes the critical need to

“Our common challenge is finding not just
short-term fixes to these problems, but
durable, meaningful solutions that will ensure
that people can not just survive, but live in
dignity. Collective action for collective results
is what is required. Together we can make a
difference.”
Valerie Amos, Under-Secretary-General
for Humanitarian Affairs and
Emergency Relief Coordinator

show that aid is properly targeted and resources are
effectively allocated. Effective assessment techniques and
the provision of accurate data are essential. OCHA has

2011 CAPs include a real-time monitoring model, using

invested in a more consolidated approach to needs assessment

data from needs assessments and following joint response

and has developed tools to help agencies involved in emergency

plans. Efforts are ongoing to prioritize projects based on

response to pool information.

improved assessment techniques.

By monitoring agreed humanitarian indicators, such

OCHA has also worked hard to ensure that the distinct

as the percentage of malnourished children, Humanitarian

needs of male and female beneficiaries are properly

Country Teams (HCTs) and other planners can gauge the

analysed and reflected in project activities and outcomes.

trends in a crisis and the impact of aid. This has been the

With this in mind, agencies make more use of the Gender

case in countries such as CAR, Kenya and Zimbabwe. The same

Marker, which tracks expenditure for gender equality

indicators are now used in the needs-analysis component

programming and tries to ensure humanitarian funding is

for each Consolidated Appeal Process (CAP). Almost all

not gender blind. OCHA has applied the Gender Marker in
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10 of 14 CAPs and in two countries with the largest pooled

Virtual volunteers
© HARVARD HUMANITARIAN INITIATIVE

From Port-au-Prince to
Cambridge to Cairo, a growing
community of volunteers influence
how affected people, the general
public and humanitarian agencies
understand rapidly evolving
emergency situations. They are
crisis mappers and technologists,
and they are changing the face of
humanitarian work. Earthquake survivors in Haiti have
used online tools to map Libyan streets with online tools
and helped chart the needs in post-tsunami Japan.
Amid the chaos of the 2010 Haiti earthquake, OCHA
staff and relief partners frantically tried to pull together the
best available maps and information to help coordinate
the international response. Because time was of the
essence, they worked day and night in tents next to the
roaring Port-au-Prince airfield. It was a daunting task,
even with the support of remote teams at headquarters.
At the same time, Haitian earthquake survivors were
developing their own communications and information
systems, building digital maps, call centres and
reunification systems, and connecting to radio
stations and cell-phone operators.
And in cities, towns and villages around the world,
dozens of hastily assembled groups of volunteers started
sharing offices, living rooms and online chat sessions to
create software tools and internet-based communities
to help out.
In the first days of the crisis, groups such as Open
Street Maps, Thomson Reuters Foundation, iNSTEDD,
Project 4636, Ushahidi and the Tufts Fletcher School
created maps detailing the calls for assistance from
shattered communities. Messages were forwarded to
the Haitian diaspora around the world for translation.
Volunteers used satellite imagery to create an entirely
new open-street atlas of the affected area, marking
hospitals, health facilities, damaged buildings and
essential services.
At first this work was only loosely connected to the
efforts of the more traditional humanitarian community.
But within a few weeks, international humanitarian efforts
were being linked to the work of local community groups
and international volunteer groups.
In different crises, from the New Zealand earthquake
to the Sudanese referendum, citizens — often supported
by international volunteers — have grasped the potential
of new technologies and global support networks to
create near real-time situation maps and missing-person
directories. With old and new partners, OCHA is exploring
how to be innovative and creative in responding to these
new challenges and opportunities.

12

funds: DRC and Ethiopia.
Good and timely information are at the heart of
effective coordination and response. Over the year, OCHA
strengthened some existing information management tools
and standardized its production of situation reports, information updates and bulletins. All of OCHA’s main websites
were upgraded to attract new audiences and give existing
ones better quality services.
A thorough review of all information products, tools
and distribution mechanisms began in 2010. It should
result in further improvements in 2011 and beyond.

Broadening partnerships
OCHA continues to seek greater support for its work by
pursuing strategic engagement with governments, private
enterprises and organizations whose actions affect humanitarian outcomes.
OCHA increased its engagement with Member States
and a variety of regional organizations on issues related to
humanitarian policy, preparedness, response and financing.
For instance, strengthened relations with Member States led
to improved support for humanitarian pooled funds and rapid
deployment of qualified staff in the immediate aftermath
of disasters. In addition, a new memorandum of understanding signed by OCHA and the African Union Commission
established a clear framework for future collaboration.
OCHA partnered with the UN Foundation, Vodafone
Foundation Technology Partnership and the Harvard
Humanitarian Initiative to analyse how humanitarian
organizations and emerging volunteer and technical
communities can work together and improve coordination
in future emergencies.
Social media has transformed how humanitarian
organizations communicate about and respond to emergencies.
In 2010 OCHA’s use of social media, including YouTube
and Facebook, led to spectacular successes. The music video
for rock band Linkin Park’s track “Not Alone” features
OCHA footage of a search-and-rescue mission after the Haiti
earthquake. There were more than 10 million online views
of that video, with over 7 million views on YouTube. Funds
raised from the download as part of Linkin Park's “Download to Donate” campaign went to the Central Emergency
Response Fund (CERF), making this one of the most widely
viewed online fund-raising campaigns for the UN to date.
OCHA ANNUAL REPORT 2010
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Being prepared

involved in combating emergencies, examining the prepared-

Effective response to emergencies requires OCHA and its

ness mechanisms in place and their impact, and trying to

partners to be prompt and efficient. Preparedness saves

ensure that contingency planning is focused on actual response

lives. In 2010, OCHA assessed its emergency preparedness

outcomes for people affected by different emergencies. For

and its response tools and services. It identified 15 areas for

example, OCHA’s Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific

improvement. These include aligning OCHA emergency

launched a Preparedness Initiative, which aims to improve

services more closely with other branches as they take on

accountability while demonstrating the causal link between

large-scale or sudden-onset crises, thereby strengthening

prior investment in preparedness and the improved

OCHA’s all-round preparedness and ability to deliver to

performance of HCTs and other key actors in emergencies.

people affected by emergencies. OCHA will also review the

OCHA also supported the development of the African

UN Disaster Assessment and Coordination (UNDAC)

Union Commission’s early warning, disaster preparedness

teams, and review how civilian and military structures liaise

and response capacities to help them face humanitarian

in times of crisis.

challenges in Africa.

OCHA looks to combine a readiness to act with a more

In Haiti OCHA worked with media, UN and NGO partners

effective disaster risk reduction strategy at the regional and

through the Communicating with Disaster-Affected Com-

country level. This means working with agencies already

munities network. They reached out to earthquake-affected

© JAMES ST JOHN COX/OCHA

Be prepared, anticipate disaster

Tolani, a volunteer “watcher”, shows the devastation caused
by the lava in the village of Sudimoro, Central Java, Indonesia.

Since Mount Merapi erupted in October 2010, communities
in Central Java, Indonesia, have faced another threat: floods
caused by the volcano’s cold lava flowing into
and clogging river systems. Muhammadiyah Disaster
Management Centre, a consortium of local NGOs, has
established a “lava watch” system to monitor water
levels during heavy rains. About 40 volunteers from
the affected communities monitor the rivers and
communicate dangers to villages via radio.
OCHA provided detailed maps of predicted lava-flow
patterns and existing river systems around Mount Merapi,
and facilitated coordination between volunteers and
community leaders. Tolani, a volunteer lava watcher from
a village in Central Java, attended an OCHA-facilitated
coordination meeting in early January, and received OCHA
maps of the predicted cold-lava flow patterns
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in his district, Magelang. Three days later, torrential rains
hit Magelang and lava watchers were out in force.
At around 7 p.m., Tolani heard reports from other
watchers that a heavy flow of cold lava was headed
towards Sudimoro, a small village about 20kms from Mount
Merapi that had previously been unaffected by the volcano.
Tolani remembered from the OCHA maps that the river
made a natural “s bend” around the village, but that once
cold lava gathers speed it tends to cut its own path. He
was naturally worried for the villagers’ safety.
Estimating that the cold lava would reach the village
within half an hour, he travelled the 10kms to Sudimoro
in 15 minutes, only to discover that the lava had already
reached the bend in the river and was rising up the
embankment fast. Although he had no authority to force
an evacuation, he pleaded with Sudimoro’s 106 residents to
retreat to higher ground. As the last of the villagers did so,
the cold lava began to engulf the 70 houses in the village.
Having stayed behind to monitor the lava flow, Tolani
took refuge on the main bridge over the river. The bridge
was now surrounded on all sides by lava and started to give
way under the deluge. It collapsed around him, but luckily
the main supports held and he was able to wait until the
water levels receded in the early morning.
The flood destroyed 16 houses and severely damaged
another 21. But because of the evacuation, no lives were
lost. Tolani believes that without the knowledge he gained
from OCHA’s maps, he would not have foreseen the
damage to Sudimoro and lives could have been lost.

13

communities via radio and text messages to ensure they

Emergency Response Funds (ERFs). CERF helped meet

received life-saving information and other forms of relief.

critical funding gaps in under-funded emergencies. CERF
is a global tool with low transaction costs and a broad

Financial support

support base. Its contributions rose from $409 million in

Part of OCHA’s job is to raise money for the global human-

2009 to $428 million in 2010. Twelve new Member States

itarian system. It does this in two ways: through pooled

became first-time donors and 19 Member States substantially

funds that are immediately available to humanitarian

increased their contributions.

organizations in the field, and through managing common

CERF funded projects in 46 countries and played a crucial

humanitarian appeals. OCHA worked hard to ensure that

role as first responder to the earthquake in Haiti. It provided

financial resources were adequate to cover growing human-

$25 million in the first three days following the earthquake,

itarian needs in 2010. The funding received reflected wider

even before the Flash Appeal was finalized. In Pakistan,

support from Member States. Consolidated and flash

CERF contributed $40 million through three allocations,

appeals are at the heart of OCHA's fund-raising. In 2010,

making this CERF’s largest funding response to a single

these were valued at more than $11.3 billion, of which

emergency.

$7.1 billion was received. Raising and allocating funds are

As part of efforts to attract private-sector support for

carried out on the basis of emerging humanitarian priorities,

CERF, OCHA launched a Public Service Announcement

addressing the needs of those most affected by crises. The

(PSA) through various social media, some of which donated

results are carefully monitored, with a rigorous analysis of

free advertising space. The campaign generated $4.4 million,

how funds were used.

which is a ten-fold increase in private-sector contributions

OCHA also raised over $370 million from 45 Member

compared with 2009.

States through Common Humanitarian Funds (CHFs) and

© MATILDA MOYO/OCHA

Growing food, income and resilience

Anna Nyarienda surveys her garden in Masvingo, Zimbabwe.

At the start of 2010, 42-year-old Anna Nyarienda could
not afford to feed, clothe or educate her family. She had
lost hope. “I used to do odd jobs in exchange for a plate
of food,” she said.
Limited employment opportunities in rural areas of
Masvingo province, south-east Zimbabwe, had already
forced thousands of people to migrate to urban areas or
to neighbouring South Africa. But Anna could not leave
her children behind.
A community-garden project, funded by the OCHAmanaged Emergency Response Fund (ERF) for Zimbabwe,
14

gave her hope. By the end of 2010, Anna was growing
her own food and selling the surplus at local markets.
With ERF funding, one NGO established irrigation
systems to ensure community gardens had a constant
water supply. Treadle pumps, elevated tanks and a pipe
network allowed farmers to connect hosepipes to nearby
taps. Previously they would spend hours each day fetching
water from faraway sources.
“People in the community are now getting food
easily,” said Evelyn Mugadziwa, a local Ward Councillor.
Councillor Philemon Chigamba echoed her sentiment:
“There is now a greater demand for such projects. It
has unified the community.”
The project has already improved food security for over
4,800 households. Over 60 irrigated gardens in Masvingo
province now help cushion against the shocks of perennial
drought and crop failure. And Anna and thousands of others
can afford the school fees for their children.
The community-garden project is one of 21 projects
that the ERF has funded since early 2010 in Zimbabwe.
ERF-supported projects in agriculture, health, capacitybuilding, and water, sanitation and hygiene totalled
$3.9 million in Zimbabwe alone.
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Working together
OCHA does not work in a vacuum. The UN consists of a

Kick-starting livelihoods

number of different organizations. Some work on peacekeeping, others work to find political solutions to complex
© ANDREW CULLEN/UNICEF

problems. OCHA needs to ensure it works closely with
colleagues — inside and outside the UN system — to
maximize its impact and ensure due attention to the
humanitarian agenda, be it upholding key principles,
protecting humanitarian space or helping effective
coordination. In 2010, OCHA worked with UN Secretariat
partners on establishing shared planning on agreed
results, timelines and responsibilities. This type of
cooperation has become increasingly commonplace and
beneficial. By the end of the year, integrated strategic
planning was the norm in 15 of the 18 countries with
integrated missions.

Policy and analysis
It is important that OCHA’s work has a strong policy and
evidence base. In 2010, OCHA’s policy and research efforts,
along with its investment in common messaging, helped keep
a strong international focus on maintaining humanitarian
operations in dangerous environments, and on improving
OCHA’s understanding of the relationship between chronic
vulnerability and recurrent humanitarian crises.
OCHA launched a study of good field practices for
delivering humanitarian assistance in complex security
environments. The study highlighted the importance of
constant analysis of threats and risks, the need for adequate
security measures and the value of organized outreach to
all parties in a conflict.
OCHA led the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC)
review on Protection from Sexual Exploitation and Abuse
(PSEA). The most critical gap identified was in getting senior
leadership to promote PSEA policies and activities in the field.
OCHA will support an IASC task force to ensure guidance on
community-based complaint mechanisms and victim assistance.
OCHA’s Integrated Regional Information Networks
(IRIN) increased its analytical coverage of policy issues and
the global trends affecting humanitarian risk. These included
the impact of rising global food prices and the impact of
climate change related to food security. OCHA also produced
policy briefs and recommendations for international partners
on the impact of water scarcity and energy security.
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Humanitarian programmes in Mongolia received CERF
funding for the first time in 2010.

Mongolia’s sprawling steppes were littered with animal
carcasses after the 2009/10 dzud — a summer drought
followed by a winter so cold that a quarter of a million
livestock and other animals died each week. By spring,
carcasses were piled next to most of the gers (traditional
semi-permanent tents) across half of Mongolia’s provinces.
One third of Mongolia’s 2.6 million people are
almost completely dependent on animal herding for their
survival. For them, the dzud was catastrophic — the
worst in over two decades. A staggering 8.5 million head
of livestock (20 per cent of Mongolia’s total livestock
reserves) perished.
Mr. Nyam, a 78-year-old herder from Dundgobi Aimag,
central Mongolia, was just one of many nomadic herders
left destitute. “This year we experienced unprecedented
cold weather and heavy snow,” he explained. “Last year
was extremely dry. We migrated for better pastures, but
despite our efforts we had very few livestock left.”
Herders were equally desperate in Zuunbayan-Ulaan
soum, a neighbouring district. Mr. Buyanbat, a father of
four with a pregnant wife, said: “We lost everything we’ve
worked for in the last 15 years.”
For herders such as Mr. Buyanbat and Mr. Nyam,
the immediate impact was the loss of their only source
of income and their primary food supply. To add to their
worries, the onset of warm weather meant that thousands of thawing and decomposing animal cadavers
threatened to pollute their water and soil.
With an allocation of $1.5 million from the OCHAmanaged Central Emergency Response Fund, Mongolia’s
National Emergency Management Agency and the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) launched a
cash-for-work programme, in which herders received
financial remuneration for removing animal carcasses.
Families received immediate income, and longer-term
health and environmental risks were greatly reduced.
Akbar Usmani, UNDP Resident Coordinator in
Mongolia, said: “The programme provided critical
funds to meet families’ basic needs. We are supporting
herders with less than 250 animals, and female-headed
households and the elderly.”
15
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Humanitarian journalism makes a difference

Twelve-year-old Sally al-Sabahi is Yemen’s fourth child-bride
divorcee.

Scores of journalists pushed forward to get a picture of
12-year-old Sally al-Sabahi as she signed her divorce
papers in Saana, Yemen, on 27 March 2010. She dipped her
thumb in dark ink, pressed it next to her name on an official
document and became Yemen’s fourth child-bride divorcee.

Ms. al-Sabahi was just 10 years old when her family
married her to an older man in exchange for a $1,000
dowry. After a few months of terrible treatment, including
being drugged and beaten by her new husband, she
escaped. But without the money to pay back the dowry,
she could not divorce her husband.
Her story was published by OCHA’s humanitarian
reporting network – IRIN – in early 2010. Immediately
afterwards, offers of financial help poured in from as far
as California, ensuring Ms. al-Sabahi could pay back the
dowry and obtain her divorce.
IRIN’s original reporting on humanitarian issues,
often on issues and countries that are under reported,
misunderstood or ignored, provides unique insight and gives
a voice to people like Ms. al-Sabahi. It also helps OCHA
achieve better-informed and more effective media coverage
of humanitarian concerns. IRIN’s stories, films, radio and
photographs were viewed 9.3 million times in 2010.
For more on IRIN please visit: www.irinnews.org.

Learning and improving

need for leadership to ensure a successful humanitarian

OCHA is committed to getting better at what it does. To help

response.

improve its performance, OCHA developed a new internal

2010 provided numerous lessons for OCHA. The

evaluation policy and used its Guidance Management System

experience gained has made the organization more responsive

to bring in new corporate guidelines on preparedness, transition,

and ready to take on new challenges on behalf of those

and the roles and responsibilities of country offices.

confronting emergencies and disasters.

OCHA’s new approach is bearing fruit. In 2010, it
implementation progress, and more accurately adjusted

Adding value to every
humanitarian dollar spent

planning and budgeting. For example, recommendations

Although the amounts requested in humanitarian appeals

from a 2010 gender review were immediately fed into OCHA’s

have more than doubled over the last four years, OCHA’s

2011 work-planning process, which led to standardized

global budget decreased consistently as a percentage. In

OCHA-wide performance indicators on gender equity. OCHA’s

2010 it remained at just over 2 per cent of the $11.3 billion

auditing improved considerably with the development of an

requested.

constantly devised and revised new strategies, regularly assessed

electronic monitoring system for oversight and performance

In 2010, after two years of deficit, OCHA reduced its

targets. For example, OCHA doubled its implementation

budget to reflect expected income, and it closed the gap

rate of recommendations from 37 per cent in 2009 to 78 per

between income and expenditure by the end of the year.

cent in 2010, and programme managers must now report

The cuts were mostly at headquarters, limiting the impact

on the implementation rate of audit recommendations

on field operations.

under their direct responsibility.
Under the ERC’s leadership, the IASC Principals agreed
to a new strategy for coordination and leadership for 2011
and beyond. The strategy draws on lessons from the Haiti
and Pakistan emergencies that demonstrated the critical
16
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In 2010 OCHA’s global budget was $262.3 million.
OCHA’s total income was $248.6 million and total
expenditure was $224.3 million. The excess income resulted
in a net increase in OCHA’s closing balance. The surplus
will be used in 2011 to strengthen key field operations and
strategic functions at headquarters, such as improved
administrative and field-support services.
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Strategic Framework
Objectives 1.1 - 3.3

Girls attend school in flood-affected Nowshera District,
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan.

OCHA Strategic Framework 2010-2013

Goal 1: A more enabling environment for humanitarian action
OCHA will engage with a larger and more diverse group of stakeholders to address the humanitarian impact of global
challenges. OCHA will build strong constituencies of support for humanitarian action among a wider group of Member
States and regional organizations. It will further strengthen its operational relationships with partners involved in
humanitarian action. OCHA will show demonstrable leadership on critical issues that are shaping humanitarian action.
To achieve this goal, OCHA will use its unique convening role within the international humanitarian system.

Goal 2: A more effective humanitarian coordination system
OCHA strives for constant improvement in the delivery of its services. This includes leadership and accountability at
all levels of the new coordination architecture; well-defined inter-cluster support by OCHA before, during and after an
emergency; and an evidence base to underpin planning and resource allocation. OCHA will facilitate more effective
coordination of timely and efficient humanitarian assistance and protection. It will support coordination mechanisms and
approaches that are predictable, accountable, inclusive and led by effective leaders, ensuring an appropriate OCHA presence
to match the coordination needs of each emergency.

Goal 3: Strengthened OCHA management and administration
To support effective humanitarian coordination, OCHA will strengthen its management framework. The OCHA human
resources system will more rapidly recruit, deploy and maintain qualified and diverse staff, and establish improved careerdevelopment support. OCHA will strengthen internal and external surge coordination, ensuring a continuous and
appropriate presence. It will seek to improve performance through results management, enhanced accountability, and
organizational learning that feeds into the programme cycle.
For more details on performance evaluation per objective, see annex I.
24
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In 2010 OCHA increased its engagement with Member
States and a variety of regional organizations on issues
related to humanitarian policy, preparedness, response and
financing. This resulted in a number of new partnerships
and strengthened relations with existing ones.
The number of Member States funding ERFs reached
its highest level, with 41 Member States contributing
$159 million. CERF was also successful in attracting new
and returning donors and an increased number of private
and public donations. From 52 Member States contributing
to CERF five years ago, that number grew to 122 in 2010.
OCHA’s own resource mobilization efforts were also
successful. Contributions reached $187 million — an
additional $30 million compared with the previous year
(see annex II).
Some 77 Member States and 14 organizations participated
in the UNDAC system in 2010. UNDAC and the EU-Civil
Protection Mechanism collaborated in disaster response
through common methodological approaches, inclusion of
associates in missions, joint deployment and training. A
similar development is underway in Asia with the Emergency
Response and Assessment Team of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations.
Several new specialized support partnerships were
developed to support UNDAC deployments. They include
inter-governmental networks, such as the International
Humanitarian Partnership and the Asia-Pacific Humanitarian

Partnership. Partnerships with Télécoms Sans Frontière,
MapAction, UNOSAT and DHL provided complementary
services including communications and logistics.
Standby partnership arrangements with Member States
continued to enable rapid deployment of qualified staff in
the immediate aftermath of a disaster. With OCHA as its
secretariat, the International Search and Rescue Advisory
Group (INSARAG) — a network of more than 80 countries
— was crucial in the Haiti earthquake response. Sixty
international teams saved 132 people who were trapped
under collapsed buildings. They also provided first aid for
hundreds of people before medical teams arrived.
In 2010 OCHA advanced its policy dialogue with
Member States, largely through Economic and Social
Council (ECOSOC) events and briefings to the Security
Council’s informal Expert Group on Protection of Civilians.
This led to an updated aide memoire on the protection of
civilians, which the Security Council adopted in November
2010.
In August OCHA signed a memorandum of understanding with the African Union Commission (AUC),
establishing a clear framework for future collaboration.
This enabled OCHA to help develop the AUC’s early
warning, disaster preparedness and response capacities,
and build the AUC’s capacity regarding protection of those
civilians affected by conflict and natural disasters.

As a first step in its four-year strategy, OCHA consolidated
its relationships with peace, security and peacebuilding
actors within the UN. It focused on mission integration,
which is designed to streamline UN peace-support processes
and ensure that the objectives of all UN forces and agencies
focus on a common goal.
OCHA worked with the UN Secretariat, specifically the
Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) and the
Department of Political Affairs (DPA), to finalize guidelines
for field-level integrated planning, laying out core functions
for the UN system at the strategic, coordination and planning
levels. These guidelines also defined the roles of senior
leadership teams at the country level, including the Deputy
Special Representative of the Secretary-General and the
RC/HC, in developing and implementing a shared plan
with agreed results, timelines and responsibilities. This is
reflected in an Integrated Strategic Framework (ISF). By the
end of 2010, 15 countries had developed, or were developing, ISFs or similar documents.
In Somalia, OCHA was the bridge to the NGO and
broader humanitarian community, ensuring their views

were heard in discussions on creating an integrated mission.
OCHA also contributed to UN policy coherence on issues
such as protection and livelihood interventions.
In 2010 OCHA provided tailored humanitarian civilmilitary coordination training to DPKO’s Office of Military
Affairs, and to peacekeeping training centres in Argentina
and Uruguay. The training fostered improved understanding of humanitarian actions and how these could be supported by peacekeeping contingents.
Public-private partnerships continued to develop in
2010. OCHA strengthened its existing in-kind partnerships,
and renewed its successful partnership with Deutsche Post
DHL for another three years. DHL Disaster Response Teams
worked with OCHA and other UN organizations on airport
logistics in Haiti and Pakistan, handling over 4,500 tons of
relief goods. In Haiti, Ericsson Response deployed a
portable container-based Global System for Mobile
Communications network, hosted by OCHA, to supply
UN organizations with telecommunications or support
with information and communications technology.
Ericsson Response's Haiti operation was the biggest in its
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10-year history, with 18 volunteers working in shifts for
six months.
OCHA also explored additional in-kind partnerships
in 2010, particularly in information management. These
included discussions with the Information Systems for
Crisis Response and Management Group to provide
OCHA with training opportunities and research into new
collaborative tools.

Increased efforts were made to attract private-sector
support for CERF and raise public awareness of what CERF
is. These efforts included a PSA that was broadcast through
various social media, some of which donated free advertising
space. The campaign generated $4.4 million, which is a
ten-fold increase in private-sector contributions compared
with the previous year.

Ensuring response preparedness of all humanitarian organizations is key to a rapid and effective emergency operation.
In 2010 OCHA adopted a new response-preparedness policy.
The policy underlined the need to further strengthen
OCHA’s capacity to respond to crisis situations, as well as
its central role in supporting other partners in emergency
response. The policy also guides how OCHA works with
key agencies involved in national and sub-regional capacity
development and disaster risk reduction, with the aim of
developing a more organized and consistent approach to
international efforts in building national capacities.
OCHA began to define a Performance and Results
Framework in 2010 to better assess the impact of its
preparedness work. OCHA’s Regional Office for Asia and the
Pacific launched a Preparedness Initiative to strengthen the
humanitarian coordination system in priority countries. It aims
to improve accountability while demonstrating the causal link
between prior investment in preparedness and the improved
performance of HCTs and other key actors in emergencies.
The initiative will be piloted in Papua New Guinea.

In Southern Africa OCHA helped to develop a
common preparedness strategy among stakeholders and
supported the annual regional preparedness meeting of the
Southern African Development Community. OCHA’s
Regional Office for the Middle East, North Africa and
Central Asia, based in Cairo, assisted in the development of
a regional disaster-response mechanism by the League of
Arab States.
The emergencies in Haiti and Pakistan strengthened
the IASC’s resolve to shift towards greater national capacitybuilding for emergency response and disaster risk reduction.
Under the ERC’s leadership, the IASC Principals agreed
to put greater emphasis on supporting existing national
capacity, build new partnerships for disaster risk reduction
and response preparedness, bring together humanitarian
and development actors, build on successful examples of
country capacity development and encourage south-south
cooperation. IASC partners agreed to pilot inter-agency
support to national contingency planning in five countries
in 2011.

Getting the right information at the right time, coupled
with solid analysis, is at the heart of a targeted and effective
response. In 2010, OCHA strengthened its analytical capacity
to better anticipate and understand global and local
humanitarian trends, and adjust response mechanisms
where needed.
OCHA’s strategic direction for 2010-2013 was shaped
by an analysis of the potential impact of global challenges
on international humanitarian action, a key assumption
being that new types of humanitarian crises are emerging.
They are not caused by a single, definable event or process,
but by a confluence of global phenomena, such as climate
change, food and energy price spikes, water shortages,
demographic shifts, population growth and urbanization.
Their implications are evident in many of today’s crises:
increased depth and incidence of humanitarian needs, even
in middle-income countries; more complex operational

contexts, such as urban settings; and a broader group of
national and international partners with whom to coordinate.
In major policy forums, such as the ECOSOC
Humanitarian Affairs Segment and the World Economic
Forum, the ERC promoted a shift from shock-triggered
humanitarian response to improved risk and vulnerability
monitoring and analysis, greater focus on preparedness and
risk reduction, and increased collaboration between
humanitarian and development actors. This shift is highlighted in the Secretary-General’s 2010 report Strengthening
of the Coordination of Emergency Humanitarian Assistance
of the United Nations. ECOSOC encouraged strengthened
disaster risk reduction and early warning systems, and it
continued research on the humanitarian implications of
natural disasters, including the impact of climate change.
OCHA’s Integrated Regional Information Networks
(IRIN) increased its analytical coverage of policy issues and
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the global trends affecting humanitarian risk. These included
the impact of rising global food prices in the Sahel and
Mozambique; the impact of climate change related to food
security; the use of cash-transfer programmes instead of food
aid; and new technology and its impact on humanitarian
response.
Two policy briefs were produced by the Policy and
Development Studies Branch (PDSB) on the impact of
water scarcity and energy. These papers were distributed to
humanitarian, peacebuilding and development actors. They
demonstrated how interconnected global challenges can
drive humanitarian vulnerabilities in different parts of
the world. They also pointed to ways that humanitarian
processes and tools can be adjusted to identify areas of
humanitarian concern earlier and respond to them.
OCHA has recognized that it needs to increase its
capacity for analysis to help decision makers and enable a
more effective programme cycle. As a step in this direction,
OCHA commissioned the Economist Intelligence Unit to
review its external weekly and monthly situation reports to
see how analytical content could be improved. The strengths
and weaknesses of various country and regional office
reports were identified to serve as the basis for workshops
and training for OCHA reports officers. Due to funding
constraints, this was not possible in 2010. Efforts to improve
field reporting continued throughout the year with in-house
mentoring and feedback.
Another policy priority in 2010 was to better understand how humanitarian action is viewed by parties to

conflict, communities, affected States and their armed
forces. OCHA launched a study of positive field practices
for delivering humanitarian assistance in highly complex
security environments. The report, titled To Stay and
Deliver, highlights the importance of more effective risk
management based on analyses, smarter security measures
and systematic outreach to all parties to conflict.
OCHA led the IASC review on PSEA. It found that
the implementation of PSEA policies was either sparse,
poor or non-existent in nine of the 14 agencies considered.
The most critical gap was in senior leadership promoting
PSEA policies and activities in the field. The review led to
the activation of the IASC Task Force on PSEA, co-chaired
by UNDP and the International Rescue Committee.
The adoption of an IASC mechanism to trigger realtime evaluations highlights the importance the humanitarian
system has attached to institutionalizing system-wide learning
and analyses. In 2010 OCHA conducted four Inter-Agency
Real-Time Evaluations (IARTEs): two in Pakistan, one in
Haiti and one in the Philippines. The results underscored
several challenges. The Haiti evaluation concluded that the
humanitarian needs analysis had been weak. This caused
the humanitarian response to neglect the disaster’s urban
dimension and ignore existing local capacities and initiatives.
The IASC used the IARTEs as the basis for workshops that
brought humanitarian and national stakeholders together
to address the challenges. In Pakistan, the HCT assigned
responsibilities and timelines to implement the evaluation’s
recommendations.

The emergencies in Haiti and Pakistan demonstrated the
critical need for leadership to ensure an effective humanitarian
response. They prompted the IASC Principals to lay out a
new strategy for coordination and leadership for 2011 and
beyond.
In addition, the Cluster Evaluation Phase 2 (CE2) provided
insights on implementation progress and challenges five
years after the Cluster Approach was launched. They
included clarifying leadership roles and responsibilities, and
strengthening performance and accountability. Among its
recommendations, the evaluation called on the UN system
to complement rather than replace national capacities, to
provide additional guidance on key policy gaps and to
improve inter-cluster coordination.
Recognizing the policy gaps highlighted in the evaluation,
OCHA took the lead in drafting IASC operational guidance on
inter-cluster coordination, transition to the post-emergency
phase and working with national authorities.
The IASC identified Colombia, Nepal and Pakistan as
priority counties in which to launch inter-cluster support
missions. In Nepal, the mission focused on the handover of

cluster responsibilities in a transition setting, which was an
area of identified system weakness according to the CE2.
HCs in six other countries have requested similar missions
in 2011.
In early 2010, the IASC endorsed guidelines to promote
HCTs. OCHA monitored the implementation of the guidelines at the country level, which helped result in more
inclusive HCT coordination mechanisms in all HC countries.
OCHA country offices reported some progress on HCT
performance, including more coherent policy direction to
the clusters and more senior-level engagement in joint
strategic and operational planning. However, robust and
predictable HCT leadership remained inconsistent and
will continue to be an area of focus for OCHA and IASC
partners in 2011.
Progress in developing an accountability framework
during 2010 was slower than expected, as it took time to
familiarize IASC partners with this complex issue and agree
on the way forward. Proposals were presented to the IASC
in late 2010, which required further discussion. A proposal
was made to develop a cluster performance tool to support
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the performance of cluster lead agencies on the ground and
help HCs. However, the idea received a mixed reception
from cluster lead agencies.
2010 saw the completion of the first-ever comprehensive
assessment of the learning and competency development
needs of RCs, HCs and Deputy HCs (DHCs) performing
humanitarian coordination functions. The assessment found
wide differences in the level and types of learning needs,
depending on a HC’s role. As a result, OCHA recognized it
will have to provide HCs with a wider range of tailored
learning opportunities. The HC Pool membership grew

from 27 to 33. The HC Panel was established to consult
IASC agencies on the most suitable HC model and candidate
when a new HC/DHC position is established or becomes
vacant. The panel is chaired by the Deputy ERC and includes
six UN and six non-UN emergency directors. The humanitarian
section of the RC/HC/Designated Official Performance
Appraisal System was refined to incorporate RC responsibilities in emergency preparedness and the HC Compact.
The Compact helps HCs identify and focus on priorities,
and provides a basis for mutual accountability between the
HC and the ERC.

In 2010 OCHA further refined its policies as to when and
how to reduce or increase its country presences. This was
helped by the transition of several OCHA offices, which
provided valuable insights for scaling down future operations.
To prioritize preparedness support, and to identify
countries where an OCHA presence should be established
or strengthened, OCHA used the IASC Early Warning/Early
Action Report and the Global Focus Model. This is an
internal tool using 13 indicators to identify countries that
combine high risk and vulnerability with low capacity.
OCHA benefited from decisions also taken in 2010 that
clarified the roles and responsibilities of each type of OCHA
office. Policy instructions on country and regional offices
presented additional guidance on the tools and services that
different OCHA entities should provide. The instructions
outlined basic operating relations between regional offices,
sub-regional offices and humanitarian support units
(HSUs), bringing consistency to OCHA’s organizational
structure.
OCHA’s Senior Management Team (SMT) endorsed the
Policy Instruction on OCHA’s Role in Transition (finalized
in April 2010). This laid out a generic set of indicators to help
country offices determine when to begin transition planning

and initiate phase-down. The guidance also defined the
steps to a successful transition, including how to engage
with national authorities and development partners.
These advances translated into improved practices
throughout the year. Direct intervention by the Almaty
Sub-Regional Office in Kyrgyzstan and the option to set up
a well-equipped HSU (rather than a full-scale Country
Office) allowed OCHA to provide flexible and efficient
coordination support following large-scale displacement in
2010. OCHA Iraq drew up a clear transition strategy that
helped guide the phase-out and closure of the Amman
support office by March 2011, leaving an HSU in Iraq to
support residual humanitarian needs. Implementing Nepal’s
planned phase-down took longer than anticipated due to
administrative delays and concerns about the country’s
stability.
The need for flexibility and fast adaptation to change
was most evident in Côte d’Ivoire. The OCHA office had
scaled down in 2009 and phased into an HSU in July 2010.
The deteriorating post-election situation highlighted the
need for OCHA to scale up. Although light on staff, the
HSU provided a base for OCHA’s renewed presence in the
country.

As part of its strategy to deliver a more predictable, reliable
and relevant set of coordination services and tools, OCHA
launched a review of its Emergency Services Branch (ESB)
in 2010. OCHA’s Communications and Information Services
Branch (CISB) also made significant progress in restructuring
standard information products and procedures.
The 2010 review of ESB looked at the effectiveness and
appropriateness of tools used in preparedness and response,
including civil-military coordination, staff surge capacity
in emergencies, logistics and support to INSARAG. The

assessment identified 15 areas for improvement that will be
addressed in 2011. These recommendations outlined a new
approach for ESB that will better align its activities with other
OCHA branches, with a focus on improving service delivery
in large-scale or sudden-onset crises, and in emergency
preparedness.
CISB published the first OCHA Global Product Catalogue
in June 2010. Standard products and templates, which
include OCHA situation reports, were used by most OCHA
country and regional offices. Key online services were enhanced:
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the IRIN news service developed partnerships with other
online publishers, and highlighted its analysis and multimedia resources. OCHA Online was redesigned, leading to
greater online usage and new readership. The design and
development of the new ReliefWeb platform continued.
Launched in April 2011, it now offers a powerful search
engine, and strong content management and delivery
capabilities.
OCHA improved its internal communications by
expanding its intranet, OCHAnet. The use of the site to
consolidate OCHA’s information resources established a
foundation for easier movement of information and storage,
better visibility of and access to information, and lower
technology-support costs.
Additionally, by the end of 2010, all countries with an
HC had up-to-date contingency plans. The access monitoring
and reporting database was completed in September, with
commitments from 14 country offices to use the tool to
improve the consistency of tracking access issues and the
impact on people in need. OCHA’s new Policy Instruction

for Country Offices helped clarify OCHA’s role in intercluster coordination at the field level.
GenCap and ProCap projects continued to provide
direct technical support to HCs. Fourteen gender advisers
were deployed to support coordination, information and
analysis, advocacy and programme planning. These made
major strides in mainstreaming gender concerns and issues
into contingency planning and preparedness work in the
Pacific and southern Africa regions. In Guinea, the ProCap
officer established the Protection Cluster with a wide range
of participants, including NGOs, the UN, embassies,
Government and a time-bound plan of action. ProCap
advisers also strengthened protection clusters in Madagascar,
Pakistan, Yemen and Zimbabwe. They also mainstreamed
protection into contingency planning in Nepal, Fiji and
Namibia. ProCap support to Nepal and Kenya helped revise
IDP policies. In Colombia, efforts focused on establishing
inter-agency mechanisms to strengthen the reporting and
monitoring of grave violations against children affected by
armed conflict.

Common needs assessments and analysis, joint planning,
prioritization for effective resource allocation and monitoring
of OCHA’s collective humanitarian response are essential to
ensuring effectiveness and accountability. They have become
the model for international humanitarian operations.
The scale of the Haiti and Pakistan emergencies in 2010
provided opportunities for OCHA to improve the
programme cycle in the field, but also hampered OCHA’s
ability to carry out some planned initiatives.
OCHA staff in Pakistan pioneered information
management tools that link planning and appeal development with project monitoring. At the same time, the rapid
need to expand in Pakistan and Haiti and the scale of both
emergencies took a heavy toll on staff and resources. This
led to slower-than-expected progress in meeting some
objectives set out in the Strategic Framework.
After more than two years of inter-agency negotiations,
the IASC Needs Assessment Task Force endorsed guidance
in 2010 for humanitarian staff and leadership on the
ground on coordinated assessments in emergencies. The
guidance provides a framework for improving the evidence
base of humanitarian action for all phases of an emergency,
and defines roles and responsibilities. It also included the
Multi-Cluster Initial Rapid Assessment for the first phases
of a disaster, and the Humanitarian Dashboard to consolidate
and organize monitoring information. Field testing of
this guidance began in Pakistan and Haiti in 2010 and
is ongoing.
Needs assessments, joint planning and resource
allocation all continued to be challenging in 2010. Despite

instructions to HCTs that top-priority rating should be
given to no more than half of the total appeals, most of the
2011 Consolidated Appeal Processes (CAPs) gave a toppriority rating to the majority of their projects, creating
difficulties for donors on funding decisions. The notable
exception is the Central African Republic — top-priority
projects in its 2011 CAP constitute only 38 per cent of the
total funding requested.
At OCHA’s request, the IASC used the Gender Marker
in 10 of the 14 CAPs for 2011, and in two of the largest
pooled fund mechanisms in DRC and Ethiopia. The Gender
Marker aims to better target male and female beneficiaries’
distinct needs. This resulted in a significant improvement
in the quality of project design, compared with the pilot
roll-out in 2009. Projects with no gender focus decreased
from 45 per cent in the 2010 CAPs to 15 per cent in the 2011
CAPs. Projects with the highest score rose from 20 to 53 per
cent. Full use of the tool in all CAPs and pooled funds is
expected during 2011.
In 2010, OCHA managed ERFs in 16 countries. The
use of ERFs was increasingly linked to other elements of the
programme cycle, drawing on needs assessments and the
resulting joint planning and appeals, particularly in the
large funds established for Haiti and Pakistan. In Haiti,
the ERF and CERF together channelled one fifth of the
requirements of the initial Flash Appeal. In Pakistan, the
ERF was particularly used by local and international NGOs
whose projects could access hard-to-reach areas, and whose
requirements in the appeal were not directly met by donors.
Several ERFs have incorporated a monitoring element that
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will eventually feed into a global monitoring framework
for all ERFs.
There was continuous improvement in monitoring
collective humanitarian response. As a result of initiatives
in 2010, real-time tracking of outputs was introduced into
almost all 2011 CAPs. Some HCTs monitor key strategic
humanitarian indicators to gauge the overall trend of the
humanitarian crisis and the impact of aid. They include HCTs
in CAR, Zimbabwe and Kenya. Most cluster coordinators
also receive regular monitoring updates from cluster members
and compile them into cluster-wide totals. These are published
in situation reports, dashboards, CAPs and mid-year reviews.

In 2010, the Performance and Accountability Framework
for CERF was established. It is a clear set of accountability
mechanisms and reporting processes. The CERF secretariat
and the ERC will use it to clarify and report on performance
expectations and management accountabilities among
different actors. A new element is an independent review
of CERF’s added value at the country level. The framework
calls for three to five country reviews to be conducted
annually.

In 2010, OCHA reduced its budget to reflect expected
donor income, and closed the gap between income and
expenditure by the end of the year. OCHA eliminated its
budget deficit and started to replenish cash reserves. The
cuts were mostly at headquarters, limiting the impact on
field operations.
OCHA used the lessons from two years of tighter cost
planning to introduce a budgeting process for 2011 that was
well aligned with its strategic planning and projected donor
income. As a result, the 2011 budget was again reduced and
should ensure that OCHA’s income fully covers anticipated
expenditure. The budget and Annual Plan were presented
one month earlier than in previous years to better match
donor planning and funding calendars.
Fund-raising became a standard element of visits by
OCHA senior management to Member State capitals.
Monthly funding updates and tailored reports to heads of
offices increased programme managers’ awareness that

OCHA fund-raising is a shared responsibility. Senior
managers continued to receive global financial status
reports and income updates on a monthly basis, and
programme managers at headquarters received regular
budget implementation updates. This enabled management
to better monitor its expenditure and adjust planning. To
improve cost planning and value for money, OCHA
provided managers with standardized costs for field vehicles,
field IT equipment and elements of security and safety.
Significant improvements have been made to improve
supply and procurement mechanisms. A stock of commonly
needed supplies has been set up to enable rapid deployment.
It has already proved its worth during recent emergencies
by improving performance and reducing security risks and
costs. OCHA has reduced the time frame for completion of
the entire procurement cycle through improved procurement
planning with Web-based requisitioning of goods and
services.

OCHA’s response to the Haiti earthquake and the Pakistan
floods in 2010 showed the organization’s ability to quickly
deploy staff to new crises. Eighty-five surge staff were
deployed from OCHA’s regional offices and an additional
122 deployments were made through surge mechanisms
managed by the Geneva-based Surge Capacity Section. This
number included an unprecedented 72 deployments through
OCHA’s internal Emergency Response Roster (ERR),
48 through the Stand-By Partnership Programme (SBPP)
and two through the new Associates Surge Pool (ASP).
The ASP complements the ERR and SBPP. It comprises
internally pre-cleared consultants and independent
contractors who are experienced in a range of disciplines,
and who can deploy at short notice to fill three- to

six-month gaps in existing operations. Surge staff were
deployed quickly, with an average deployment time of six
days upon receipt of request for ERR and 27 days for SBPP.
In 2010, OCHA focused on the quality of surge-capacity
management, such as pre-deployment preparedness, training
and post-mission aftercare. To improve the transition from
surge to regular staffing, continuity planning for emergencies
was strengthened. One example is the Roster Management
Programme, which facilitates rapid recruitment to the field.
Over 600 people were placed on the roster in four different
occupational groups. More than 120 field posts were filled
using the roster.
The average time for selection for field vacancies
dropped from 75 days in 2009 to 51 days in 2010. The field
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vacancy rate went from 20 per cent in 2009 to 12 per cent
in 2010. The average time for selection was further reduced
to 20 days on average for emergency deployments. This
includes deployments to Pakistan, for which a compendium
of new, longer-term vacancies was circulated within one
month from the onset of the emergency. Regular staff
arrived in the third month.
The roster underscored key human resources challenges,
namely the need to balance OCHA’s requirement to quickly

fill positions on a regular basis, while also meeting staff
needs for geographical and functional mobility and career
progression. It also highlighted again the difficulty of
attracting candidates who speak French, Arabic or Spanish
and candidates for hardship duty stations, especially at the
senior level. To counter this, new rosters are being developed
for 2011 to target specific types of candidates to help fill
these gaps. OCHA will continue to develop a comprehensive
human resources and recruitment strategy in 2011.

OCHA focused on establishing the right strategies, policy
framework and guidance to strengthen organizational
learning and development as part of efforts to improve its
performance. Recognizing the need for a more structured
approach, OCHA approved a new internal evaluation policy
along with a four-year implementation plan to measure
performance and impact. The policy forms an integral part
of OCHA’s results-based planning framework. It seeks to
improve the definition and implementation of corporate
strategies and policies, support efficient resource allocation
and improve the longer-term application of lessons learned.
OCHA developed new procedures in 2010 for implementing evaluation recommendations to translate learning
from evaluations into improved planning and performance.
The “Management Response and Follow-Up to Evaluation
Guidelines” document is used to prepare management
response and action plans for all OCHA evaluations. OCHA
conducted two evaluations in 2010: OCHA’s corporate
response to the Haiti earthquake and a review of OCHA’s
implementation of its gender-equity policy. Recommendations
and findings from the gender review were used in OCHA’s
2011 work-planning process to develop standardized OCHAwide performance indicators on gender equity. Full management responses and action plans for both evaluations will
be finalized in 2011.
OCHA also used audits by UN oversight bodies to evaluate
programmes. Through better engagement with the oversight
bodies and the development of an electronic monitoring
system, OCHA doubled its implementation rate of
recommendations from 37 per cent in 2009 to 78 per cent
in 2010. It also closed several outstanding audits. OCHA
created a performance metric for implementing audit

recommendations. In the 2011 Performance Framework,
programme managers must report on the implementation
rate of audit recommendations under their direct responsibility.
OCHA’s Guidance Management System continued to
facilitate the development of corporate guidance in critical
policy areas. Key policy instructions were launched in 2010
on preparedness, transition and the roles and responsibilities
of country offices. Core elements of OCHA’s Policy Guidance
Framework were integrated into OCHA’s new online
induction training. In 2011, OCHA will use the results
of the UN Office of Internal Oversight Services’ audit of
guidance management in 2010 to improve the system, and
to increase staff members’ access to existing OCHA policy
and guidance materials.
OCHA also conducted an independent review of best
practices from comparable organizations on identifying
learning needs and developing an organizational-learning
management strategy. Senior management is expected to
review recommendations in 2011.
OCHA finalized its induction programme and developed
an OCHA training providers’ network to professionalize
the training function, and to ensure dialogue and information
exchange around external and internal training initiatives.
To support the implementation of the Strategic Framework
2010-2013, and to build on the groundwork for planning and
performance monitoring laid in 2009, the SMT established
cross-OCHA Management Task Teams (MTTs) in March
2010 for each strategic objective. Led by senior managers,
the MTTs developed a mid-year performance report to assess
progress in the first half of 2010, re-evaluate priorities for the
second half of the year and focus 2011 planning priorities.
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Funding and
Financial Analysis

A young girl attends a school near
Bhairawaha, Rupandehi, Nepal.

Funding and Financial Analysis
In its Annual Plan and Budget for 2010, OCHA published
a global budget of $252.9 million. This was revised to
accommodate increased spending due to the crises in Haiti,
Kyrgyzstan, Niger, Pakistan and Sudan. A budget reduction
of $19 million to align projected expenditure more closely
to projected income followed consultations with stakeholders
at the OCHA Donor Support Group High-Level Meeting in
Canberra in June. The final global budget was $262.3 million.
Of this total, OCHA sought $219 million in voluntary
contributions. The remainder was covered by the Regular
Budget ($13.8 million) and the Programme Support Account
($29.5 million). A detailed budget breakdown is in annex II.
In 2010, OCHA brought the budget in line with
projected income through measured and strategic budget
cuts. This followed two years of deficit due to the level of donor
funding being outstripped by increasing requirements. The
organization brought the budget in line by preserving
the overall field budget, expediting phase-outs in selected
countries and reducing expenditures at headquarters.
OCHA also balanced administrative income and expenditure
through a better use of programme support charges.

OCHA raised $186.7 million from donors and received
$13.8 million from the regular budget. OCHA also benefited
from $20.2 million in miscellaneous programme income
(see page 35). Total programme income was therefore
$220.7 million and total programme expenditure amounted
to $201.5 million.
OCHA budgeted $29.5 million for administrative
activities at headquarters and in the field. A total of
$21.3 million of programme support charges were levied
from programme expenditure to fund these activities. This
income to the Programme Support Account was supplemented by $6.6 million in miscellaneous income. A total of
$22.8 million was spent on administrative activities.
Donor funding increased ($30 million more than 2009, of
which $8 million was unanticipated end-of-year unearmarked
funding), which highlighted donor confidence in OCHA’s
concrete and strategic measures to address its financial
challenges in 2010.
Although OCHA moved into 2011 in relatively good
financial shape, much of the total year-end closing balance
was either earmarked or could not be used for programme

Budget Total for 2010
Original
Regular budget
Budget to be covered from voluntary contributions
Budget to be covered from programme support account
Total budget 2010 (US$)

Mid-year

Final

13,826,950

13,814,900

13,814,900

208,988,596

214,631,430

218,978,536

30,121,042

29,432,474

29,484,621

252,936,587

257,878,804

262,278,057

Components of OCHA’s global budget
The programme budget is the cost of delivering on
OCHA’s mandate at headquarters and in the field. This
budget includes all programme activities, and staff and
associated non-staff costs, i.e. everything OCHA does
except administration, human resources and financial
management activities in support of programme delivery.
This budget is funded from extra-budgetary income and
regular budget appropriations.
• The extra-budgetary (XB) programme budget covers
95 per cent of OCHA’s requirements. It includes a
mandatory overhead charge of 13 per cent on most
activities (lower for grants channelled to third parties), as
set by the General Assembly. The XB programme budget
is exclusively funded through voluntary contributions.
OCHA normally would expect to spend between 85
and 95 per cent of this budget in a given year.
• The regular budget covers 70 staff posts at headquarters,
plus associated non-staff costs, which are funded from
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the assessed contributions of Member States to the
United Nations. These posts contribute to the fulfilment
of OCHA’s mandate, and are part of OCHA’s total
programme budget and total programme expenditure.
The administrative budget covers the cost of OCHA’s
human resources and administrative and financial activities
in support of its mandated activities at headquarters and
the field level. This budget is funded from the programme
support account, which receives income exclusively from
the overhead charges levied on expenditure on OCHA’s
programme activities. OCHA does not raise funds for this
budget since the income is automatically transferred upon
expenditure and the cost of these activities is covered from
the mandatory overhead charge included in the programme
budget. OCHA’s global budget has to include both programme
and administrative elements, in line with UN financial
accounting procedures.
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2008-2010 Donor Income
2008
Donor
Sweden

Amount
26,006,846

2009
Donor
Sweden

Amount
22,382,211

2010
Donor
Sweden

Amount
27,685,299

Norway

16,803,339

United Kingdom

19,548,414

United States

21,680,000

United Kingdom

14,844,865

United States

17,752,596

Norway

19,928,462

United States

13,855,362

European Commission

17,695,237

European Commission

19,904,561

European Commission

11,569,297

Norway

10,477,963

United Kingdom

14,281,521
10,406,843

Ireland

7,062,349

Netherlands

7,308,499

Australia

Canada

6,241,620

Canada

6,647,560

Netherlands

6,998,231

Australia

6,164,898

Finland

6,000,255

Canada

6,936,537

Netherlands

5,893,807

Australia

5,665,048

Japan

4,987,931

Spain

4,400,367

Ireland

4,896,149

Switzerland

4,779,946

Finland

3,894,081

Switzerland

3,747,064

Ireland

4,699,934

Switzerland

3,555,142

New Zealand

3,487,070

Germany

4,643,775

New Zealand

3,407,763

Spain

3,330,540

New Zealand

4,312,800

Japan

2,487,931

Germany

3,021,605

Finland

4,258,667

Germany

2,293,694

Belgium

2,804,876

Denmark

3,953,378

Denmark

1,992,945

Italy**

2,532,533

Austria

3,038,088

Luxembourg

1,966,800

Denmark

2,491,973

Spain

2,460,069

France

1,514,667

Japan

2,487,933

Russian Federation***

2,139,000

Belgium

1,316,348

France

1,278,772

Belgium

1,868,370

United Arab Emirates

849,960

Luxembourg

924,394

Italy**

1,415,945

Republic of Korea

700,000

Turkey

700,000

France

1,368,222

Morocco

500,000

Republic of Korea

300,000

Luxembourg

1,077,085

Turkey

500,000

United Arab Emirates

299,975

Republic of Korea

800,000

Austria

201,910

Iceland

171,000

United Arab Emirates

749,950

Italy

188,502

Austria

162,923

Brazil

545,000

Iceland

139,341

Singapore

70,000

Timor-Leste

500,000

Czech Republic

138,487

Monaco

39,683

Turkmenistan

500,000

Malta

69,984

Estonia

32,372

Iceland

300,000

Singapore

50,000

Greece

28,860

Turkey

250,000

Monaco

38,772

Slovenia

27,924

Greece

174,966

Lithuania

31,949

Philippines

20,000

Poland

103,000

Latvia

31,104

China

20,000

Malaysia

100,000

Slovenia

25,000

Andorra

11,095

Kuwait

100,000

10,538

Azerbaijan

99,978

5,000

Singapore

70,000

Greece

21,459

Slovakia

China

20,000

Nicaragua

Estonia

18,705

Bahamas

Philippines

15,742

Multi-Donor Funds*

Chile

10,000

South Africa
Multi-Donor Funds*

2,000
10,174,490

6,154
7,444,124

Portugal

50,000

Philippines

50,000

Republic of Congo

50,000

Monaco

46,748

Estonia

38,243

China

20,000

Bahamas

2,000

Afghanistan

100

Multi-Donor Funds*
Subtotal
UN and Other Agencies
Private Donations
Subtotal
Total 2008

146,273,315
685,527
88,753
774,280
147,047,595

Subtotal
UN and Other Agencies
Private Donations
Subtotal
Total 2009

156,556,553
188,138
40,338
228,476
156,785,029

9,244,069

Subtotal

186,618,719

UN and Other Agencies
Private Donations

50,646

Subtotal

50,646

Total 2010

186,669,365

Totals include paid and pledged contributions. 2010 figures include unpaid pledges (as of 31 December 2010) as follows: $100 from Afghanistan, $637,804 from European Commission
- $694,444 from Italy, $133,869 from Luxembourg, $1,500,000 from United States, $2,000 from Bahamas, $250,000 from Iceland.
* Multi-Donor Funds includes the Common Humanitarian Funds (CHFs) and the Central Fund for Influenza Action (CFIA).
** Includes the transfer from the Italian pre-positioned Bilateral Emergencies Fund to various OCHA projects.
*** Includes $1.6 million transfer from the pre-positioned Russian Federation UNDAC Air Support account to various OCHA-budgeted activities.
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activities (see page 37), and the cash reserves remain
depleted due to the deficit of 2009 and 2008. OCHA will thus
continue to exert financial discipline, aligning expenditure
closely with projected income, with the aim of replenishing
the reserves over the next two years.

How OCHA is funded
OCHA is funded mainly through voluntary contributions
from Member States. The European Commission is also a
major donor. OCHA receives limited contributions from
private or corporate donors.
The General Assembly approves the UN’s regular budget
every two years. It is funded from assessed contributions paid
by each Member State according to a formula that considers
their relative gross domestic product. The amount of regularbudget funding for OCHA has remained stable in net
terms, but has decreased in relative terms as a proportion
of the OCHA budget, from 12 per cent in the 2002-2003
biennium to 5 per cent in the 2010-2011 biennium. This is
due to the growth in OCHA’s budget over the past decade,
reflecting the expansion in global requirements for multilateral humanitarian assistance over the past decade.
OCHA’s total share of the global UN regular budget is
currently 0.6 per cent.
OCHA also benefited from $26.8 million in miscellaneous
income, which primarily comprised interest income
($6 million) and savings on unliquidated obligations
($11.6 million). The latter consist of funds reserved for
expenditure in the field pending receipt of actual charges.
These are subsequently found to be surplus to requirements
following receipt of final billing by OCHA’s field-level service
provider (UNDP in most cases), and are thus released
back into OCHA’s cash flow. The high savings figure
for 2010 reflects UNDP’s late submission of payment
settlements. Miscellaneous income also includes foreignexchange gains/ losses, refunds to donors and transfers
between projects.
OCHA relies on the interest that income accrued
across its field accounts to make cash advances against
confirmed pledges.

How and where OCHA
spent its budget in 2010
Total expenditure charged against the budget was
$224.3 million (compared with $207.6 million in 2009).
Seventy-two per cent of OCHA’s expenditure was on
activities supporting field-based humanitarian coordination
and advocacy, with 59 per cent spent directly in the field. Ten
per cent of the spending was on OCHA’s other core functions:
normative and policy development, humanitarian financing,
and communications and information management. Five
per cent covered OCHA’s executive management, and 13 per
cent was on administrative activities mainly funded from
programme support charges. Expenditure by thematic area
and by region is outlined in the charts above.
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OCHA is a coordinating agency whose mandated
operations are delivered through its staff. In 2010, 73 per
cent of OCHA’s total expenditure was on staff costs and
27 per cent on non-staff costs.
The overall expenditure rate during 2010 was 85.5 per
cent, which is slightly lower than previous years. The reasons
for this include the deliberate restriction of expenditure at
headquarters through implementation of a four-month
hiring freeze; under-expenditure on administrative activities
due to high vacancy rates (the majority of posts should be
filled by May 2011); and under-expenditure in six field duty
stations. Two of these (Haiti and Yemen) were sudden-onset
emergencies, where OCHA faced difficulties in recruiting
staff. It relied heavily on surge capacity, for which salary
costs are covered by the originating office. Côte d’Ivoire's
low implementation rate was due to expedited transition/
closure in 2010. The remaining three offices (Philippines,
Sri Lanka and the Regional Office for Southern and Eastern
Africa) were also beset by recruitment challenges that
have now been addressed. Expenditure rates are expected
to rise in 2011. Annex II shows a detailed breakdown of
expenditure.
35

Cash management and
closing balance 2010
The table below reflects the financial status at 31 December
2010. It shows the resources that were available to fund the
OCHA budget during 2010.
OCHA programme activities were well funded in 2010,
with donor income of $186.7 million ($30 million more
than in 2009), other programme income of $20 million,
and programme expenditure (direct expenditure plus
programme support transfers) of $188.2 million. The result
was a net increase to OCHA’s programme closing balance
of $18.6 million. This closing balance signalled a new
departure for OCHA, following two successive deficit years.
They resulted in a cumulative decrease of $26 million in
the closing balance for programme activities over the 20082009 biennium.
OCHA’s administrative activities were also fully funded in
2010 by income from the programme support transfers levied
against expenditure. The closing balance for administrative
activities grew by $5.1 million in 2010. OCHA had aimed to
reduce the closing balance in the programme support account
as part of the agreed strategy to overuse this account, with
the explicit aim of reducing the closing balance to a level
that is commensurate with expected annual administrative
costs. However, due to unexpectedly high turnover in
OCHA’s administrative services, staff-related expenditures

were lower than planned, resulting in a 70 per cent average
expenditure rate across the programme support account.
This situation will change significantly by May 2011, when
the majority of vacant posts in administration will be filled
through long-term appointments.
In 2010, OCHA again took a reimbursable loan against
unpaid pledges from the CERF loan facility. This was due
to cash-flow challenges linked to the depletion of the cash
reserves and late disbursement or heavy earmarking of
funds by donors. This loan will be fully repaid in the second
quarter of 2011. Over the longer term, OCHA aims to have
enough cash in its reserves at any one time to cover six
months of staff costs and three months of operating costs.
The total closing balance in 2010 was $188.8 million.
Of this total, 47 per cent ($88.4 million) could not be used
for programme activities because 28 per cent was in the
programme support account (used only for administrative
activities), 12 per cent of the total closing balance comprised
mandatory reserves, 5 per cent was in inactive accounts
pending closure and 2 per cent comprised unpaid pledges.
A large share of the remainder was earmarked to specific
country offices and could not be utilized for other activities.

OCHA donors in 2010
The table on page 37 lists all donors that made a voluntary
contribution to OCHA in 2010. As in previous years, the

OCHA financial status as at 31 December 2010
OCHA-Mandated Programme and Administrative Activities

Opening Balance - 1 Jan 2010 1

Programme
Activities

Administrative
Activities

Regular
Budget

Total

118,077,487

46,892,648

-

2010 donor contributions 2

186,669,365

-

13,814,900

200,484,265

Available funds 3

304,746,852

46,892,648

13,814,900

365,454,400

(21,324,429)

21,324,429

-

-

Transfer of Programme Support Charges 4

164,970,135

(166,898,431)

(22,788,458)

(13,296,318)

(202,983,206)

Total expenditure charged against budget 6

(188,222,859)

(22,788,458)

(13,296,318)

(224,307,635)

Net available funds before other income,
adjustments, transfers, refunds and ISDR costs 7

116,523,992

45,428,619

-

161,952,611

Direct Expenditure

5

Other income, adjustments, transfers,
refunds and ISDR costs 8

20,232,223

6,573,117

-

26,805,341

136,756,216

52,001,736

-

188,757,952

Increase/(decrease) in opening balance 10

18,678,729

5,109,088

-

23,787,817

Mandatory reserves 11

22,589,520

4,880,850

-

27,470,370

114,166,696

47,120,886

-

161,287,582

Closing balance 9

Available Balance for Spending 12

Notes:
1) The opening balance reflects the situation as at 1 January 2010.
2) For programme activities, includes paid contributions and unpaid pledges of $6.9 million. Also includes $721,501 and $1,639,000 received from Governments of Italy and Russia
respectively which were recorded as transfers (see notes 8). For regular budget, corresponds to the appropriatin for 2010.
3) = 1 + 2.
4) Programme support cost levied on programme expenditure and transferred to the Administrative Account to cover cost of administrative activities.
5) Includes disbursements and unliquidated obligations as at 31 December 2010
6) = 4 + 5. For programme activities, expenditure charged against budget is the programme direct expenditure plus programme support transfers. For administrative and regular
budget activities, it is the direct expenditure only.
7) = 3 + 4 + 5. Regular budget balances are not carried forward to the next biennium.
8) Transfers of PSC from other trust funds and transfers from dormant accounts, Specially Designated Contributions and ISDR; interest and miscellaneous income; foreign exchange
adjustments; transfers, refunds and savings on prior period unliquidated obligations.
9) 7 + 8. Includes mandatory reserves of $22.5 million for programme activities and $4.8 million for administrative activities, which were not available for spending in 2010.
Regular budget balances are not carried forward to the next biennium.
10) Closing balance (9) less opening balance (1).
11) Reserves mandated under the UN Financial Regulations and Rules for extrabudgetary activities (programmme and administrative activities).
12) Closing balance (9) less mandatory reserves (11). Regular budget balances are not carried forward to the next biennium.
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Donor Ranking 2010
Top 20 Donors
Donor

Earmarked

Unearmarked Grand Total

Sweden

10,825,395

16,859,905

27,685,299

United States

17,630,000

4,050,000

21,680,000

Norway

7,270,666

12,657,796

19,928,462

19,904,561

-

19,904,561

United Kingdom

3,135,024

11,146,497

14,281,521

Australia

4,171,443

6,235,400

10,406,843

European Commission

overwhelming majority of voluntary contributions came
from Member States, which provided $157.5 million or
84 per cent of all contributions. International organizations, including the European Commission and UN
partners, contributed a further $29.1 million or 16 per cent.
Other donors (mainly private individuals) provided the
remaining $50,000.

5,224

6,993,007

6,998,231

Good Humanitarian Donorship:
funding trends in 2010

Canada

5,963,396

973,141

6,936,537

Flexible funding

Japan

2,950,000

2,037,931

4,987,931

Switzerland

3,360,890

1,419,056

4,779,946

Ireland

3,350,406

1,349,528

4,699,934

Germany

3,325,093

1,318,681

4,643,775

-

4,312,800

4,312,800

Finland

210,084

4,048,583

4,258,667

Denmark

463,876

3,489,503

3,953,378

2,898,671

139,417

3,038,088
2,460,069

OCHA relies heavily on unearmarked funds (i.e. not specifically
targeted to a country or activity). This gives the organization
more flexibility and autonomy in allocating its resources
and helps it to ensure support to all its core activities. A key
element of OCHA’s resource mobilization strategy is to
secure increases in unearmarked funding from donors and,
where possible, secure those commitments on a multiyear basis.
In 2010, more donors either increased their unearmarked
contributions or provided fully unearmarked contributions
to OCHA. It received a greater portion of its total funding
uneamarked (44 per cent) compared with 2009 (40 per
cent) and achieved an overall net increase of $19.5 million
in fully unearmarked funding. Increased unearmarked
funding came from Australia, Austria, Denmark, Iceland,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Republic of
Korea, Russian Federation, Sweden, Switzerland, United
Arab Emirates (UAE) and United States. The Swedish
International Development Cooperation Agency agreed that
OCHA could determine the allocation of its contribution to
OCHA field presences, greatly increasing flexibility. Australia
and Canada already provide flexible earmarked funds.
The volume of earmarked funds also increased by
$10.3 million in comparison with 2009 earmarked funds.
The combined total increases in earmarked funding from
Australia, Austria, the European Commission, Germany,
Japan, Norway, Russian Federation, Switzerland and the
United States reached $20 million. Ten smaller donors also

Netherlands

New Zealand

Austria
Spain

2,460,069

-

Russian Federation***

1,500,000

639,000

2,139,000

635,324

1,233,046

1,868,370

1,415,945

-

1,415,945

Belgium
Italy**
Other Donors
Donor

Earmarked

Multi-Donor Funds*

9,244,069

-

9,244,069

288,600

1,079,622

1,368,222

France
Luxembourg

Unearmarked Grand Total

-

1,077,085

1,077,085

Republic of Korea

300,000

500,000

800,000

United Arab Emirates

249,975

499,975

749,950

Brazil

545,000

-

545,000

Timor-Leste

500,000

-

500,000

Turkmenistan

500,000

-

500,000

Iceland

-

300,000

300,000

Turkey

250,000

-

250,000

Greece

174,966

-

174,966

Poland

-

103,000

103,000

Malaysia

100,000

-

100,000

Kuwait

100,000

100,000

-

Azerbaijan

99,978

-

99,978

Singapore

50,000

20,000

70,000

Private Donations

50,346

300

50,646

Portugal

50,000

-

50,000

Philippines

50,000

-

50,000

Republic of Congo

50,000

-

50,000

Monaco

-

46,748

46,748

Estonia

-

38,243

38,243

China

-

20,000

20,000

Bahamas

-

2,000

2,000

Afghanistan

-

100

100

Total Earmarked

104,079,001

Total Unearmarked

82,590,363

Grand Total

186,669,365

Totals include Paid and Pledged contributions.
* Multi-Donor Funds includes the Common Humanitarian Funds and the
Central Fund for Influenza Action.
** Includes the transfer from the Italian pre-positioned Bilateral Emergencies Fund to
various OCHA projects.
*** Includes $1.6 million transfer from the pre-positioned Russian Federation UNDAC
Air Support account to various OCHA-budgeted activities.
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increased their earmarked funding to OCHA by $2.3 million
(2 per cent increase in the total 2010 earmarked funds):
Azerbaijan, Brazil, Greece, Kuwait, Malaysia, Philippines,
Portugal, Timor-Leste, Turkmenistan and UAE. Ten donors
reduced their earmarked funding to OCHA.
Seventy-nine per cent of OCHA’s earmarked income
was for country offices, 9 per cent for regional offices, 9 per
cent for headquarters, and 3 per cent for IRIN or pandemic
influenza contingency activities.
Broadening the donor base

OCHA had 42 governmental donors in 2010 (10 more than
2009). In 2010, 19 non-Development Assistance Committee
(DAC) donors gave $5.6 million to OCHA. Several of these
contributions were linked to the crises in Haiti and
Pakistan. Ten of these were new donors to OCHA. OCHA
also lost some non-DAC donors in 2010 who had given
previously. In terms of continuing commitments from
non-DAC donors, OCHA has nine regular non-DAC donors
(contributors for three out of the four past years) including
China, Estonia, Iceland, Singapore, Philippines, Monaco,
Slovenia, Turkey and UAE. OCHA attracts new donors
primarily when there are high-profile sudden-onset
emergencies, such as Cyclone Nargis in 2008, and the Haiti
earthquake and Pakistan floods in 2010. Countries from the
Western Europe and Others Group continued to provide
the vast majority of contributions to OCHA, despite an
effort to recruit new donors from outside the traditional
international donor community. In 2011, OCHA will
continue to prioritize outreach to retain and expand its
non-DAC donor base.
Timeliness of payment

Timely disbursement is critical to alleviating OCHA cashmanagement challenges. This is due to the heavy reliance
on voluntary contributions, and the fact that OCHA may
incur expenditure only against cash received and not
against pledges. In 2010, 51 per cent of paid contributions
were made in the first half of the year, slightly more than
2009 (49 per cent). Unpaid pledges are recorded as income,
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but cannot be used until the cash contributions are received.
Therefore, the time lag between pledging and receipt of
donor contributions is critical. Donors are encouraged to
continue their efforts to provide timely funding. OCHA
will work with donors to try to increase the proportion of
contributions transferred during the first half of the year
to 75 per cent.

OCHA Donor Support
Group
The OCHA Donor Support Group (ODSG) is an informal
group of donors that provides financial, political and technical
support to OCHA. The group comprises Australia, Austria
(new member in 2010), Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, New
Zealand (Chair in 2010), Netherlands, Norway, Republic of
Korea, Russian Federation (new member 2010), Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, UAE, UK, USA and the European
Commission. Members commit to annual funding of at
least $0.5 million.
The ODSG supports OCHA by acting as a sounding board
and a source of advice on policy, management, budgetary
and financial issues. The group is also used for feedback,
donor consultation and exchanging views on OCHA’s
strategic priorities, new project initiatives, and evaluations
and reviews. The group discusses concrete measures that
may be taken individually or collectively by members to
help OCHA fulfil its mission and achieve its goals.
The ODSG meets regularly at the expert level in
Geneva and New York, and annually at the high level. The
High-Level Meeting attracts delegates from capitals at the
Director level and above. An annual ODSG field mission
evaluates OCHA’s work at the country level. Donor members
are invited at the senior level from capitals or Permanent
Missions.
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OCHA resource mobilization strategy
In 2010, OCHA fund-raising was guided by a resource mobilization strategy built on the findings of an external review
of OCHA’s resource mobilization and fund-management
practices. The 2010 strategy called for an OCHA-wide,
proactive and coherent fund-raising approach backed by
more effective targeting and marketing of OCHA’s added

value and its services to Member States.
The priorities identified in 2010 were securing increased
and more predictable and flexible funding from existing donors,
broadening OCHA’s donor base, and implementing a coherent
and strategic OCHA-wide approach to fund-raising. A funding
target of $175 million for 2010 was set and exceeded.

Predictability

To secure predictable funding, OCHA is prioritizing the
negotiation of multi-year funding agreements. In 2010 it
negotiated a multi-year, multi-donor Institutional Strategy,
linked to OCHA’s Strategic Framework, with Ireland and
Denmark to serve as a basis for increased predictable
financial support. Three new sole-donor multi-year funding
agreements were signed in 2010 (Spain, Sweden and
Switzerland), which set out the terms and procedures
for funding to OCHA. OCHA also has ongoing multiyear agreements with Australia, Belgium, New Zealand,
Norway and UK. The UK agreement expired in 2009 and
will be renegotiated in 2011 following completion of
UK-commissioned aid reviews. The New Zealand agreement
expires in 2011.
The multi-year agreements provide an important basis
for accountability to donors for funds. They also place

OCHA’s income on a more predictable footing, which in
turn assists in cash-flow planning and broader human
resources processes.

Note on OCHA trust funds
Income and expenditure against the OCHA budget are
managed through two trust funds and the Special Account
for Programme Support. The Trust Fund for the Strengthening
of OCHA was established in 1974 pursuant to General Assembly
resolution 3243. It is financed mainly from unearmarked
voluntary contributions to cover headquarters staff and
non-staff costs incurred in discharging OCHA’s mandate, as
set out by the General Assembly. The Trust Fund for Disaster
Relief Assistance was established in 1971 pursuant to
General Assembly resolution 2816. This fund receives
earmarked and unearmarked voluntary contributions to
finance humanitarian coordination and relief activities.
Earmarked contributions provided for specific projects or
countries are accounted for separately. The fund’s activities
fall within two main categories: OCHA-mandated activities
that are implemented by OCHA under its Annual Plan and
Budget, primarily in the field, and Specially Designated
Contributions (SDCs), which are implemented by OCHA
partners and cannot be used for OCHA coordination. See
annex III for more details on SDCs, including the
Emergency Response Funds.
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In 2010, OCHA continued the review of its accounts
under the Trust Fund for Disaster Relief Assistance. This
review was initiated in 2008 and aimed to further improve
OCHA cash-management practices. As a result of the
financial reconciliation exercise, 32 inactive accounts were
identified, containing a total of $2 million. The majority of
these funds were redeployed to OCHA activities in 2010
($1.4 million). The balance of $0.6 million was refunded to
pre-positioned accounts ($0.3 million) and cash-reserve funds
($0.3 million). As part of its efforts to enhance financial
discipline, OCHA has committed to an ongoing annual
review of the balances of its projects to ensure the
closing of inactive accounts in a timely manner.
The Special Account for Programme Support funds
OCHA administrative costs and common services provided
by the UN in support of OCHA extra-budgetary activities.
Income to this account is from programme support overhead
charges levied on direct programme expenditure of the
OCHA trust funds. This levy is 3 per cent on grants to
NGOs and 13 per cent on most expenditure incurred
by OCHA activities.
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Field Performance

The On-Site Operations Coordination Centre established
in Haiti immediately after the January earthquake.
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Regional Offices
Country Offices

Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific
In 2010, the Asia and Pacific region lived up to its reputation
as the most natural disaster-prone area in the world. Earthquakes, tsunamis and volcanic eruptions combined with
civil unrest and armed conflict. OCHA’s Regional Office for
Asia and the Pacific (ROAP) responded to 12 emergencies,
deploying 22 times to 11 countries in the region and once to
Haiti. Based in Thailand, with a Sub-Regional Office in Fiji
and humanitarian support units in Papua New Guinea and
Nepal, ROAP also helped the 36 countries and 14 territories
it covers prepare for new emergencies.
In Mongolia, an unusually harsh winter preceded by a
dry summer (called a dzud) in January left 770,000 herders
in need of emergency assistance. ROAP deployed a team to
prepare the country’s Central Emergency Response Fund
(CERF) application, provide training and set up emergency
coordination mechanisms. The office was later requested
to help the Humanitarian Country Team (HCT) and the
National Emergency Management Agency prepare for a
possible recurrence of the dzud by establishing procedures
for monitoring and regular assessments. As a result of this
work, UN agencies and Government partners were quicker
to respond to humanitarian needs when the y rose again
during the 2010/11 winter.
In February, a category three cyclone swept through the
Cook Islands. ROAP led the deployment of the UN Disaster
Assessment and Coordination (UNDAC) team, provided
leadership on the ground and brought in technical expertise
when needed. When Cyclone Giri struck Myanmar in April,
ROAP helped partners access funds from the CERF rapidresponse allocation. ROAP also deployed to Sittwe to establish
and head the coordination of field clusters. OCHA’s presence
in the field enabled assessment data to be collected over an
extended period of time, providing a clear picture of immediate
and structural needs and informing early recovery activities.
Indonesia was hit by twin disasters in October. Mount
Merapi, on the island of Java, erupted just days after a powerful
earthquake off the Sumatra coast triggered a tsunami. ROAP
helped the OCHA Country Office by assessing humanitarian
needs and det ermining requirements for int ernational
assistance. ROAP also c ontinued to pursue its goal of
achieving basic le vels of response preparedness in the
region’s 14 most high-risk countries, as defined through the
Global Focus Model. To help ROAP make the most effective
use of its resources, a more systematic and coherent way of
delivering preparedness services was developed in 2010. The
resulting Preparedness Initiative will be pilot ed with
Resident Coordinators/Humanitarian Coordinators (RCs/
HCs), HCTs and governments in 2011.
ROAP continued to invest in its r elationships with
national governments and national emergency management agencies throughout the region. It offered training
opportunities for h umanitarian coordination leaders
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through events such as the Country Team disaster-simulation
exercise, which was held in I ndia in November. ROAP’s
engagement with new and e volving regional disastermanagement structures helped strengthen links with the
broader international humanitarian community.
Through its work with regional partners, ROAP also
aims to ensure that newly developed disaster-management
structures at the r egional level are consistent with the
agreed international humanitarian structures so that global
and regional bodies can function in a mutually supportive
way. For example, ROAP worked with the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) on induction t raining
for its Emergency Response Assessment Teams. It also led
the drafting of the J oint Declaration on ASEAN-UN
Collaboration in Disaster Management, adopted in October by
Heads of States and the United Nations Secretary-General.
ROAP also drafted standard operating procedures between
OCHA and ASEAN that outline roles and responsibilities
for disaster response, and it worked closely with the South
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation. It also provided
financial and programmatic support to the Asian Disaster
Reduction and Response Network.

Sub-Regional Office
for the Pacific: Fiji
Through its Sub-Regional Office (SRO) for the Pacific in Fiji,
OCHA strengthened operational and strategic links between
the international humanitarian community and 14 small,
isolated island states scattered across the Pacific. The SRO
coordinated an UNDAC mission in Aitutaki in the Cook Islands.
It also provided support to the RC in Samoa in response to
Cyclone Pat. When Cyclone Tomas hit Fiji, OCHA provided
cluster and civil-military coordination support.
Following a volcanic eruption in Vanuatu, OCHA provided
support with a joint multi-sector needs assessment. It also
developed a contingency plan for the evacuation of Gaua
Island’s population. In Tonga and the Cook Islands, OCHA
gathered international cluster leads, national authorities
and women’s groups for inter-agency contingency-planning
workshops. OCHA also supported disaster-simulation
exercises in Vanuatu with national partners and the
Australian Defence Force, and in the Solomon Islands
with Government agencies and local NGOs.
Given the absence of significant international
humanitarian organizations in most of the Pacific Island
countries, OCHA worked with regional networks and
organizations, such as IFRC and the Secretariat of the
Pacific Community, to strengthen regional disaster risk
management.
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Humanitarian Support Units:
Papua New Guinea and Nepal
The Humanitarian Support Unit (HSU) in Papua New Guinea
continued strengthening the Disaster Management Team
(DMT) to ensure a coordinated response to several small-scale
disasters and a cholera outbreak in 2010. In collaboration
with DMT and Government partners, the HSU developed a
rapid post-disaster needs assessment tool. OCHA also
supported contingency-plan training and developed
specific plans in two high-risk provinces.
OCHA conducted two missions to the Manam Care
Centers, where some 10,000 people were resettled when
volcanic eruptions off Papua New Guinea’s north coast in
2004 forced them to flee the island. Following coordinated
efforts by the RC, DMT members, Government colleagues
and the affected population, attention was focused on

identifying short- and long-term solutions for the Manam
islanders. The Government has since announced a
$5.7 million allocation for their permanent resettlement.
As part of an early recovery initiative in 2010, the OCHA
Nepal Country Office was downsized to an HSU within the
RC/HC Office, with four regional field coordination offices.
Since the transition, more emphasis has been placed on
working with the Government to build local capacity for
disaster response.
OCHA continued to support the cluster system. It held
regular inter-cluster meetings and supported training,
simulation exercises and the revision of IASC contingency
plans. For an overview of OCHA’s activities in Nepal prior to
the transition, please see page 59.

Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean
The Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean
(ROLAC) covers 35 countries and 23 territories in Latin
America and the C aribbean (LAC). It is a r egion where
natural hazards meet vulner ability with catastrophic
effects. Even middle-income countries are at risk, as their
development indicators often belie h uge inequality and
extreme poverty.
In 2010, 85 natural disasters were recorded across the
region, affecting some 12 million people. The most destructive
was the January earthquake in Haiti. The immediate response
and continued support to Haiti throughout the year strained
ROLAC resources. Seven staff were deployed immediately
for extended periods (see box overleaf).
ROLAC’s response capacity was tested again when an
earthquake hit Chile in February. Four staff were deployed.
Three others were deployed to Guatemala to help local partners
address the combined impact of a food and nutrition crisis,
a tropical storm and the eruption of Mount Pacaya. ROLAC
staff also deployed to Bolivia, Peru and St. Luca during
2010, meeting every official request for OCHA assistance
in the region.
Two recurrent issues make preparedness a challenge in
the LAC region: maintaining and supporting national capacity
networks amid frequent changes of government, and adapting
coordination mechanisms to evolving national structures.
ROLAC addresses these challenges by investing in partnershipbuilding with the humanitarian community in the countries
it covers, and through continued focus on fortifying regional,
sub-regional and national humanitarian preparedness and
response structures.
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In 2010, ROLAC continued to chair the region’s main
inter-agency coordination mechanism: the Risk Emergency
Disaster Working Group for Latin America and the Caribbean
(REDLAC). The for um brings together more than 25
humanitarian partners from regional UN, NGO, Red Cross
and government bodies to support preparedness and emergency
response at the national le vel. It also promotes learning
through the exchange of response tools and information,
such as the Regional Rapid Needs Assessment Methodology
and the H umanitarian Country Team (HCT) training
curriculum.
REDLAC organized joint training and simulations in
Colombia and Peru, and contingency planning in Honduras.
It also created HCTs in Guatemala and Peru, and helped to
coordinate responses to disasters in Chile, Haiti and Bolivia.
In addition to existing REDLAC cluster working groups,
OCHA helped UNHCR and FAO regional offices create two
new sub-working groups in protection and food security.
Partnerships with sub-regional disaster-management
organizations were further strengthened in 2010 to ensure
efficient joint response, strategic coordination and training.
A standard operating procedure was established betw een
ROLAC and the Caribbean Disaster Emergency Management
Agency (CDMA), which contributed to joint OCHA-CDMA
assessment missions after Hurricane Tomas tore through
the Caribbean in lat e 2010. The r esult was a c ommon
understanding of humanitarian needs, which led t o
improved resource mobilization.
ROLAC’s national disaster response advisers (NDRAs)
across the region helped create and strengthen HCTs in a
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number of countries. They also helped to improve government
understanding of how to access international assistance
in a disaster. NDRAs supported the creation of national
protocols and frameworks for disaster response in Nicaragua,
Honduras and Peru to define the roles and responsibilities of
humanitarian partners engaged in national response efforts.
They facilitated workshops and sim ulation exercises to
improve preparedness at national and local levels in Argentina,
Belize, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico,

Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru and Trinidad & Tobago.
Information representatives from the R egional
Humanitarian Information Network (Redhum) were
embedded in local disast er-management agencies in
Costa Rica, Dominican R epublic, Ecuador, El Sal vador,
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama and Peru. They
provided critical information management suppor t. In
2010, the governments of Argentina and Bolivia identified
funding for a Redhum representative for their own countries
(see box below).

ROLAC: Preparing and responding in Haiti
ROLAC’s disaster-preparedness work in Haiti began eight
years before the catastrophic 7.0-magnitude earthquake
struck Port-au-Prince in 2010. During those eight years,
the office helped establish coordination and leadership
arrangements to guide local and international relief work
during a calamity. ROLAC also provided training in disaster
management and response to more than 400 individuals
from national government and UN agencies, the UN
Stabilization Mission in Haiti, and international and local NGOs.
Over the years, 30 ROLAC missions helped strengthen
contingency plans and provide guidance on humanitarian
reform and new coordination mechanisms. These missions
resulted in strong partnerships with key national responders,
particularly the Government's Directorate of Civil Protection.
This proved particularly valuable in coordinating emergency
responses in February 2004, when armed rebels seized
control of Haiti’s fourth-largest city and protests led to
President Aristide’s departure; in May and September 2004,
when tropical storms lashed the country; and in 2008,
when thousands of people were killed by floods that
washed through Gonaives.

In spite of these efforts, when the earthquake struck
Port-au-Prince was reduced to rubble and in-country
capacity was severely compromised. Many UN and
Government staff died or were injured. Just 30 minutes
after the quake, ROLAC held a meeting in Panama City with
25 members of REDLAC to share information, coordinate
response actions and plan deployments. Within 48 hours,
ROLAC staff had deployed to lead the response with the
incoming UNDAC team. ROLAC functions included the
Deputy for the Resident Coordinator/Humanitarian
Coordinator/Deputy Special Representative of the SecretaryGeneral, Head of OCHA Office and field coordination.
The activation of the UN Emergency Technical Team in
neighbouring Dominican Republic to help coordinate efforts
was also critical in the early phase, particularly given the
massive logistical constraints (destroyed and overburdened
ports and administrative issues) that hampered aid reaching
desperate Haitians. ROLAC staff deployed to the border area
between the countries to support these efforts.

REDHUM in 2010
The Regional Humanitarian Information Network website
[www.redhum.org] achieved a milestone in 2010: it received
1 million page visits. The humanitarian website is modelled
after OCHA’s ReliefWeb, but was adapted to the Spanishspeaking audience of Latin America and the Caribbean. Since
its launch in 2007, Redhum has provided over 600,000
users with timely and relevant humanitarian information.
Redhum’s information representatives (IRs) are embedded
in the national emergency management authorities of nine
priority countries. They participate in daily operations and
help expand humanitarian networks to better share
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information, provide information management assistance,
and promote standardization and best practices. In 2010,
national disaster-management agencies in Argentina and
Bolivia indicated their interest to finance their own Redhum
IRs. Recruitment is planned for 2011.
Redhum’s information management, reporting formats
and tools have been fully or partially adopted by all UN
teams in the region that issue situation reports. Based on
Redhum’s success, in 2010 its information management
model was presented to seven countries in the Middle East
as a possible model for replication in the region.
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Regional Office for the Middle East,
North Africa and Central Asia
In 2010, OCHA’s Regional Office for the Middle East, North
Africa and Central Asia (ROMENACA) covered 28 countries
and territories in a r egion that saw deepening economic
disparity, high levels of internal displacement, emerging
and protracted conflicts, and natural disasters. Three major
humanitarian emergencies required international humanitarian assistance during the year: armed conflict in Yemen,
violent civil unrest in Kyrgyzstan and devastating floods in
Pakistan.
In response to the cr ises in Yemen and Kyrgyzstan,
ROMENACA deployed staff from its base in Cairo to help
set up coordination structures and ensure that humanitarian
aid reached the most vulnerable people. Support included
reporting, information management, administration and
financial management, and resource mobilization through
the Central Emergency Response Fund and flash appeals.
Extraordinary demands were made on the humanitarian
community following the Pakistan floods. ROMENACA
quickly deployed staff to support OCHA’s Country Office
with field c oordination and infor mation management.
Through resource mobilization in the G ulf, funding for
humanitarian appeals was substantially increased. In Pakistan
and Kyrgyzstan, ROMENACA designed and maintained
inter-agency information-sharing websites until they were
handed over to the respective country office.
The office strengthened regional networks and collaboration with regional UN agencies, NGOs, charities and
governments. OCHA partnered with Qatar for the satellite
launch of the Global Humanitarian Appeal 2011 in Doha
in November. It also signed a memorandum of understanding

with the League of Arab States, which will pave the way for
joint planning of humanitarian action.
Working relationships were further strengthened with
key NGO networks, including the Humanitarian Forum.
The forum includes the Imam Khomeini Relief Foundation
(Iran), International Islamic Charitable Organization,
Islamic Relief Worldwide, Qatar Charity and World Assembly
of Muslim Youth. ROMENACA co-facilitated humanitarian
trainings with the forum and used it as a platform to share
information about h umanitarian principles across the
Muslim NGO community.
The office organized training for Government officials
and local organizations in disast er preparedness, civilmilitary coordination and infor mation management in
Egypt, Jordan, Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon, Morocco, Syria, UAE
and Yemen. Training co-organized with Yemeni NGOs and
the Humanitarian Forum was w idely commended for
contributing to improved collaboration between national
and international NGOs.
ROMENACA’s preparedness work helped Inter-Agency
Standing Committee (IASC) partners support contingency
planning in at-risk countries such as Algeria, Iran, Lebanon,
Morocco and S yria. This r esulted in baseline indicat ors
being established for the entire MENACA region. The office
also collaborated with the Organization of the I slamic
Conference (OIC) in preparing the OIC Report on Disaster
Impact on OIC Member States in 2010.
ROMENACA continued to encourage UN C ountry
Teams (UNCTs) to incorporate disaster preparedness into
longer-term development plans. The result was that UNCTs

Sub-Regional Office for Central Asia: Almaty
In 2010, the Central Asia region faced a number of
emerging global threats, such as climate change, food
insecurity, water scarcity, political instability and the
gradual collapse of social infrastructure.
OCHA’s Sub-Regional Office (SRO) for Central Asia
responded to several medium- and large-scale emergencies.
Based in Almaty, the SRO supported the flood response in
Tajikistan, a polio outbreak across the sub-region, and
food security crises in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. The SRO
responded to a major outbreak of communal violence in
Kyrgyzstan within 24 hours. Clusters were established
within the first week of the crisis, and Inter-Agency
Standing Committee partners had access to OCHA’s
full range of services.
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Across the sub-region, OCHA strengthened collaboration
among local and international NGOs, civil society and
Government authorities. This was achieved by raising
awareness of and providing training on the cluster approach,
and by supporting existing local structures. Although there
are few NGOs in Central Asia, their inclusion in humanitarian
work was a priority during the year. Twenty NGOs participated
in inter-agency contingency planning in Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan
and Uzbekistan.
Responding to increased risks and vulnerabilities in
the region, the SRO expanded the network of partners that
share early warning information and promoted regional-level
analysis of this information. OCHA continued to work with
development partners to ensure links between humanitarian
and development programmes.
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in Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Morocco, Syria, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Yemen incorporated disaster
risk reduction and humanitarian concerns into their UN
Development Assistance Frameworks. ROMENACA managed
humanitarian support units in Iran and Syria and a liaison
office in Dubai to provide support for disaster preparedness
and response, and to help UNCTs, governments and the
NGO community with resource mobilization.

Public outreach was enhanc ed with the decision t o
launch an Arabic-language OCHA website as a repository
for humanitarian information and news. ROMENACA also
established quarterly donor briefings in Cairo in collaboration
with embassies and UN agencies. This contributed to an
increase of $483 million in humanitarian funding compared
with 2009. By the end of 2010, humanitarian funding to the
MENACA region had reached $3.74 billion.

Iran Humanitarian Support Unit
Progress was made in strengthening natural-disaster preparedness within the UN system and its partners in Iran. The
HSU organized a humanitarian-reform training workshop for UN agencies. This led to the establishment of a UN Disaster
Management Task Force that will help in inter-agency planning and coordinate support to the Government in disaster
management. An agreement was reached with the Government over incorporating natural disaster management in the next
UN Development Assistance Framework, which provides a framework for improved collaboration with the Government.

Kyrgyzstan Humanitarian Support Unit
The HSU was established following the outbreak of communal violence in June 2010. With support from the OCHA office in
Bishkek and the field office in Osh, the HSU facilitated assessments, managed information, coordinated the preparation and
revision of a Flash Appeal and supported resource mobilization efforts. Humanitarian partners in the country gave positive
feedback regarding the HSU’s work in preparedness efforts pre-crisis and during the emergency response.

Syria Humanitarian Support Unit
Recurrent drought has plagued Syria since 2006 and placed thousands of vulnerable farming families at risk. In 2010, the
HSU helped develop strategies to respond to the country’s growing humanitarian needs. It also helped strengthen emergency
preparedness within the UN and its partners. The annual inter-agency contingency plan was expanded to include the Syria
Arab Red Crescent and support was provided to local NGOs. Disaster preparedness was incorporated into the 2012-2016
UN Development Assistance Framework.

Regional Office for Southern and Eastern Africa
In 2010, OCHA merged its regional offices in Eastern and
Southern Africa into the Regional Office for Southern and
Eastern Africa (ROSEA). Based in Johannesburg, and with
a Sub-Regional Office in Nairobi, ROSEA covers 24 countries,
of which seven have full OCHA country offices. In the last
decade, the region has experienced significant floods, cyclones
and drought. Their impact has been severe, particularly in
conflict settings, such as the Horn of Africa where vulnerability is already high. Despite the general stability of Southern
Africa, chronic food insecurity, high disease prevalence, and
the cyclical and compounding nature of disasters mean that
even small shocks can t rigger a humanitarian emergency.
Against this backdrop, ROSEA helped countries without an
OCHA presence to prepare for and respond to disasters.
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In 2007, ROSEA launched a multi-year process to assist
the Southern African Development Community (SADC),
its Member States and international cooperating partners
to identify disaster preparedness and response measures. In
2010, having made significant progress in helping ensure
basic contingency plans in all countries, the office focused
on being better able to predict the scale, scope and impact
of disasters. This was done by working closely with national
and regional weather scientists to draw conclusions about the
likely region-wide humanitarian effects of extreme weather.
ROSEA also de veloped standard indicators for data
collection on vulnerability and a model for vulner ability
analysis, which will be piloted in 2011. The new approach
should result in bett er response plans based on a mor e
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accurate understanding of the weather and how it will affect
populations differently. For example, populations that are
highly vulnerability to threats can be target ed by more
specific protection programmes. The office also analysed
rapid-assessment tools and adapted them to the specific
context in Southern Africa. This will lead to better needs
analysis in countries and within the region when disasters
cross borders.
Having achieved significant gains in emergency
preparedness and response, ROSEA helped SADC and its
partners to focus on ways to mitigate or reduce the impacts
of disasters. This entailed helping SADC revise its disaster risk
reduction strategy and identify areas where implementation
support is most needed. The ultimate test of these preparedness
measures will be how quickly and effectively governments
and their partners respond to the next disaster. The office
also began developing improved tools, including baseline
data, to better gauge the impact of these measures.

ROSEA continued to help responders understand the
humanitarian implications of migration, including social
conflict. The offic e and the Go vernment of Malawi led
discussions among 15 countries from Eastern and Southern
Africa to better improve analysis and understanding of
vulnerability. The discussions helped obtain consensus on
ways to monitor irregular migration of humanitarian
concern along the migration route from the Horn to Southern
African nations. Many of the above approaches are now
being shared with responders in Eastern Africa to promote
more coherent and predictable humanitarian action across
the region.
In 2010, ROSEA deployed staff to Namibia to help with
flood assessments, and t o Madagascar to help par tners
monitor the response to the food and nutrition crisis in the
south. Beyond the region, ROSEA deployed staff to support
OCHA’s corporate response in Haiti barely six hours after
the earthquake struck in January.

Sub-Regional Office for Eastern Africa: Nairobi
The Nairobi Regional Office was downsized in 2010 to a
Sub-Regional Office (SRO) of OCHA ROSEA. The transition
was accompanied by high staff turnover, which left the
office understaffed for much of 2010.
During the year, humanitarian action was gradually
reduced and greater emphasis was placed on preparedness. With a responsibility to support countries without an
OCHA presence, the SRO upgraded and tested minimum
preparedness levels in Burundi, Djibouti and Rwanda. It
also provided surge support, particularly to Burundi to
support the closure of the OCHA office.

At the regional level, the SRO facilitated multi-country
preparedness and planning consultations, particularly for
the possible cross-border humanitarian implications of
south Sudan’s referendum in January 2011. The SRO
continued to chair the Regional Humanitarian Partnership
Team, which is a senior-level Inter-Agency Standing
Committee forum. It also supported OCHA country offices
in the region by facilitating Consolidated Appeal Process
workshops, and developing common policy and positions
among OCHA country offices in the region.

Burundi Humanitarian Support Unit
OCHA phased out of Burundi in 2010. As part of the transition, the OCHA office scaled down to a HSU. It then closed at the
end of the year when humanitarian support was transferred to the Resident Coordinator’s Office.
ROSEA managed the HSU’s administrative, financial, human resource and programmatic transition. During this process,
ROSEA emphasized contingency planning, taking into consideration diminishing in-country humanitarian-response capacity.

Madagascar Humanitarian Support Unit
OCHA maintained its HSU in Madagascar in 2010 to help the Humanitarian Country Team respond to the humanitarian
impact of an ongoing socio-political crisis and a worsening drought in the south.
The HSU led an expanded assessment in the south, which resulted in a detailed understanding of needs in all
drought-affected areas to date. The assessment also informed the first attempt to address immediate humanitarian
needs alongside chronic development challenges. The approach attracted significant funding to address immediate needs.
The office facilitated an analysis of humanitarian needs in urban areas as a result of the political crisis. It also analysed
emergency preparedness and response planning, which included contingency-planning reviews and their testing through
simulations; pre-positioning emergency stocks; and strengthened coordination and planning of drought responses.
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Regional Office for West and Central Africa
As part of rationalizing OCHA’s presence in Africa, the
Regional Office for West and C entral Africa (ROWCA)
expanded its por tfolio in 2010 t o include eig ht Central
African countries that w ere previously covered by the
former Regional Office for Central and Eastern Africa in
Nairobi. West and Central Africa have unique characteristics,
but they also share two major challenges: extreme poverty
and increasing vulnerability to disasters.
Ten million people were affected by a food and nutrition
crisis across much of the Sahel in 2010, and almost 2 million
people were affected by floods in West and Central Africa.
The year also saw political upheaval in Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea,
Guinea Bissau, Nigeria and Niger. In response, ROWCA
deployed 17 staff to six major emergencies: the drought
response in Niger, floods in Benin and Burkina Faso, political
crises in Guinea and Côte d’Ivoire, and the ear thquake in
Haiti.
ROWCA helped secure $400 million for UN C ountry
Teams and Humanitarian Country Teams (HCTs) in Niger,
Burkina Faso and Benin through Emergency Humanitarian
Action Plans. The office also helped partners in 13 countries
access Central Emergency R esponse Fund allocations
totalling $110 million for flood r esponse, epidemics, food
crises and a lead-poisoning outbreak.
In May, OCHA and IFRC held their ann ual Regional
Consultation on Floods Preparedness and Natural Disasters.
During the consultation, West and Central African countries
agreed to create a regional steering committee for disaster
management to ensure the implementation of the regional
emergency preparedness roadmap — a major achievement
in institutionalizing regional disaster risk reduction and
emergency response capacity.
A key priority for ROWCA in 2010 was strengthening
partnerships with regional organizations. This included the
Permanent Inter-State Committee for Drought Control in
the Sahel, where information-management capacity was
bolstered by focusing on monitoring and early warning for
the food and nutrition crisis. ROWCA’s engagement with the
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)
centred on c onflict management, and on impr oving
preparedness and response. The humanitarian community’s
capacity to deliver assistance improved significantly when

ECOWAS and the Government of Mali signed an agreement
in February to establish the first r egional humanitarian
stockpile in Bamako.
In line with its support to humanitarian partners in
West Africa, ROWCA brought Central African countries
into emergency response and preparedness work. ROWCA
led the first UN Disast er Assessment and C oordination
familiarization course with the Economic Community of
Central African States. It also drafted a partnership agreement
with the regional body to strengthen Member States’ capacity
to deal with humanitarian crises and natural disasters.
The office supported the development of inter-agency
plans in 13 countries. It also organized inter-agency simulation
exercises in thr ee countries, provided training for ci vilprotection agencies and local authorities in four countries,
led national c ontingency-planning workshops in thr ee
countries and updated existing plans in two countries.
ROWCA led an assessment of Ghana's capacit y to
respond to disasters with the St rategic Partnership for
Preparedness — an O CHA pilot project that promotes a
detailed strategy for assessing national r esponse capacity
and promoting adequate capacity-building. In Guinea Bissau,
consultations with the Go vernment and an assessment
mission in May led to the creation of a Civil Protection Agency.
Technical support to strengthen coordination mechanisms
was provided during the roll-out of the cluster approach in
Benin, Côte d’Ivoire and Senegal. At the Resident Coordinator’s
request, ROWCA and UNHCR co-chaired a task force to
prepare for the upcoming rainy season. The result was national
actors’ greater involvement in pr eparedness, resource
mobilization and coordination during the August floods.
ROWCA provided additional support where needed in
Ghana and Togo following the closure of the Humanitarian
Support Units (HSUs) there. During the planned phase-out
of OCHA country offices in Côte d’Ivoire and Guinea, HSUs
were established to oversee the handover of humanitarian
coordination structures to local partners. As the political
crisis in Côt e d’Ivoire flared again at the end of 2010,
ROWCA provided surge suppor t to the H umanitarian
Coordinator and the HCT. It also supported humanitarian
efforts in Liberia after hundreds of thousands of people fled
across the border.

OCHA Liaison Offices
African Union Liaison Office
OCHA’s African Union Liaison Offic e (AULO) was
established in 2008 as par t of the 10-year UN CapacityBuilding Programme with the African Union (AU). In 2010,
OCHA’s work with the AU was for malized through a
memorandum of understanding (MoU) for collaboration
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on areas such as h umanitarian coordination, disaster
preparedness, and response and advocacy for the protection
of civilians in conflict. The MoU will help the AU to use its
political and diplomatic assets t o address the continent’s
humanitarian concerns. Implementation of the MoU began
with integrating humanitarian indicators into the AU’s
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Continental Early Warning System to help improve AU and
Member States’ understanding of humanitarian challenges
in Africa.
In 2010, OCHA participated in a r eview of the AU
capacity-building programme. This led to the agreement to
create the Emergency Sub-Cluster to the Peace and Security
Cluster, which functions as a platform for the UN and the
AU to engage on h umanitarian issues. AULO assisted in
field missions to the Central African Republic (CAR), Chad
and the Democr atic Republic of the C ongo that w ere
carried out b y the AU’s Sub-Committee on R efugees,
Returnees and I nternally Displaced Persons. In CAR,
this contributed to an impr oved mutual understanding
of activities carried out b y the Lor d’s Resistance Army
in the region.
The office provided policy advice on resource allocation
through multilateral appeal c hannels. As a r esult, the
African Union Commission (AUC) contributed $950,000
to 10 emergency r esponses in Africa through its Special
Emergency Assistance Fund. AULO continued to facilitate
civil-military coordination training and support to continental
and regional exercises with the AU’s Department of Peace
and Security. It also gave technical advice to the African
Standby Force, the Economic Community of West African
States and East African Standby Forces on adher ing to
humanitarian principles.
AULO also supported AU consultations with regional
bodies on the r atification of the AU Convention for the
Protection and Assistance of Internally Displaced Persons
in Africa. To become legally binding, the Convention has to
be ratified by 15 countries. So far, seven AU member states
have adopted the Convention. AULO continued to facilitate
consultations between the Emergency Relief Coordinator,
the Chairperson of the AUC and AU commissioners to
ensure that humanitarian concerns were considered in the
AU’s decision-making process.

Brussels Liaison Office
OCHA established the B russels Liaison Office (BLO) in
2007 to strengthen humanitarian cooperation with the
European Union (EU), and w ith organizations based in
other European cities. In 2010, BLO focused on ensur ing
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humanitarian principles were reflected in new policies,
procedures and operational decisions of major institutions,
such as the EU and NATO.
BLO’s engagement with the EU during the Haiti earthquake response led to improvements in the EU’s Pakistan
flood response and to the EU st rengthening its disasterresponse legislation. BLO was in regular contact with NATO
on civil-military coordination and implementing humanitarian
principles during the flood cr isis in Pakistan. This work
helped improve NATO’s understanding of OCHA’s role
during crises.
The office facilitated the B russels launch of the
Humanitarian Appeal 2011 in November, which was attended
by some 85 r epresentatives from EU Member States, the
European Commission, the Council of the European Union,
beneficiary countries, UN and NGOs. BLO also addressed
the European Parliament Development Committee on the
implementation of the EU Consensus on Humanitarian Aid.
BLO and O CHA’s Policy Development and Studies
Branch provided recommendations to the EU Council for
the revision of guidelines on the protection of civilians in
common security and defence policy missions. The guidelines reference OCHA’s work on the protection of civilians,
and indicate the importance of cooperation with OCHA
and other UN bodies.

Dubai Liaison Office
OCHA’s Dubai Liaison Offic e (DLO) supported outreach
activities to countries in the Middle East, North Africa and
Central Asia regions. It also maintained and built new
relationships with humanitarian agencies and key counterparts. The office facilitates training events in the United
Arab Emirates, Oman, Saudi Arabia and Qatar on issues
such as search and rescue, and humanitarian response tools
and mechanisms.
DLO also par ticipated in an int er-agency initiative,
led by the World Food Programme, to consult charity
organizations based in the G ulf region and Lib ya on
channelling bilateral donations to Gaza and other emergencies.
The office provided support with visa facilitation and
medical evacuations for O CHA country offices in
Afghanistan, Pakistan and Yemen.
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Central African
Republic
Due to recurrent rebel attacks, particularly in the south-east
and north of the Central African Republic (CAR), OCHA
focused in 2010 on impr oving access to affected people
through negotiations with State and non-State actors.
The UN in CAR has been an int egrated mission since
January 2010: the United Nations Integrated Peacebuilding
Office in the Central African Republic (BINUCA). Each UN
entity in CAR has ag reed on a joint st rategic framework
that sets out priorities for supporting peace consolidation.
Through its leading r ole in c onducting humanitarian
negotiations with all parties, OCHA works with BINUCA
to help create links between parties still in conflict.
In October, OCHA facilitated access to Sikikede
(Vakaga Prefecture) — the st ronghold of rebels of the
Convention des Patriotes pour la Justice et la Paix (CPJP).
Following reports of an increased infant-mortality rate,
OCHA negotiated access for a joint assessment. Following
this, the affected population received assistance that included
medical equipment, medicines and mosquito nets. OCHA
also took this opportunity to hold talks with CPJP leaders
on safe humanitarian operations, access to humanitarian
assistance and demobilizing child soldiers.
Following CPJP’s November attack on B irao (Vakaga
Prefecture), OCHA helped broker humanitarian access. As
a result, humanitarian flights were able to use the rebeloccupied airstrip. The OCHA office organized rapid joint
assessments to identify the health, water and sanitation
needs of conflict-affected people, and to provide assistance.
OCHA negotiated with the Government to deploy more
military in the Mbomou and Haut Mbomou regions, which
led to improved humanitarian access. Both regions have
high numbers of IDPs due t o regular Lord’s Resistance
Army (LRA) attacks.
OCHA was fundamental in facilitating infor mation
sharing and decision-making thr ough Humanitarian
Country Team monthly meetings, cluster meetings and a
weekly information meeting with up to 50 organizations
attending. These for ums were crucial in establishing a
common humanitarian strategy, ensuring response, and
identifying gaps and constraints.
Assembling accurate data was a major c hallenge for
relief organizations in CAR in 2010.OCHA’s efforts helped
to improve reporting on victims of rights violations. For
example, data analysis helped the Protection Cluster identify
the need to mitigate violence against people charged with
witchcraft, most of whom are women.
As a member of the P eace Building Fund Steering
Committee and r esponsible for pr oject reviews, OCHA
focused on finding c omplementarities between Peace
Building Fund projects and Common Humanitarian Fund
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(CHF) projects, thus maximizing the use of limited financial
resources. OCHA also provided CHF training, which helped
improve the quality of project proposals and reports from
humanitarian partners. The CHF and C entral Emergency
Response Fund allocated over $11 million and $6 million
respectively. OCHA helped the Humanitarian Coordinator
make the best use of available resources. This was particularly
important in the case of the 2010 C onsolidated Appeal
Process (CAP), which only received 43 per cent of requested
funds, compared with the 2009 CAP funded at 73 per cent.

Côte d’Ivoire
Côte d’Ivoire’s 2007 peace agreement was intended to reunite
the country and set it on the path to recovery. Instead, the
fragile deal started to crumble in 2010. Disputed presidential
polls in N ovember and bitt er political di visions led t o
worsening violence with full-blown civil war erupting in
early 2011.
The crisis forced humanitarian agencies to adapt swiftly.
From a prior focus on scaling down emergency operations
and concentrating on early r ecovery and de velopment
programmes, UN and NGO partners were forced to quickly
gear up for new humanitarian challenges.
In 2010, OCHA had embarked on the final phase of its
exit strategy from Côte d’Ivoire, handing over coordination
functions to the R esident Coordinator’s Office at the
national level, and to humanitarian partners at the regional
and sub-national level. To ensure a smooth transition from
relief to recovery coordination, OCHA developed a clear
phase-out plan with the support of the Resident Coordinator/
Humanitarian Coordinator (RC/HC), and through extensive
consultation with national c ounterparts, Inter-Agency
Standing Committee partners and the UN Oper ation in
Côte d’Ivoire.
In the handover, OCHA and the RC’s Office published
a joint guidance note with tools and templates to ensure the
continuity of coordination services at the regional (suboffice) level. OCHA also revised the inter-agency contingency
plan. The Humanitarian Support Unit — established in
July 2010 as par t of the phase d own — helped organiz e
preparedness efforts, including a simulation before the first
round of the pr esidential elections. As the y ear ended,
preparations had already been made to re-establish a full
OCHA office.
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Chad
Floods, drought, food and nutrition crises, cholera, regional
conflict, and g rowing numbers of refugees and IDPs all
contributed to the ongoing complex emergency in C had.
By December, more than 2.3 million peo ple needed
humanitarian assistance.
Floods from August to November affected 27,000
people in N’Djamena. OCHA mobilized donors, UN agencies
and NGOs who provided clean water, improved sanitation,
shelter, and health and education services. The OCHA office
liaised with UNDP and the United Nations Mission in the
Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT) to secure
tents that were used as shelters, classrooms and dispensaries.
OCHA continued to push for the implementation of
early recovery activities and supported the Government in
developing the Global Plan of Recovery in the East — a
sustainable-return strategy that helps IDPs return to their
villages of origin, relocate, or be properly integrated into the
areas where they are displaced. OCHA facilitated assessments
in return areas in the Assoungha and Dar Sila regions. The
assessment findings helped partners to better understand
the security situation for planning purposes. The findings
also emphasized the need for advocacy to improve security.
As MINURCAT’s mandate expired in December, the
primary responsibility for security for refugees, IDPs and
humanitarian actors transferred to the Government and the
Chadian security unit Détac hement intégré de Sécur ité
(DIS). OCHA made sure that handover arrangements were
in place, and helped to establish the Government’s Bureaux
de Sécurisation et des Mouvements (BSM) in 12 locations
in eastern and souther n Chad. BSM ensur es local-level
coordination with humanitarian and militar y actors on
security issues, joint analysis and escorts.
Civil-military coordination continued throughout the
year, focusing on liaison betw een humanitarian actors,
MINURCAT, the F rench military and national secur ity
forces. OCHA-supported training sessions on humanitarian
principles and human rights issues were organized in Goz
Beida, Koukou, Abeche, Farchana and Gore for secur ity
forces and local authorities. Some 200 DIS members w ere
trained in N’Djamena on civil-military coordination with
a humanitarian perspective.
OCHA built and e xpanded partnerships with international and local NGOs, resident and non-resident donors,
Government bodies and regional organizations, such as the
African Union. The office helped to draft a strategy for the
protection of civilians and the development of mechanisms
to follow implementation of its main recommendations.
Due to the large amount of humanitarian actors in
Chad and rapid staff turnover, OCHA trained cluster leads
on Inter-Agency Standing Committee guidance. A review
of response and coordination mechanisms highlighted the
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need for Government counterpart inclusion at the technical
level and for NGOs t o co-facilitate clusters. OCHA and
the Humanitarian Country Team updated inter-agency
contingency plans and introduced scenarios related to the
possible humanitarian impact of national elec tions in
Chad, the r eferendum in souther n Sudan, presidential
polling in CAR, and weather-related seasonal risks, such as
drought and food insecurity. Relevant clusters were actively
involved in scenario-building.
The Gender Standby Capacity Project was instrumental
in ensuring gender issues were reflected in the Consolidated
Appeal Process (CAP), the M id-Year Review and int eragency assessments. Humanitarian actors in N’Djamena
and the field received training on gender mainst reaming,
and collaboration with the M inistry of Social Action
resulted in gender-based violence being addressed in the
national strategy.
OCHA facilitated workshops on the 2010 M id-Year
Review and the 2011 CAP, with representatives from the
Government, donors, NGOs and UN. OCHA also supported
the Humanitarian Coordinator and clusters in submitting
Central Emergency Response Fund requests, which resulted
in $22 million in funding. By 31 December, the 2010 CAP
had received 60 per cent of the $451 million requested.

Democratic Republic
of the Congo
Multiple crises, including conflict, endemic poverty and
disease, tribal tensions and migration caused by economic
despair resulted in millions of people in the Democr atic
Republic of the Congo (DRC) relying on h umanitarian
assistance to survive.
OCHA supported the Humanitarian Coordinator by
ensuring that the H umanitarian Country Team and the
inter-cluster group were used for decision-making to identify
and respond to needs. The inter-cluster Rapid Response to
Movements of Population (RRMP) pr ogramme, led b y
OCHA and UNICEF, was established in February to respond
to needs ar ising from new population mo vements. It
successfully delivered non-food items (NFIs), water and
education to hundreds of thousands of new IDPs or recently returned IDPs, including those in remote areas.
In 2010, the RRMP continued to hold NFI Fairs, whereby
families receive vouchers to purchase commodities,
empowering them to make decisions instead of receiving
an NFI kit. Education v ouchers also w ere distributed,
enabling families to invest in their children’s education.
Humanitarian access in DRC is limited due to poor
road conditions and the continually high level of security
incidents affecting humanitarians, particularly in South
Kivu. OCHA continued to be a strong intermediary between
the humanitarian community and the UN Organization
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Stabilization Mission in DRC (MONUSCO), particularly
regarding humanitarian access, security and protection. In
the Uele districts, OCHA-led advocacy with MONUSCO
was fundamental in infl uencing decisions r egarding
MONUSCO assistance to protect civilians against Lord’s
Resistance Army attacks.
Coordination with all par tners was st rengthened in
areas with an OCHA presence through 2010. In provinces
without OCHA staff, assessment missions w ere deployed
(Western Kasai and Equateur). These were facilitated by the
development of the Inter-Cluster Roster in 2010.
OCHA’s efforts to strengthen the Humanitarian Action
Plan (HAP) through monitoring and evaluation mechanisms
were hampered due to low staffing levels. Needs assessments
were strong, but the need for reinforced cycle management
was clearly identified in 2010. Relevant measures to address
this include a monitoring and evaluation expert to be recruited
in 2011.
OCHA continued to help NGOs overcome administrative obstacles. It produced a guidebook on NGO
taxation, a guidebook on the administrative procedures for
establishing NGOs and a d ocument on immigration laws
affecting NGO workers.
In 2010, OCHA significantly increased its cooperation
with Government counterparts at national and provincial
levels. Counterparts joined HAP workshops and contingencyplanning exercises, and formal humanitarian coordination
forums with the Government are now being established at
the national level. OCHA also participated in forums related
to transition and stabilization, such as those related to the
International Security and Stabilization S upport Strategy,
to ensure consistency between humanitarian work and
longer-term efforts for recovery and stabilization.
Thanks to a c onsultant from the Gender Standb y
Capacity Project, a plan has been developed to mainstream
gender in humanitarian action. This enabled all clusters to
disaggregate data by gender at assessment and r esponse
stages. The pooled-fund allocation process for 2011 obliges
all clusters and pr ojects to indicate how gender w ill be
considered. Collecting disaggregated data has enabled
relevant partners to identify the need for bett er school
enrolment for girls and relevant advocacy to achieve this.

Eritrea
Despite good rains towards the end of 2010, Eritrea faced
major humanitarian obstacles. High global food pr ices
seriously affected thousands of households, many of which
were already suffering from malnutrition, food insecurity,
disease and poor access to hygiene and sanitation services.
An unresolved dispute with neighbouring Ethiopia added
to the challenges.
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Humanitarian actions were bound by the Government’s
explicit self-reliance policy. Given the absence of strategic
humanitarian engagement betw een the author ities and
partners, OCHA focused on ensuring that the needs of the
most vulnerable people w ere considered in ongoing
programmes, including the 2007-2011 UNDP Development
Assistance Framework.
OCHA coordinated the development of the UN Country
Team 2010 workplan, focusing on internal response to critical
humanitarian needs. The workplan helped agencies w ith
internal resource mobilization. Its sector analysis was
particularly useful for prioritizing needs in Central Emergency
Response Fund (CERF) appeals. Close to $6 million in CERF
funding was allocated to health and nutrition, emergency
agriculture/food security in drought-affected areas, food
aid for almost 5,000 r efugees, and livelihood support to
resettled IDPs and other vulnerable communities. The workplan also informed the advocacy agenda of the Resident
Coordinator/Humanitarian Coordinator (RC/HC).
OCHA supported the R C/HC’s efforts with senior
Government officials, offering information specific t o
humanitarian concerns, such as lack of access to people in
need. OCHA also ensured that visiting officials from donor
countries were adequately briefed to strengthen
continued support for humanitarian activities.
OCHA-supported Inter-Agency Standing Committee
meetings were the only humanitarian forums attended by
donors, NGOs and UN agencies. These meetings proved
critical for information sharing. Regularly updated tools,
such as c ontact lists, maps and 3Ws ( Who does What,
Where) were produced to support the Humanitarian Country
Team. The maps and 3Ws were particularly useful in highlighting IDP/expellee resettlement areas, high-priority
locations and drought-affected areas where humanitarian
activities were ongoing.
OCHA’s reporting was limited due to poor field access.
For planning purposes, OCHA had to depend on anecdotal
evidence collected by UN agencies during field monitoring
visits and reports from community centres.

Ethiopia
Plentiful short- and long-season r ains helped reduce the
number of food-aid beneficiar ies from 5.23 million in
January to 2.3 million by late November. However, conflicts
and dependence on food aid continued to burden Ethiopia
throughout 2010. OCHA focused on st rengthening
coordination mechanisms and dr awing attention to the
country’s continuing needs.
The improving humanitarian situation was seen as a
chance to strengthen preparedness and contingency planning,
early warning and analysis, and response-planning mechanisms.
Significant progress was made at the regional level: eight of
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nine regions developed multi-hazard, multi-sectoral
contingency plans, and three affected regions subsequently
developed flood-specific response plans.
The initial 2010 Humanitarian Requirements Document
(HRD – the Ethiopian version of a consolidated appeal) —
was released on time. However, the mid-t erm revision,
following an assessment of the situation, was delayed for
nearly five months. This was despite concerted advocacy by
OCHA and the wider humanitarian community on the need
to publicize the assessment r esults to support planning.
Flood-affected IDPs were recognized as a specific r elieffood caseload in the r evised HRD when it was issued in
late November.
The federal Government’s decision not t o recognize
protection as an area of joint endeavour and its reluctance
to acknowledge internal displacement was a major challenge.
However, OCHA continued to promote strengthened IDP
response at the operational level. It facilitated inter-agency
assessments and provided Humanitarian Response Fund
(HRF) allocations for multi-sec tor IDP response. OCHA
also established a Technical Working Group on Vulnerabilities
to support the Protection Cluster in policy and st rategy
development, and an IDP monit oring database. Gender
indicators were included in assessment methodologies of six
of the eight operational clusters.
The least amount of progress was made in ac cessrelated issues, particularly in the Somali Region. The regional
government and militar y authorities did not ac cept the
humanitarian community’s request for a standard process
for issuing access clearance in the five zones where military
operations are ongoing. OCHA piloted the Access Monitoring
and Reporting Framework in order to provide an evidence
basis for joint ad vocacy on ac cess. OCHA field offic ers
regularly liaised with Government and military authorities
on behalf of humanitarian partners, and senior management
has consistently raised the issue with the Government and
partners at the highest levels.
Humanitarian financing ac hieved a hig her level of
predictability in 2010, with 98 per cent of identified requirements made a vailable by donors. The O CHA-managed
HRF remained Ethiopia’s largest non-food d onor. It
allocated $25.9 million to 56 projects, 82 per cent of which
were carried out by NGOs.

Guinea
In recent years, Guinea has witnessed general strikes, riots,
military crackdowns, a coup d’état and a freeze on development
assistance. Against this backdr op, positive developments
included the country’s presidential elections that were generally
accepted as free and fair for the first time,and the Government’s
ambitious poverty-reduction plan. As the humanitarian
situation eased, the OCHA Country Office in Guinea phased
down to a Humanitarian Support Unit (HSU) in 2010.
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OCHA’s main priority in 2010 was guiding the shift
from relief to recovery and development. The office focused
on reinforcing the Go vernment’s capacity to take over
humanitarian coordination, and handed over select functions
to UN agencies. It also ensur ed cluster leadership was
transferred directly to the Government and helped set up
co-chairing arrangements with partners. The Protection
Cluster required a special appr oach that w ould ensure
confidentiality following the events of 2009, when security
forces cracked down violently on an opposition r ally.
Subgroups were added t o the clust er to address child
protection and gender-based violence.
As natural disasters remained a c onstant threat to
Guinea in 2010, OCHA fortified local capacity in disaster
preparedness and response. OCHA supported humanitarian
partners and Government entities, such as the N ational
Humanitarian Action Service, in developing national and
regional contingency plans and needs-assessment trainings.
OCHA helped st rengthen Government and par tner
agencies in disaster preparedness by organizing contingency
planning at national and local le vels. Emergency response
teams, comprising local Go vernment authorities, the
Guinea Red Cross, and key NGOs and UN agencies w ere
established in all eight administrative regions.
OCHA coordinated inter-agency assessments and
helped mobilize resources for 6,000 people after hailstones
flattened crops and homes in Labe in July. Later in the year,
the office supported Government-led efforts to assist some
40,000 people displaced by floods. In its capacity as an HSU,
the office kept a close wat ch on the elec toral process
towards the end of 2010. It conducted assessments of
humanitarian risks and vulner abilities associated with
polling and helped update contingency plans.

Kenya
In 2010, Kenya faced political uncertainty, conflict, food
insecurity, natural and man-made hazar ds, and thr eats
posed by insecurity in neighbouring countries. As a result,
over 2 million peo ple required humanitarian assistance
throughout the year.
OCHA helped strengthen Government capacity to cope
with natural disasters, conflict, insecurity and simultaneous
shocks. It also worked with the humanitarian community
to further strengthen the clusters, which were co-chaired
with the Government. NGOs were included in the Kenya
Humanitarian Partnership Team, which had pr eviously
only included Inter-Agency Standing Committee members.
These strengthened coordination forums enabled
preparedness and response to be planned and implemented in
a coordinated and timely way. They also enabled humanitarian
needs arising from Kenya’s constitutional referendum of
August 2010 to be addressed effectively. With OCHA’s help,
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the humanitarian community and the Government developed
standard operating procedures. Pre-positioning was carried out
and partners were alerted in and around identified hotspots.
Another significant achievement was demonstrating
that humanitarian response was possible in ur ban slums.
Following the 2008 post-election violence, it was recognized
that while partners were responding to humanitarian needs
of IDPs in camps, similar assistance was needed in the slums
where many IDPs were located and where most of the postelection violence unfolded.
Since humanitarian actors were stretched with
responding to 350,000 people in more than 300 IDP camps,
OCHA worked with UN-Habitat, the Government, and
with development, humanitarian and community-based
organizations to develop a c ommon action plan and
coordination platforms and mechanisms to address urban
disasters and emergencies, including humanitarian needs
in the slums.
OCHA led a suc cessful advocacy initiative to raise
awareness of the humanitarian impact of climate change.
OCHA, UNEP, IOM and the Institute for Security Studies
carried out assessments, produced analytical reports
and made the case for facilitating past oralist movement,
especially in times of drought, to reduce conflict and
killings from increased movement.
Advancing gender equality was also a focus for OCHA.
The use of sex- and gender -disaggregated data is being
piloted in Kenya through the Gender Marker, which helps
ensure humanitarian response projects and plans are more
gender responsive.
In December, OCHA focused on fund-r aising to
mitigate the severity of drought from the failed short rains.
OCHA raised $1.6 million for the Emergency R esponse
Fund (ERF), which enabled humanitarian partners to respond
rapidly to urgent needs. The Emergency H umanitarian
Response Plan (EHRP) r emained the pr imary tool for
planning, prioritization and fund allocation based on joint
inter-agency assessments, such as the long- and short-rains
assessments. The 2010 EHRP received $392 million of the
requested $603 million. Contributions from the Central
Emergency Response Fund and the ERF represented 5.2 per
cent of all EHRP funding in 2010.

Niger
In 2010, nearly half of Niger’s 15.2 million inhabitants faced
hunger due to failed har vests. Heavy rains and flooding
compounded existing problems by spreading malaria and
cholera, killing li vestock, submerging farmland and
destroying homes. To complicate matters further, continued
security concerns limited access to people in need.
After the February coup d’état, OCHA strengthened
relations with the new Government. Better working relations
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and a stronger sense of partnership led to improved delivery
of humanitarian assistance. The Government’s willingness
to declare a stat e of “critical food insecur ity” in M arch
proved instrumental in gar nering international donor
support. With OCHA’s help, partners formed a Humanitarian
Country Team. Clusters were created for food secur ity,
nutrition, health, logistics, protection, WASH and emergency
telecommunication.
OCHA helped de velop joint planning and appeal
documents, such as the Emergency H umanitarian Action
Plan for Niger, the West Africa Consolidated Appeal and
Central Emergency Response Fund appeals. Some $275 million
(77 per cent of requirements) for humanitarian relief was
secured. Agencies noted that early funding and improvements
in surveillance and r esponse capacity helped pr event a
much larger catastrophe.
Safe delivery of aid was pr oblematic in Agadez and
Diffa, where the secur ity situation deteriorated in 2010.
Armed bandits, frequent road attacks and terrorist threats
from Al-Qaida of the Islamic Maghreb severely constrained
humanitarian operations. In response, OCHA supported
security-management meetings and facilitat ed securityrelated information exchanges between NGO and UN
partners. The UN Humanitarian Air Service expanded its
routes to new areas where it was oft en the only means of
transporting humanitarian relief.
During the floods in Agadez, OCHA supported the
Humanitarian Coordinator’s advocacy and negotiations for
access to affected regions in militar y-controlled zones.
These efforts resulted in fr ee military escorts and also
improved information sharing. The offic e strengthened
Niger’s national-level multi-hazard contingency plan. It held
workshops with 140 representatives from the Government,
UN agencies and NGOs t o develop and updat e flood
contingency plans in Agadez, Diffa, Maradi and Zinder.
When flooding displaced 200,000 people across the country
in August, previous planning proved critical to coordinating
assistance. Established response committees were able to
react quickly with pre-positioned relief supplies and equipment.
OCHA held lessons-lear nt workshops relating to
humanitarian interventions in seven regions, with participation from NGOs, UN agencies and the Go vernment.
Supported by OCHA, the N utrition and F ood Security
Clusters conducted similar w orkshops. OCHA also
conducted a client-satisfaction survey on its infor mation
products and c oordination tools among h umanitarian
partners. The results allowed the office to better meet the
specific needs of the humanitarian community. For example,
OCHA has since added a Humanitarian Analysis Bulletin to
its range of products to help partners better contextualize
Niger’s humanitarian issues.
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information products and funding. Areas for improvement
include improving cluster field coordination, increasing
outreach to Somali audiences and the monitoring of CAP
and CHF interventions.

Somalia
Shrinking humanitarian access in Somalia was a major
challenge throughout 2010. It reached its lowest level since
2006 and severely affected the humanitarian community’s
ability to respond to humanitarian needs. Non-State armed
actors’ control over southern and central Somalia increased
during the year, including in drought-affected areas populated
by 80 per cent of people most in need.
Decreased access combined with concerns over aid
diversion and ac countability continued to affect d onor
funding to Somalia. Somalia’s largest donor in 2008 and
2009, the United States, withdrew its funding because of
these concerns. Some donors imposed funding conditions
and additional reporting requirements. The 2010 Somalia
Consolidated Appeal Process (CAP) received some $404
million (including carry-over), or 67 per cent of the required
$596 million. This was 26 per cent lower than in 2009.
Clear strategic priorities for humanitarian response
were developed due to better use of data provided by the
Food Security and Nutrition Analysis Unit, and coordinated
assessments for better needs analysis. The fund-allocation
process remained transparent and was strengthened through
the establishment of the C ommon Humanitarian Fund
(CHF) for Somalia in June. Combined pooled funds disbursed
approximately $61 million, with projects clearly linked to
priorities of the Humanitarian Country Team (HCT). All
of the above were approved and monitored by the HCT and
the Humanitarian Coordinator (HC). Some 3 million people
in priority crisis areas benefited from funds dispersed
through the Humanitarian Response Fund (HRF) and some
2 million benefited from CHF funding.
Progress was also made in st rengthening cluster
coordination. This was d one through supporting cluster
chairs and through the assistance of OCHA-fielded national
cluster support officers. Following several rounds of IDP
displacements in Puntland, OCHA worked closely with the
Government and partner agencies on the ground to promote
protection. It also assisted in the de velopment of several
IDP policy documents. With support from the ERC and
the HC, OCHA made pr ogress with direct contact and
collaboration with the African Union Mission in Somalia.
OCHA continued its advocacy on protection of civilians
and humanitarian access. Attempts to engage all parties to
the conflict, specifically non-State armed actors, have been
less successful due to their lack of interest in engaging with
the UN, but fur ther outreach and att empts to initiate
dialogue are ongoing.
The OCHA-led survey on information management
products in Somalia led t o positive feedback from representatives of donors, UN agencies, NGOs and clusters. The
comments indicate satisfaction with OCHA’s performance,
particularly on planning , information management,
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Sudan
Sudan continued to be the w orld’s largest humanitarian
operation in 2010. The most pr essing needs r emained
concentrated in Darfur and souther n Sudan. Elections in
April and the build-up t o the r eferendum on souther n
Sudan’s independence added to coordination challenges.
Severe food insecurity began to affect southern Sudan
in early 2010. As the year progressed, the region endured
inter-tribal conflict, Lord’s Resistance Army attacks,
seasonal floods and disease outbreaks. Security deteriorated
in Darfur, with thousands of people caught up in fighting
between Government and rebel forces. Conflict constrained
access to people in need, as did the deliberate targeting of aid
organizations. Bureaucratic impediments and administrative
procedures further restricted humanitarian operations.
High staff turnover, particularly in the nor th, limited
OCHA’s ability to support the Humanitarian Coordinator
(HC) and the H umanitarian Country Team (HCT) in
navigating Sudan’s humanitarian challenges in the first half
of 2010. Support missions from OCHA headquarters, and the
arrival of a Head of Office and key personnel in the second half
of 2010 gave momentum and leadership to OCHA’s presence.
OCHA coordinated joint planning between UN agencies
and partners based on analysis and identified needs.The 2010
Humanitarian Workplan (HWP), valued at $1.9 billion,
formed a pr ioritized humanitarian plan of action. This
informed the HC’s funding decisions made thr ough the
OCHA-managed Common Humanitarian Fund (CHF).
CHF allocations topped $156 million in 2010. The fund
supported critical humanitarian work in all sect ors, and
referendum-related emergency response and preparedness.
OCHA helped secure over $23.8 million from the Central
Emergency Response Fund for food distribution and support
to a flood response in the north.
OCHA also supported the development of the HWP for
2011. The State Humanitarian Action Plan exercise, conducted
in the south, helped the clusters conduct data-driven needs
analysis and strategy development for 2011.
In Darfur, improving access to people in need was a
major challenge. OCHA revived the High-Level Committee for
Darfur and related state mechanisms to discuss bureaucratic
impediments, security constraints and operational issues
with the Government. The Darfur Inter-Sectoral Coordination
Team provided a forum for addressing humanitarian issues
across all sectors in all three Darfur states. It also provided
a Darfur-wide voice to policy discussions within the HCT
in Khartoum.
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OCHA also prioritized its role as liaison betw een the
HCT and the two peacekeeping missions in Sudan. It ensured
that key senior staff dedicated part of their time to working
with mission personnel on strategic-planning issues. These
efforts enabled humanitarian concerns to be included in
strategic discussions, and helped to ensure UN assets were
used in the most appropriate way to improve humanitarian
access and protection of civilians. This support is expected
to strengthen the HCT’s ability to engage constructively
with the Government in addressing humanitarian needs.
In 2010, OCHA led contingency planning and provided
the humanitarian community with guidance on preparedness.
In southern Sudan, especially in anticipation of
the
referendum, OCHA helped to establish the Juba satellite
HCT and roll out the clusters with strong NGO participation.
It also opened antenna offices in five border states with the
north of Sudan and in Western Equatoria.
OCHA-led contingency planning for the r eferendum
helped identify potential threats and new h umanitarian
needs. This helped ensure that partners carried out targeted
preparedness, particularly the pr e-positioning of key
emergency relief items. Fund-raising for c ontingency
planning through the CHF, complemented by bilateral
support, enabled over $45 million of life-saving pipelines
of humanitarian supplies and related activities.
OCHA supported the development of common HCT
messages to help addr ess access and secur ity challenges
in Darfur. OCHA improved its c ommunications and
information services by reviving fact-based overviews of
the humanitarian situation in Darfur (disc ontinued for
most of 2009), and through weekly and quarterly situation
and analytical reports on the h umanitarian situation in
southern Sudan.

Zimbabwe
Following decades of decay, Zimbabwe’s economy began to
show signs of recovery in 2010 and the h umanitarian
situation continued to improve. However, significant needs
remained. Hundreds of thousands of people required food
aid, 33 per cent of children under age 5 were malnourished
and safe water and sanitation w ere beyond the reach of
millions of Zimbabweans. Emigration and r emittances
continued to be the main survival strategy for many families.
Further degradation of infrastructure, major socio-economic
and political challenges, and poorly funded de velopment
compromised Zimbabwe’s resilience to shocks and its ability
to respond to sudden emergencies.
Within the context of early recovery and transition,
OCHA ensured humanitarian programmes and funding
needs received continued support and attention. The office
focused on improving collaboration between humanitarian
partners, donors and Government structures by strengthening
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information sharing and analysis, and by increasing the
participation of all stakeholders in humanitarian coordination
and funding mechanisms at national, provincial and district
levels. This led to greater participation of high-level officials
in cluster activities and field assessments.
At the Consolidated Appeal Process (CAP) 2010 midyear review workshop, the Government engaged in fruitful
discussions through various ministry officials w ith the
humanitarian community and d onors. New issues w ere
raised, such as aid dependency and a c ommon need for
improved understanding of the country’s food insecurity.
Over 100 humanitarian partners, including Government
agencies, community and faith-based organizations, NGOs,
donors and UN agencies participated in developing a new
programme-based CAP for 2011. Its adoption in September
2010 translated into greater demand for OCHA information
management leadership.
In response to the Government’s reluctance to allow
OCHA to establish a field pr esence, coordination needs
beyond Harare were met through regular field visits by OCHA
staff. Comprehensive joint assessments w ere carried out
with Government and partner agencies at provincial and
district levels. The improved data and information collected
led to better needs and gap analysis and assistance planning.
Although the legal fr ameworks for national disast er
preparedness and response are in place at national, provincial
and district levels, the Government’s capacity to respond to
a small- to medium-scale disaster is questionable. This is
mainly due to a lack of funding and h uman resources. In
2010, the Government’s Civil Protection Units continued to
rely heavily on OCHA staff. They helped ensure a coordinated
response to flooding and hail st orms, and to disease outbreaks such as cholera, measles and typhoid.
Throughout the year, OCHA conducted humanitarian
reform workshops in the vulner able provinces of Mutare,
Mashonaland Central and Bulawayo; supported the establishment of the NGO coordination forum in Manicaland; and
helped establish WASH sub-clusters in M ashonaland
Central and East. Strengthening cluster coordination at the
provincial level remained a pr iority for h umanitarian
coordination and resource mobilization. In 2010, only three
clusters were rolled out at the pr ovincial level. Further
progress was affected by OCHA’s restricted field presence.
OCHA continued to endorse the de-linking of humanitarian assistance from political issues to encourage funding
of urgent humanitarian needs alongside early recovery and
development. However, the 2010 CAP was only funded at
47 per cent, placing Zimbabwe among the five worst-funded
appeals globally. The CAP was revised upwards to $478 million
due to the dry spell that affected parts of the country between
December 2009 and February 2010. OCHA helped secure
additional funding through the Central Emergency Response
Fund and some 25 pr ojects were funded thr ough the
Emergency Response Fund.
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Indonesia
Indonesia is one of the world’s most disaster-prone countries.
In 2010, OCHA focused on supporting regional and national
structures to better prepare for the ne xt disaster. It also
worked with international humanitarian partners to address
humanitarian needs.
In recent years, the Government has taken positive steps
to strengthen prevention, preparedness and response, such
as passing the Disaster Management Law and establishing the
National Disaster Management Agency (BNPB). However,
disaster-management structures are still e volving at the
sub-national level. OCHA worked closely with national and
local authorities to promote contingency planning,
preparedness and disaster risk reduction (DRR). Contingencyplanning modules w ere revised with OCHA’s technical
support, and contingency-planning exercises were facilitated
in three provinces. OCHA also supported BNPB in developing
a standard operating procedure for rapid assessment and
assistance, and facilitated strong Government engagement in
reviewing and updating the Inter-Agency Contingency Plan.
OCHA is a lead partner in multi-agency DRR forums,
such as the UN T echnical Working Group for DRR
(UNTWG-DRR) and the Consortium for Disaster Education
(CDE). It used these for ums to provide technical support
and advice to UN agencies and the w ider humanitarian
community on DRR, and to support Government efforts
to mainstream DRR into the national education syst em.
OCHA helped to ensure humanitarian issues were included
in the UN Partnership Development Framework for 20112015, leading a w orking group to enhance national and
local resilience to disasters. Support to disaster preparedness,
DRR and response were also provided through the OCHAmanaged Humanitarian Response Fund. It dispersed
$1.9 million through 20 projects.
Throughout 2010, OCHA continued to ensure
that the H umanitarian Country Team maintained its
strategic focus, and that the cl uster leads had sufficient
capacity and r esources for timely r esponse. Greater
Government engagement in cl usters enabled a mor e
coherent approach, greater national o wnership and
leadership in responding to disasters.
OCHA also worked with the Government to mainstream the cluster approach into national and provincial
coordination structures. The cl uster approach is no w
included in the Government’s draft guidelines on the r ole
of international organizations during disasters. These guidelines were prepared with OCHA’s support. Clusters have
been used for response, preparedness and recovery, including
the development of the Inter-Agency Contingency Plan.
Following the tsunami in M entawai and the eruption
of Mount Merapi in Oct ober, improved preparedness
resulted in a more effective response from the humanitarian
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community and the authorities. Clusters were active at the
national level and pr ovided technical support to local
coordination structures. As small- and medium-scale
disasters are common in I ndonesia, the r esponse and
transition to early recovery and rehabilitation phases can
happen simultaneously. OCHA played an important role
in transition by encouraging stronger partnerships with
development actors and incr eased integration of early
recovery in humanitarian action. OCHA’s Padang office,
which was established t o respond to the West Sumatra
earthquake in September 2009, closed in April. Staff and
assets moved to the Early R ecovery Network that was
established with OCHA’s support.

Myanmar
Myanmar remained vulnerable to natural disasters, chronic
poverty and food insecur ity in 2010. Conflict in border
areas led to internal and cross-border migration. Hostilities
between armed ethnic g roups and Go vernment forces
intensified after Myanmar held elections for the first time
in 20 years in November.
OCHA’s coordination efforts helped the humanitarian
community meet the needs of affected people. OCHA
facilitated relief and recovery assistance for over 27,000
families in Northern Rakhine State (NRS) affected by floods
and landslides, and for some 260,000 people in NRS aft er
Cyclone Giri struck in October.
OCHA’s early warning and early action ser vices, such
as monitoring alerts and situation r eports, were critical
to coordinating information and to the gener al disaster
response. Coordinated needs assessments led t o a joint
recovery action plan that pr evented duplication and
promoted more effective responses.
The Humanitarian Country Team (HCT), the Cluster
System and strategic groups in NRS and the south-east were
particularly important in r esponding to humanitarian
challenges. The HCT Core Group was established in 2010 to
provide strategic direction and serve as a forum to work on
common messages, advocacy and discussions on operational
space and c oordination during emergencies. Capacitybuilding with Government counterparts and local partners
included contingency-planning support, simulation exercises
and training for disast er management, assessment and
coordination.
OCHA also helped to develop strategic documents on
access, protection and coordination in NRS, Chin State and
the south-east. Workshops and r eport sharing helped
strengthen relations with local authorities. Working with
the Ministry of Social Welfare, OCHA led the H yogo
Framework for Action process. This resulted in a progress
report that was shared with the UN International Strategy
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for Disaster Reduction. OCHA also continued its role as
Chair of the Early Warning Task Force.
OCHA’s efforts to mobilize resources for emergency
response included donor briefings, support to Central
Emergency Response Fund (CERF) appeals, and the preparation
of an action plan for post-Gir i recovery activities. The
Humanitarian Multi-Stakeholder Fund attracted more
donor support and new partners were identified.
OCHA helped secure access in several areas, either for
emergency response or assessments. This was due t o
OCHA’s improved relations with the Government’s Relief
and Resettlement Department, and the effor ts of the
Resident Coordinator/Humanitarian Coordinator who
made humanitarian access a top priority. Reaching remote
villages during the Cyclone Giri response was partly due to
the authorities’ better understanding of the benefit of
granting access to humanitarian workers.
OCHA ensured that the Gender Theme Group and the
Women’s Protection Group were involved in contingency
planning and HCT br iefings. The collection of sex- and
age-disaggregated data remains problematic because data
is limited, deemed too sensitive or confidential. However,
progress in accessing records was noted by some partner
organizations during the preparation of CERF appeals and
other strategic documents. The c ontingency plans and
emergency assessment guidelines for M yanmar also
consider gender in disaster-preparedness planning.

Nepal

Philippines

Nepal is planning for a t ransition to development, yet
significant humanitarian challenges remained in 2010, and
political troubles shifted Government attention away from
addressing basic social-service delivery. Donors were hesitant
to support processes that w ere incomplete or deficient,
further delaying humanitarian and development investment.
To help partners address lingering humanitarian needs,
OCHA launched a $123 million appeal t o assist over 3.4
million people countrywide. The appeal raised $55 million.
In 2010, OCHA Nepal downsized from a Country Office
with two sub-offices to a Humanitarian Support Unit that
is part of a joint R esident Coordinator/Humanitarian
Coordinator (RC/HC) Office. The offic e will focus on
coordination and planning to ensure the UN can respond
to the complexity of peacebuilding and recovery while also
responding to humanitarian challenges. A small, dedicated
humanitarian unit was cr eated in the offic e to enable a
smoother transition from humanitarian operations to relief
and reconstruction coordination.
The joint offic e absorbed OCHA’s Information
Management Unit, broadening its scope to cover a wider
range of development-related issues and t o support early
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warning. OCHA continued to support the Humanitarian
Country Team and int er-cluster coordination (ICC),
facilitating interaction between cluster leads and national
counterparts. Coordination was strengthened through an
ICC support mission, and through the deployment of a
Senior Protection Officer to strengthen the Protection Cluster.
With continued advocacy by OCHA and the humanitarian community, the Government identified cluster focal
points to work in disaster preparedness and response across
26 ministries. Under OCHA’s leadership, and with support
from the h umanitarian community, the M inistry of
Home Affairs (MoHA) chaired three joint meetings w ith
Government disaster risk reduction focal points and cluster
coordinators. MoHA instructed the district disaster-relief
committees to organize the disaster-preparedness planning
process across the country in 2010. OCHA coordinated
these meetings and helped develop the Nepal Humanitarian
Workplan for 2011. It articulated a strategy to meet humanitarian needs and address disaster-preparedness priorities.
Led by the RC/HC, the Nepal Risk Reduction Consortium,
an inter-agency alliance, raised awareness about the need
for immediate action to prevent, mitigate and prepare for
a large earthquake in Nepal. As part of that work, OCHA
led the de velopment of a pr ogramme on emergencyresponse capacity, and helped to conduct simulations and
training using a catastrophic-earthquake scenario. OCHA
also facilitated the first joint meeting of Nepal’s security
forces to foster better coordination and joint planning.
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The typhoon season in the Philippines was r elatively mild
in 2010, with only two major storms. In the south, the ceasefire held between the Government and the Moro Islamic
Liberation Front (MILF), and IDP returns steadily increased.
A new Government in mid-2010 prompted the need to
establish new working relationships. OCHA helped establish
the Humanitarian Country Team (HCT) and supported the
HCT and the Humanitarian Coordinator (HC) in holding
constructive discussions w ith the new Go vernment on
humanitarian issues. This resulted in the HCT strengthening
strategic and programmatic links between humanitarian,
early recovery and de velopment activities. OCHA also
represented the humanitarian community during discussions
with the Autonomous Region in M uslim Mindanao
Government and MILF leadership.
OCHA facilitated and led two preparedness and strategic
initiatives: the Contingency Plan for the Conflict-Affected
Provinces of Mindanao and the Humanitarian Action Plan
(HAP) for the Conflict-Affected Provinces of Mindanao. In
developing the HAP, OCHA held consultations with the
national and regional Government, and with MILF. The
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HAP set out t o mobilize $34.5 million t o cover the
humanitarian needs of about 447,000 c onflict-affected
people for 2011.
With the July 2009 ceasefire continuing to hold, most
IDPs were able t o return to their plac es of origin. The
humanitarian situation in M indanao improved, but
OCHA’s leadership was oft en needed t o ensure affected
people received protection and humanitarian assistance.
In May, OCHA spoke out on protection concerns related
to organized returns in C entral Mindanao. This helped
delay these returns until proper measures were put in place.
OCHA also identified that agricultural inputs were among
the most critical humanitarian needs. Vulnerable families
needed to plant r ice before the r ainy season and a void
further debt. OCHA helped secure these essential inputs.
Throughout the year OCHA promoted joint approaches
to needs assessments, including into conflict-affected areas,
and a Government-HCT joint needs assessment was carried
out for the T yphoon Megi response in Oct ober. This
contributed to the Go vernment’s understanding of the
importance of principled humanitarian action and improved
its capacity to undertake future assessments.
Although the Government did not officially r equest
international assistance to Typhoon Megi, OCHA ensured
that the humanitarian community, through the clusters,
was prepared. It also provided a coordinated HCT response
to bilateral requests from local Government authorities and
national Government departments. This enabled the delivery
of shelter, food and non-food items to affected people.

Sri Lanka
Following the end of 26 years of civil war, Sri Lanka was
able to focus on development in 2010. Assistance gradually
moved from urgent immediate needs to recovery. OCHA
supported the Go vernment-led IDP r esettlement and
provided critical assistance to the Resident Coordinator/
Humanitarian Coordinator (RC/HC) on c oordination,
information management, preparedness and fund-raising.
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OCHA worked with the RC’s Office and UNDP to start
transition planning. Strategies were formulated on a oneto two-year time frame, based on what had been learned in
other countries in transition. Investments in this process
between OCHA and UNDP included cost sharing for staff
in locations pr ioritized for r ecovery. OCHA’s offices in
Mannar and J affna focused mainly on early r ecovery,
and Vavuniya-based operations supported return and
resettlement across the Northern Province.
There was substantial progress in mine-action operations:
OCHA coordinated protection and security issues through
communication among stakeholders on releasing areas for
resettlement, and on protection-related advocacy. OCHA
was key in ad vocating at the field and c entral level for
improved access to people requiring assistance.
OCHA supported the development of the Governmentled Joint Plan of Assistance for the Northern Province —
the first of its kind in Sri Lanka. Developing the plan helped
create stronger partnerships and greater understanding of
needs and priorities for 2011. The plan was launched by the
Government, the UN and the NGO c ommunity in early
2011, along with projects similar to a Consolidated Appeal
Process to help mobilize resources.
Needs assessments, monthly sector reporting and the
3W (Who does What, Where) were adapted in 2010 t o
produce fewer but better-targeted reports. Maps and info
graphics supported improved decision-making, including
for return activities, identifying gaps, and advocacy and
funding priorities.
As Sri Lanka is pr one to natural hazards, including
floods and landslides, OCHA extended its technical support
and initiated new projects. Three full-time staff supported
hazard mapping, coordination and liaison, and built links
to regional and int ernational initiatives. Following two
floods in 2010, OCHA produced situation reports, mapped
affected areas and helped secure funding to help partners
provide assistance. It also initiated discussions for contingency
planning and drafted the concept note “Sri Lanka Rapid
Assessment and Coordination Training”. This identifies a
way to build staff capacities.
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Colombia
Some 200,000 people ar e forced to leave their homes in
Colombia each year. They are seeking pr otection from
violence caused by a conflict that has lasted more than four
decades, and which involves organized groups and illegal
activities. Indigenous and Afro-descendant communities
are most affected by organized armed groups as they often
inhabit areas where the Stat e’s institutional pr esence is
limited, or in some cases non-existent.
Colombia is also vulner able to natural hazards. In
late 2010, flooding affected some 2.2 million people, with
nearly 500,000 made homeless. The Government allocated
considerable relief resources in response, but local authorities’
limited capacities meant that some peo ple did not receive
adequate relief support.
The international humanitarian community supported
national efforts to protect and save lives. At the same time,
it linked emergency response actions to longer-term recovery
and development processes, and it continued to help strengthen
emergency response capacities at all levels of Government.
To address humanitarian needs arising from the conflict
and the floods, OCHA helped international and national
partners to access $8.4 million through two OCHA-managed
pooled funds: the Central Emergency Response Fund and
the Colombia-based Emergency R esponse Fund (ERF).
Resources were allocated based on joint needs assessments.
An estimated 150,000 peo ple were assisted. OCHA also
established an online system to improve the management,
monitoring and evaluation of ERF-funded projects.
Against the backdrop of low international visibility
of Colombia’s humanitarian challenges, OCHA helped to
develop and enc ourage a c ommon understanding of
humanitarian issues. OCHA helped the H umanitarian
Country Team develop a Common Humanitarian Framework based on a Needs Analysis Framework and agreed-on
positions on key humanitarian concerns.
In line with recommendations made by the July 2010
Inter-Cluster Support Mission, OCHA worked with partners
to strengthen clusters and cluster lead agencies, and to improve
the strategic and operational decision-making processes to
ensure a timely humanitarian response. This proved critical
in mounting a comprehensive international response to the
flood emergency later in the year.

Haiti
The devastating earthquake that struck Haiti on 12 January
killed over 230,000 people and affected another 3 million.
The capacity of most international and national actors on
the ground was crippled in seconds, creating a void that
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required a major int ernational response. The disast er
compounded pre-existing problems, such as acute poverty
and limited access to education, clean water, health care and
sanitation services.
OCHA headquarters immediately declared Haiti a
“corporate emergency”, requiring significant human resources
from OCHA offices around the world to support the response.
More than 60 staff were deployed within the first two weeks
of the o peration, some w ithin hours of the ear thquake.
Eighty-seven staff were mobilized in the first few months.
OCHA supported the deployment of UN Disaster Assessment
and Coordination teams within 24 hours of the emergency.
OCHA and the International Search and Rescue Advisory
Group also coordinated 60 urban search-and-rescue teams
— the largest and most c omplex operation of its kind.
Those teams saved 132 people, which is the highest number
of rescues ever recorded.
OCHA quickly re-established coordination mechanisms
to support the hundreds of organizations arriving to respond
to the crisis. However, they were overwhelmed by the sheer
number of responders and it took time to establish strategiclevel coordination under the Humanitarian Coordinator.
Despite this, five key clusters were established within two
days, facilitating operational coordination.
Coordination and cluster roll-out were first concentrated
in Port-au-Prince and gradually spread to Léogâne, Jacmel
and other earthquake-affected areas. High staff rotation
meant that OCHA's coordination role focused mainly on
operational-level activity. OCHA created an NGO coordination-support office, with assistance from InterAction and
the International Council of Voluntary Agencies.
Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF) allocations
were mobilized within hours of the earthquake, and a Flash
Appeal for $562 million was launched within three days of
the disaster. Following assessments, a revised appeal for $1.5
billion was launched just one month later. It was the year’s
best-funded appeal, with 70 per c ent of requirements
covered. CERF funding t otalled $36.6 million and the
country-based pooled fund, the Emergency Relief Response
Fund (ERRF), was the largest of its kind at $81 million. The
ERRF filled funding gaps and st rengthened relationships
with national and int ernational NGOs. It also spar ked
unprecedented contributions from non-traditional donors,
particularly Saudi Arabia with its contribution of $50 million.
Twenty-six countries provided significant military
assets for H aiti’s earthquake response. OCHA enabled
effective operational coordination and liaison with the UN
Stabilization Mission in Haiti, the military, police and other
international military forces. OCHA set up the J oint
Operations and Tasking Centre and deployed four civilmilitary coordination officers.
Humanitarian catastrophe in Haiti was not limited to
the earthquake. Tropical storms and H urricane Tomas
struck the country in the second half of 2010, and a cholera
outbreak in October affected millions of Haitians. The overOCHA ANNUAL REPORT 2010
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stretched humanitarian community struggled to respond.
OCHA helped develop a multisectoral response plan, and an
appeal for the cholera response was launched in December.
A CERF submission was finalized for the cholera response,
and the ERF filled the gaps and target ed areas where
insufficient WASH and health organizations were operating.
Recognizing the continued threat of various hazards, OCHA
led the development of an inter-agency contingency plan,
which was finalized in September.
The unprecedented scale of the disaster prompted a
series of evaluations, two of which were managed by OCHA.
The inter-agency real-time evaluation was completed in
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April and the independent int ernal evaluation of OCHA’s
response was c ompleted at the end of the y ear. Lessons
drawn from the crisis and the response are already shaping
strategic decision-making for O CHA and its par tners.
OCHA leads Inter-Agency Standing Committee partners
in addressing challenges for the syst em, but it is also
addressing its own management and administrative issues
identified in the evaluations. Initiatives underway include
efforts on the r eady deployment of senior O CHA staff,
improved orientation, training and guidanc e for staff
deployments, and better equipping of those staff.
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Afghanistan
Humanitarian needs r emained high in Afghanistan in
2010, particularly among the c hronically vulnerable rural
population. Millions continue to rely on food assistanc e
and one in fi ve children never reaches the age of five.
Violent conflict continually threatens civilians, and natural
disasters and extreme weather limit the country’s chance of
meaningful recovery and development.
OCHA focused on three major objectives: strengthening
coordination systems, including inter-cluster coordination;
supporting humanitarian funding through better analysis
and planning; and improving coordination between military
and humanitarian actors. The Humanitarian Country Team
(HCT) endorsed a new humanitarian coordination architecture
that strengthened the cluster system. Clusters met regularly,
with an improved information flow between the provincial,
national, inter-cluster and HCT levels. Cluster coordinators
joined inter-cluster meetings and raised issues of concern to
the HCT. Clusters also worked closer with the Government
ministries at national and provincial levels.
Improved relations between OCHA, humanitarian
partners and donors resulted in the establishment of the
Humanitarian Technical Donor Group. The new humanitarian
coordination architecture of 2010 played an important role
in developing a more focused humanitarian strategy. For
example, the 2011 Consolidated Appeal Process (CAP) no
longer includes recovery and development programming.
It now has a more narrowly defined and clearer humanitarian
character, focusing on life-sa ving needs st emming from
growing insecurity, natural disasters and the population’s
overall vulnerability.
Three clusters adapted their global inter-agency rapidassessment tools for Afghanistan with the support of OCHA’s
Country Office and sub-offices. Clusters maintained their
own monitoring mechanisms for CAP pr ojects, but the
Humanitarian Coordinator instructed OCHA to monitor
the overall humanitarian context and the implementation
of strategic priorities. Results were presented regularly to
partners. These effor ts were intended to help incr ease
funding for priority humanitarian operations, reversing a
decline in h umanitarian funding fr om 2009 t o 2010.
Despite this decline, OCHA exceeded its funding target in
2010 of $5 million for the Emergency R esponse Fund,
reaching $6.2 million.
A central challenge to humanitarian coordination in
Afghanistan was the extensive engagement of international
military actors providing assistance through Provincial
Reconstruction Teams. Donors c ontinued channelling
significant funding to areas where their respective countries
have deployed troops. This r esulted in une ven resource
distribution and blurred the lines betw een military and
humanitarian action.
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OCHA supported the HCT in de veloping a comprehensive approach to improve access based on humanitarian
principles. The approach encourages regular contact between
international military and humanitarian actors to share
analysis, discuss concerns, and identify risks and opportunities
for engagement with belligerents. It also includes a code of
conduct to guide humanitarian organizations at the provincial
and local levels.
Recruitment and r etaining qualified national and
international staff was difficult throughout the year due to
insecurity and limited access to affected people. Despite
this, OCHA maintained its presence in the country through
sub-offices in H erat, Jalalabad, Kandahar, Kunduz and
Mazar-i-Sharif.

Iraq
The humanitarian situation in Iraq remained highly volatile
in 2010. Despite diminishing humanitarian requirements,
OCHA still needed to maintain its coordination leadership.
Due to the planned closure of the OCHA office in early
2011, OCHA spent most of the year focusing on preparedness,
capacity transfer and transition planning with development
agencies. The Humanitarian Country Team (HCT) was
re-launched early in the year in accordance with Inter-Agency
Standing Committee guidelines. Five humanitarian sector
outcome teams (Protection, Shelter, Health, WASH and
Education) met r egularly and suppor ted HCT ad vocacy
messaging on issues including gender -based violence.
Clusters also provided programming advice on using the
Emergency Relief Fund. The HCT supported the ongoing
Iraq Humanitarian Action Plan, which received $59 million,
or 45 per cent of funds requested ($187 million after midyear review).
A contingency plan, prepared before the March elections,
was prepared on the basis of a response to limited displacement,
but later in the year. OCHA helped lead the de velopment
of a more comprehensive plan that included preparedness
for more hazards. In conjunction with UNDP’s Bureau for
Crisis Prevention and Recovery, OCHA worked with the
Government on disast er risk reduction and emergency
preparedness, developing legislative and financial proposals
for the formation of a disaster risk reduction authority.
Training national staff in improved data collection and
analysis was also central to OCHA’s strategy. By March, 36 Iraq
field coordinators (IFCs) and infor mation management
officers (IMOs) were recruited and trained in improved
data collection and analysis. The IFCs improved coordination
at the governorate level and the IMOs gathered data on basic
services. This was analysed, mapped and disseminated.
Through the Expanded Response Fund, funded through
the Iraq Trust Fund and managed by UNDP, OCHA supported
the approval and implementation of more than 30 projects
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to a value of over $7 million. The IFCs and IMOs played a
key role in evaluating the projects, most of which related to
shelter, water and sanitation, irrigation, wells and agricultural
activities.
OCHA’s information support was also cr itical in
designing the UN De velopment Assistance Framework
(UNDAF), which mirrors the National Development Plan
for Iraq. OCHA ensured the UNDAF included appropriate
humanitarian content, including access to essential services
such as education, water, sanitation and health.
Gender training of OCHA staff led t o a sig nificant
increase in the c ollection of sex- and age-disagg regated
data. This information helped secure ERF funding for a
programme to distribute gender-appropriate non-food
items to women in camps in Baghdad.
Security was again a major c hallenge in Iraq in 2010.
National staff members were able to carry out their work,
but access for international staff was limited. In the last
quarter of the year, rules were relaxed on how UN agencies
operated in Kurdistan, which enabled OCHA to visit many
of the ERF-funded projects in the region.
The transferral of coordination responsibilities to
Government and development agencies went smoothly. It
was also agreed that 18 O CHA staff members should be
included in the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq cost plan
(one staff member per go vernorate). The mission and
OCHA agreed that some OCHA staff in Baghdad and Erbil
should stay in Iraq as a Humanitarian Support Unit, reporting
to the Humanitarian Coordinator.

occupied Palestinian
territory
There was a pr otracted humanitarian situation in the
occupied Palestinian territory (oPt) in 2010. This was caused
by ongoing political stalemate and access and movement
restrictions, combined with persistent human rights and
international humanitarian law violations. Movement across
the West Bank improved, but restrictions at checkpoints along
the barrier were more rigid. It became difficult to access
isolated communities in “seam zones” located on the Israeli
side of the barrier.
OCHA continued to strengthen coordination in oPt
via the Humanitarian Country Team (HCT) and cluster leads,
reinforcing the weaker clusters and improving inter-cluster
mechanisms. Using reliable and comprehensive data, the
HCT’s needs assessments improved the predictability of the
humanitarian response and improved UN planning. This
included the Consolidated Appeal Process (CAP) and the
Palestinian Authority’s (PA) Recovery Strategy.
OCHA strengthened accountability through cluster
peer reviews reinvigorating the int er-cluster forum and
applying results-based management approaches in all clusters
during the CAP 2011 process. These efforts drew clear links
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between individual projects, cluster results, CAP objectives
and strategic priorities. Each cluster developed response
plans with specific indicators to measure performance.
OCHA worked closely w ith the P rotection Cluster,
chairing the Displacement Working Group (DWG) subgroup. The DWG established a c oordinated emergencyresponse mechanism, expanded the early warning alert system
on demolitions, and continued to monitor and report on
displacement. The OCHA Access Coordination Unit worked
closely with the Israeli authorities. It also provided accessrelated support to all UN agencies and international NGOs
operating in Israel and oPt.
The OCHA-coordinated HCT Advocacy Task Force set
a number of key priorities. They included the humanitarian
impact of the West Bank’s fragmentation and the lack of
access to land and resources. These issues were highlighted
in OCHA’s weekly and monthly reports, special focus reports,
and fact sheets on protection, movement and access.
OCHA developed closer coordination with the PA’s
Ministry for Planning and Administration Development.
The PA Cabinet endorsed the CAP as the main vehicle for
planning a response to humanitarian needs in areas where
it does not have full authority, namely Gaza, Area C and
East Jerusalem. The revised 2010 CAP for $603 million was
funded at only 50 per cent.
OCHA continued to administer the H umanitarian
Response Fund (HRF). Sixteen HRF projects — such as
protection of livelihoods and WASH activities — w ere
approved for funding in 2010, with a budget of $2.3 million.
HRF funding focused on unfor eseen emergencies not
included in the CAP process.
OCHA continued to provide regular briefings and field
tours to media, diplomats, politicians and ci vil society
members, highlighting priority humanitarian issues and
concerns. OCHA also launched a new w ebsite in 2010. It
includes interactive mapping of closures in the West Bank,
an online database of Gaza crossings, cluster Web pages and
the 3W (Who does What Where) database.

Pakistan
For the first half of 2010, OCHA focused on a coordinated
humanitarian response to the needs of conflict-affected
people in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) province and the
Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) in the nor thwest. Despite mass returns in late 2009, almost 1 million
people remained displaced at the beginning of 2010. Many
others, including recent returnees, still needed humanitarian
assistance.
Working through its sub-office in Peshawar and three
satellite offices, OCHA supported the response through
operational coordination, information management, policy
guidance and support to vulnerability mapping.
OCHA ANNUAL REPORT 2010
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Devastating monsoon floods in mid-July swept through
the country with overwhelming humanitarian consequences.
Over 20 million people were affected across an area that
stretched from the Himalayas to the Arabian Sea. OCHA
swiftly declared a corporate emergency, and used regional
and headquarters resources and surge mec hanisms to
establish coordination structures in all affected areas. UN
Disaster Assessment and Coordination (UNDAC) teams
were immediately deployed to Punjab and Sindh, alongside
standby partners and OCHA staff, to establish field h ubs.
They provided basic OCHA coordination tools to support
national and international NGOs, UN agencies and other
partners responding to the crisis.
Drawing on the lessons learned in KPK in 2009, OCHA
quickly extended its reach into the worst-affected districts.
It set up district-level coordination mechanisms, with sectoral
working groups complementing the work of provincialand federal-level clusters. Coordination hubs were also
established in each affected province.
The protracted nature and scale of the disaster and the
limited presence of humanitarian actors in some ar eas
posed severe operational difficulties. Financial constraints
and poor capacity to prioritize added to the challenges. At
the outset of the emergency, humanitarian agencies were
concentrated in the nor th due to their focus on the IDP
response. Their deplo yment to flood-affected areas was
often late and with limited capacity and leadership. OCHA
was similarly overstretched in the initial response.
Government capacity was also severely overstretched.
Establishing effective district-level coordination strengthened engagement with local authorities, but maintaining
appropriate links betw een district officials, provincial
authorities and federal bodies remained challenging.
OCHA’s presence and inter-cluster coordination capacity
increased in Islamabad. The Flash Appeal was launched one
month after the onset of the floods and was later revised to
over $1.9 billion. This was the largest e ver appeal for a
natural disaster response. OCHA significantly increased its
capacity to collate and process information, and to produce
maps in support of decision-making and advocacy. By the
end of 2010, OCHA and its partners developed the Single
Reporting Format (SRF), which is a cr itical information
tool to ensure consistent, predictable reporting against
agreed indicators. This also helped t o address initial
criticism regarding the Government’s lack of accountability
for how resources were being spent.
The Gender Task Force, chaired by OCHA, ensured
that the SRF incl uded sex-disaggregated data. The more
systematic and c oherent approach to assessment and
analysis helped to inform the development of a common
humanitarian response plan and appeals. It also helped
donors to channel funding to priority needs.
The decision to establish an Emergency Response Fund
(ERF) for Pakistan was taken in March 2010, but the fund
was only activated at the onset of the disaster. The fund’s
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efficiency was affected due to the absence of both a dedicated
ERF Manager and syst ems to process the first pr oject
proposals. OCHA addressed these challenges by deploying
an ERF Manager and extra capacity. National and international NGOs and UN agencies were represented at every
stage of the proposal review. By the end of December, grants
totalling over $19.6 million had been approved for projects
by 66 partners.
OCHA made efforts to raise awareness of the plight of
an estimated 2.6 million IDP s. Despite this, the r evised
Pakistan Humanitarian Response Plan had r eceived just
under 50 per cent of the $661 million requested.
In March 2010, the HCT endorsed c ountry-specific
guidelines on civil-military coordination. The guidelines
were adopted in the context of the conflict in the north-west,
but they also provided an effective framework for interaction during the flood response. OCHA played a key role
in ensuring the guidelines were respected. However, access
restrictions and insecur ity continued to pose major
challenges for the humanitarian community throughout
the year, particularly in KPK, FATA and Balochistan. By
December, OCHA had de veloped an ac cess database t o
monitor constraints and provide a basis for c oordinated
advocacy on humanitarian access.
Between July and December, the number of OCHA
staff increased from 29 to 119. Approximately 200 people
worked under the office at various times during the same
period, including UNDAC teams, standby partners and
OCHA staff on surge deployments.

Yemen
People in wat er-starved Yemen remained vulnerable to
high levels of food insecurity and malnutrition in 2010.
The country suffered from internal conflicts that resulted
in insecurity and a large n umber of IDPs. Since 2009,
hundreds of people have been killed and mor e than
250,000 people displaced.
2010 was O CHA’s first full y ear of operation in
Yemen. OCHA focused on three objectives: establishing and
strengthen ing coordination mechanisms, extending
humanitarian access across affected regions, and facilitating
a needs-based humanitarian plan that suppor ts increased
resource mobilization.
In the first quarter of 2010, OCHA helped establish a
Humanitarian Country Team (HCT), ensured the required
clusters were functioning at the capital and field levels, and
encouraged operational engagement through inter-cluster
coordination. Following the for mulation of the I nterCluster Coordination Meeting Group, OCHA facilitated
engagement with Government and non-Go vernment
State actors to improve access to the most affec ted areas.
OCHA worked with the HCT to prepare a formal human67

itarian declaration, promoting the right to humanitarian
access. These ad vocacy efforts have been cr edited with
facilitating increasing humanitarian access to previously
inaccessible areas in Sa’adah. However, access to civilian
populations and r eturning IDPs in these c onflict areas
remained a concern.
OCHA opened an office in the nor th, strengthening
field-level coordination in Haradh and gaining a foothold
in Sa’adah, which remained difficult to access. OCHA also
initiated monthly access reports, which were discussed with
authorities and the int ernational community as par t of
overall advocacy efforts.
Initial funding to the 2010 H umanitarian Response
Plan for Yemen was disappointing, but improved reporting
led to better donor understanding of the h umanitarian
situation. This, combined with improved access levels,
resulted in the $180 million 2010 C onsolidated Appeal
Process (CAP) being funded at 62 per cent.
Joint assessments w ere completed in H aradh and
Malaheet in pr eparation for the 2011 CAP . OCHA, the
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clusters and INGOs collated all available data to assess the
urgent needs of affected people across the country. OCHA
improved prioritization for the CAP, agreeing with the HCT
to maintain a three-tiered categorization of projects, and
setting clear selection criteria that linked cluster objectives
to assessed needs. It reviewed projects against realistic timelines, organizational capacity and cross-cutting themes.
OCHA helped implement the Gender M arker in all
projects in the 2011 CAP, scoring and prioritizing projects
accordingly. Seventy-five projects were submitted through
a process that saw increased participation from NGOs and
Government partners. Humanitarian actors also benefited
from Central Emergency Response Fund allocations.
Inter-agency contingency plans w ere completed in
the south and dr afted for the nor th. This in volved the
participation of various humanitarian actors including
the clusters, the HCT and donors.
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A farmer spreads fertilizer on his newly planted wheat
fields that have replaced his poppy crop in Helmand
Province, Afghanistan.

Annex I: Performance Evaluation: Strategic Objectives
Objective 1.1 – Engaging Member States and Regional Organizations
Organizational Outputs 2010
Major upcoming anniversaries (tsunami anniversary, CERF, Humanitarian Reform, 46/182) used to mobilize political and financial
support from a broader group of Member States.
Indicators and Targets
Broad Member State involvement in major upcoming anniversaries.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Regular meetings with a group of 15 Member States held to discuss humanitarian issues and 46/182 anniversary. OCHA launched a study
in November on coordination challenges, which will be presented to ECOSOC in July 2011.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Cohesive approach for increasing partnerships with Member States and regional organizations in political, operational and financial
areas – based on identified thematic priorities for OCHA.
Indicators and Targets
Strategy for increasing OCHA’s engagement with Member States and regional organizations developed by the end of the year.
End 2010 Achievement Report
OCHA internal consultations conducted on Member State engagement; agreement to establish an online tool to coordinate initiatives and
support senior outreach for policy, operational and financial objectives.
Organizational Outputs 2010
CERF fully funded on an annual basis.
Indicators and Targets
100 per cent of fund-raising goals met, as set out by GA.
Ten new and/or returning Member States contributing to CERF in 2010.
End 2010 Achievement Report
$428 million was raised, the second-highest annual total. Private-sector donors (corporations and individuals) contributed almost
$4.4 million to CERF, nearly doubling the amount received in the last four years combined ($2.4 million).
Twelve new donors joined CERF. There were 10 returning donors, reaching 122 Member States contributing. Thirty-eight Member States
contributed to and received CERF support, underscoring the fund’s “for all, by all” nature.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Fund-raising for CAP and flash appeals is targeted at donors in the affected region and regional organizations. This is in order to
achieve better funding and more political support by Member States and regional organizations for international humanitarian action.
Indicators and Targets
Increased number of Member States funding appeals in their own region.
End 2010 Achievement Report
At least 20 Member States funded appeals in their own region in 2010, up from 13 in 2009.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Strengthened and expanded institutional cooperation with regional and national organizations in support of services and
mechanisms provided by OCHA.
Indicators and Targets
Three new countries/regional organizations participating in UNDAC/INSARAG activities for the first time.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Five countries joined UNDAC in 2010 (Slovenia, Ghana, Nigeria, Poland and Brunei), bringing the total to 77. The number of participating
regional organizations reached 21 with the joining of the AU and ECCAS in 2010. Five new countries went through an external classification
process, through which international urban search-and-rescue teams demonstrate that international standards can be met.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Strengthened Member States support for priority thematic areas of humanitarian action.
Indicators and Targets
Number of Security Council Protection of Civilians Working Group meetings.
Increased dialogue with Member States on humanitarian impact of climate change.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Twelve informal Expert Group meetings were held in 2010 (compared with 7 in 2009), in which OCHA briefed the Security Council on
protection of civilians concerns in Afghanistan, CAR, Chad, Côte d’Ivoire, Darfur, DRC, Iraq, Somalia and south Sudan.
IASC agencies’ work in the previous year resulted in humanitarian concerns being firmly established in the UNFCCC process, and climate
change being widely recognized as a driver of disaster risk. In 2010, climate change has been routinely included as part of the discussions
with Member States on disasters and broader humanitarian issues, rather than as a separate, specific issue.
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Objective 1.2 – Operational Partners
Organizational Outputs 2010
Review and update the existing policies and guidance on partnerships.
Indicators and Targets
A policy review, indicating gaps, completed by end of Q2.
End 2010 Achievement Report
OCHA launched the Private Sector Strategy, endorsed by the ERC at the end of 2009. It disseminated the information through the UN
business portal, OCHAnet and the induction handbook for new staff. Revisions of strategy and updates of related policy instructions to be
undertaken in 2011.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Consistent country-level engagement with joint-planning mechanisms in all integrated UN presences.
Indicators and Targets
Guidance developed to ensure all staff are fully aware of OCHA’s corporate positions on integration.
OCHA is a member of the Strategic Policy Group and Joint Planning Unit (or their equivalents) in all integrated United Nations presences
where they exist and where OCHA has an office.
Joint drafting of country-specific civil-military guidelines.
End 2010 Achievement Report
The ERC issues the final element of the IMPP guidance package, the guidelines on the role of the field, to all relevant HCs, including
obligations, and to OCHA staff to outline supporting role. Information on integration incorporated into the OCHA staff induction package
and field training programme (HFCP). Two planned “OCHA on Message” documents were not developed in 2010.
OCHA participation in the field-level integrated coordination mechanisms was not uniform. Some, but not all, OCHA offices participated.
Note: mechanisms were created in most relevant contexts, usually around the development of an Integrated Strategic Framework, but
often they did not remain active over time.
OCHA supported the HCT in Pakistan with the development of country- or situation-specific guidelines on humanitarian civil-military
coordination.
Organizational Outputs 2010
More consistent OCHA approach to building relationships with partners.
Indicators and Targets
Identification and process to develop more structured partnerships agreed.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Target not achieved.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Review and make recommendations on how to adapt internal communications and practices to better support coordinated
development and use of partnerships.
Indicators and Targets
Internal communications and practices systems adapted by end of year.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Target not achieved.

Objective 1.3 – Preparedness
Organizational Outputs 2010
OCHA preparedness guidance (identifying how OCHA should discharge its core functions in preparedness, priority targets and
partner institutions) adopted by SMT and disseminated.
Indicators and Targets
Policy instruction on preparedness drafted by Q1, approved and disseminated within OCHA.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Concept note drafted on integrated analysis framework, building on current country and strategic analyses conducted at the global, regional
and country level. Concept outlined rationale, current gaps in analysis, capacities and constraints. Internal retreat in July 2010 concluded
with recommendations on how to develop an OCHA-integrated analyses process. Approval of model not achieved by target date.
Organizational Outputs 2010
OCHA’s role and engagement in CADRI is reviewed and options for new arrangements submitted to SMT.
Indicators and Targets
New arrangements for OCHA engagement with CADRI approved.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Through internal policy priority reviews and consultations with leading humanitarian think tanks, OCHA developed a set of priorities.
Related policy papers discussed and disseminated to HQ, ROs and COs. Inclusion into all workplans not achieved.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Discussions with UNDP/BCPR, ISDR and IFRC initiated at senior and working level on respective roles and responsibilities in
supporting Governments and regional organizations in preparedness.
Indicators and Targets
High-level and working-level bilateral consultations between OCHA and UNDP/BCPR, ISDR and IFRC held by end 2010.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Real-time evaluations (RTEs) conducted in Pakistan (IDP crisis and complex emergency), Haiti and the Philippines. Pakistan was first RTE
completed in a complex emergency, as requested by the IASC Working Group. OCHA, in collaboration with the Inter-Agency RTE Support
Group, developed a “Methodologies and Procedures Guide”, including an IARTE framework.
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Objective 1.4 – Analysis and System-Wide Learning
Organizational Outputs 2010
Development of options and models for linking field-, regional- and headquarters-based analysis to OCHA’s strategic objectives.
Indicators and Targets
Model approved by end of the year.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Concept note drafted on integrated analysis framework building on current country and strategic analyses conducted at the global, regional
and country level. Concept outlined rationale, current gaps in analysis, capacities and constraints. Internal retreat in July 2010 concluded
with recommendations on how to develop an OCHA-integrated analyses process. Approval of model not achieved by target date.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Review identified priorities of humanitarian system (e.g. climate change, access, security, gender) for more systematic integration
into relevant areas of OCHA strategies for HQ, ROs/COs.
Indicators and Targets
Integration of SMT-approved priority areas into OCHA 2011 workplans.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Through internal policy priority reviews and consultations with leading humanitarian think tanks, OCHA developed a set of priorities.
Related policy papers discussed and disseminated to HQ, ROs and COs. Inclusion into all workplans not achieved.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Through the IASC, OCHA initiates new procedures and methods for undertaking IARTEs.
Indicators and Targets
Three IARTEs undertaken in 2010.
End 2010 Achievement Report
RTEs conducted in Pakistan (IDP crisis and complex emergency), Haiti and the Philippines. Pakistan was first RTE completed in a complex
emergency, as requested by the IASC Working Group. OCHA, in close collaboration with the IARTE Support Group, developed a
“Methodologies and Procedures Guide”, including an IARTE framework.

Objective 2.1 – Accountable Humanitarian Coordination Leaders
Organizational Outputs 2010
Humanitarian coordination leaders (RCs, HCs, DHCs, cluster leads and OCHA heads of office - HoO) equipped with and use relevant
knowledge and skills, and are held accountable.
Indicators and Targets
Learning strategy for humanitarian coordination leaders developed and endorsed by the IASC by Q2.
75 per cent of HoOs are familiar with key provisions of OCHA's policy instructions on (i) emergency response, (ii) the role and
responsibilities of COs, (iii) the relationship between HCs and HoOs in the field and (iv) protection.
All OCHA HoOs are appraised by the respective RCs/HCs.
75 per cent of HC Pool members trained on using international law and protection in humanitarian coordination, and in working with
UN and non-UN partners.
100 per cent of HCs engaged in a comprehensive performance-management process, including regular performance feedback.
Regular performance feedback from ERC provided to all RCs/HCs on the basis of their monthly note with personal observations.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Learning needs assessment and mapping study completed in Q4. The learning strategy was not developed due to staff shortages,
but will be launched in 2011.
All PIs were finalized and circulated with the exception of the PI on emergency response, still under review by senior management.
No formal training on policy instructions was conducted.
HoOs systematically appraised by HC as first reporting officer in UN staff-assessment mechanism.
67 per cent of HC Pool members trained on using international law and protection in humanitarian coordination through the IASC workshop
on humanitarian diplomacy, held in February 2010. The design of the HC Pool workshop on working with partners in humanitarian contexts
was completed by December 2010. Its delivery was postponed to February 2011.
In 2010, all RC/HCs engaged in a comprehensive performance management process comprising written compacts and in-depth discussions
with the ERC. All but four of the HCs had signed their 2010 Compacts with the ERC by end of year. Mid-year reviews did not take place.
However, 12 out of 28 completed an end-of-year review.
Regular performance feedback varied from country to country. The ERC provided comprehensive feedback on all RC/HC monthly notes in the
reporting period. However, many HCs opted to utilize more frequent, informal communication to highlight progress and operational challenges.
Organizational Outputs 2010
High-calibre candidates identified for humanitarian coordination leadership positions.
Indicators and Targets
An HC Pool member is proposed as candidate for 75 per cent of vacancies for RC/HC posts.
End 2010 Achievement Report
At least one HC Pool member was proposed to the IAAP in 65 per cent of vacant humanitarian coordination leadership positions.
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Organizational Outputs 2010
Regular and systematic review of response and coordination mechanisms.
Indicators and Targets
An HC Pool member is proposed as candidate for 75 per cent of vacancies for RC/HC posts.
Development by Q3 of a template to review response and coordination mechanisms (building on the Humanitarian Reform Tracking Tool)
and application of this in 60 per cent of country offices by December 2010.
Development of an IASC action plan based on the recommendations from the CE2.
Development of an accountability framework for HCs, DHCs, HCTs, cluster lead agencies and OCHA for IASC endorsement by Q4.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Output postponed to 2011.
Prioritized IASC Task Team on the Cluster Approach Management Response Plan (MRP) endorsed in January 2011. Internal OCHA MRP
under development.
First elements of an accountability framework were brought to the IASC Working Group for endorsement in November. IASC Principals
discussed them further at their December 2010 and February 2011 meetings.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Stronger system-wide focus on developing UN leadership in countries affected by humanitarian crises.
Indicators and Targets
Consensus among major UN partners on the need for better-prepared UN RCs to take on a HC role when needed.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Consensus among major UN partners was reached. UN partners involved in orientation and induction programmes for RCs on
humanitarian coordination.

Objective 2.2 – Scaling Up and Drawing Down Operations
Organizational Outputs 2010
A pilot set of well-defined triggers for decision-making on phasing in, phasing out and scaling field operations.
Indicators and Targets
Existing information, tools and methods for prioritizing situations, discerning potentially significant tipping or action points and deploying
resources were reviewed and synthesized into a single document by end of Q3.
End 2010 Achievement Report
The Global Focus Model, Early Warning/Early Action and draft country strategy indicator sets were reviewed and indicators developed for
transitioning offices (outlined in the PI on transition). These indicators will be synthesized into a single set and refined during Q1 2011.
Organizational Outputs 2010
A prioritized set of countries for preparedness and response support based on a consistently applied decision-making process.
Indicators and Targets
Review process and trigger list used to develop a prioritized set of countries by end of Q4 (was Q2).
End 2010 Achievement Report
OCHA continued to make use of well-functioning tools including the Global Focus Model and Early Warning/Early Action Report.
OCHA piloted new instruments, such as the Country-Level Integrated Preparedness Package for Emergency Response (CLIPPER),
to ensure prioritized attention to key countries.
Organizational Outputs 2010
A draft concept of operations clearly indicating scalable-service options OCHA has at its disposal to respond to evolving levels of
vulnerability and humanitarian need.
Indicators and Targets
Clear internal agreement (by the end of Q4) on the type, scale and nature of support needed to address significant tipping point in high
risk situations (carried out in collaboration with Objective 2.3).
End 2010 Achievement Report
Policy instructions on country and regional offices helped clarify the services offered under different conditions. Comprehensive review of
tools and services postponed to 2011.
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Objective 2.3 – Tools and Services
Organizational Outputs 2010
An agreed suite of OCHA services and tools in different operational contexts: response preparedness, emergency response, and
post-crisis response during transition and humanitarian phase-down.
Indicators and Targets
Suite of tools and services articulated, agreed and rolled out.
Standardized menu of reporting tools disseminated for use by all OCHA HQs, ROs, COs and HSUs.
End 2010 Achievement Report
External review of ESB’s emergency tools and services completed. Implementation of recommendations implemented, except for UNDAC
review, scheduled for 2011. Completion and approval of the Policy Instruction on Country Offices in Q2. Five operational priorities from PI to
provide framework for corporate review of all services and tools. Action plan for clarifying agreed suite approved for implementation in 2011.
OCHA Global Product Catalogue first edition published in June 2010.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Enhanced package of emergency preparedness services and support to country teams in countries of highest risk of crisis and
countries emerging from crisis.
Indicators and Targets
SMT agree package of preparedness activities by end of Q3.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Policy Instructions on Preparedness endorsed. Minimum preparedness actions have been identified but await management’s endorsement.
Organizational Outputs 2010
An agreed analytical framework for context analysis to support a common situation awareness, inter-cluster coordination and
overall strategic planning.
Indicators and Targets
Analytical framework to ensure enhanced analysis of cross-cutting issues including protection, risks and threats, and to support inter-cluster
coordination agreed, and guidance developed and disseminated for use in all ROs, COs and HSUs.
End 2010 Achievement Report
No common analytical framework developed yet. The mapping of tools and services against the Country Office Policy Instruction in 2011
will help OCHA identify and prioritize areas for improved performance.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Existing tools and services honed and fully implemented by country offices.
Indicators and Targets
100 per cent of COs with articulated and updated contingency plans. 100 per cent of COs with dedicated capacity for inter-cluster
coordination. 100 per cent of reporting products follow standard templates and information-sharing platforms.
End 2010 Achievement Report
72 per cent of countries with OCHA country offices have updated contingency plans. Several OCHA offices have agreed to allocate staff
resources to support inter-cluster coordination. IASC guidance note being prepared to measure country office performance on inter-cluster
coordination responsibilities and ensure robust support is provided for HCTs and clusters. Adoption of standard information products and
templates by most country and regional offices.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Systematic access monitoring and reporting, supported by a database established as an OCHA standard.
Indicators and Targets
Fully operational access monitoring database used by at least seven OCHA country offices in armed-conflict situations.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Development of access monitoring and reporting database completed and rolled out on schedule in September. Fourteen country offices
have developed draft action plans to put in place key components of access monitoring and reporting, including inter-agency consultation
on priority indicators and information flow, a reporting schedule and confidentiality mechanisms to manage sensitive information.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Guidance on OCHA role in promoting and ensuring security management.
Indicators and Targets
OCHA role in promoting and ensuring security management agreed by Q3.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Security Policy completed but awaiting approval and endorsement by the incoming CRD Director in 2011.
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Objective 2.4 – Programme Cycle Management
Organizational Outputs 2010
Field use in selected countries of cross-sector needs assessment and a standardized tool and framework for consolidating needs
assessment and other core humanitarian information for decision makers (Humanitarian Dashboard).
Indicators and Targets
Operational guidance on leading and coordinating needs assessment finalized and field tested in five countries (including primary and
secondary indicator portfolios per cluster/sector).
Prototype Humanitarian Dashboard field tested in 4-6 humanitarian emergencies.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Guidance and indicators completed. Field testing ongoing in Pakistan and Haiti (though delayed by lengthy negotiations process and
technical review within IASC Needs Assessment Task Force).
Dashboard field tested in oPt, Kenya, Pakistan and Somalia.
Organizational Outputs 2010
An enhanced framework to assist the RC/HC and humanitarian partners to better prioritize humanitarian activities within the CAPs,
in support of decision-making for OCHA-managed funds and other funding channels.
Indicators and Targets
All CAP countries following new prioritization guidelines for 2011.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Few OCHA country offices restricted the top-priority ranking to less than 50 per cent of their total CAP for 2011. However, strategy was
re-focused in second half of 2010 towards development of activity-level rather than project-level prioritization. Experimental use to take
place in first half of 2011.
Organizational Outputs 2010
OCHA supporting a system-wide approach to monitoring and evaluation linked to the programme cycle.
Indicators and Targets
Undertake review of best practices related to monitoring and evaluation of common humanitarian planning instruments (e.g. CAP and
CAP-like processes).
Develop a prototype for a new M&E model for common humanitarian planning instruments based on identified best practice.
100 per cent of countries applying new monitoring model for common humanitarian planning instruments based on identified best
practice by end of the year.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Best practice review conducted in stages, including at workshop with OCHA field staff and HQ sections involved in monitoring (July 2010),
plus ongoing feedback regarding the 2011 CAP process. OCHA has reviewed and rated each 2011 CAP performance in monitoring
(retrospectively on 2010 achievements, and prospectively for 2011 in terms of stating measurable objectives per cluster and at strategic level).
2011 CAP Guidelines contain monitoring model based on best practice. Plans are initiated to enhance the online Projects System as a
platform for monitoring output-level information (based on innovations by OCHA Pakistan and Somalia).
All 2011 CAPs have some or all of the key elements of the new monitoring model: reporting on outputs for 2010, SMART cluster objectives
or targets for 2011. However, SMART strategic objectives are less regular.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Gender-tracking tool used in humanitarian crises with a CAP.
Indicators and Targets
In consultation with respective RCs/HCs and relevant IASC organizations, Gender Marker piloted and reviewed in at least three
humanitarian crises with a CAP by Q4.
Data on Gender Marker for CERF and CHF allocations tracked for three pilot countries.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Gender Marker rolled out in 12 countries, uploaded into OPS and trackable in FTS for six countries.
Full implementation postponed to 2011.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Standard guidance related to the establishment and management of CHFs and ERFs established and applied systematically.
Indicators and Targets
Standard guidance related to the establishment and management of CHFs and ERFs established and applied systematically.
100 per cent OCHA compliance with ERF guidance by end of the year.
End 2010 Achievement Report
ERF guidelines fully drafted with field review in early 2011. CHF guidance endorsed by the CHF Working Group (with M&E guidelines) in
Dec 2009/March 2010.
Monitoring compliance introduced for some indicators, (i.e. MOUs and their requirements, and Advisory Board establishment).
Comprehensive monitoring will be built around ERF guidelines once launched in April 2011.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Accountability measures for the CERF further strengthened.
Indicators and Targets
PAF introduced by end of Q1. Implementation reviewed and action taken to define/establish any additional measures to ensure due
diligence over CERF resources by the end of the year.
End 2010 Achievement Report
CERF PAF introduced as planned in early 2010. CERF Advisory Group endorses final version in July. Independent review conducted in four
countries.
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Objective 3.1 – Funding and Financial Management
Organizational Outputs 2010
Strategy devised to ensure Member States support OCHA in meeting financial requirements for 2010.
Indicators and Targets
Targeted resource mobilization strategy developed and approved by end Q1.
Funding increased (minimum $10 million more than in 2009).
End 2010 Achievement Report
Strategy completed in Q1, approved by the Senior Management Team and implemented.
Funding increased by $30 million over 2009 levels.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Timely financial products provided to programme managers.
Indicators and Targets
Agreed planning reporting products delivered to programme managers on a monthly basis starting from September.
End 2010 Achievement Report
The project to integrate financial data and produce automated financial planning/reporting products was postponed until 2011. The first phase
of the project designed to improve administrative systems and reporting products was approved by the IT Governance Board in early 2011.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Roles and responsibilities of HQ/field clarified and agreed in terms of resource mobilization.
Indicators and Targets
Policy Instruction on resource mobilization approved and piloted by end Q2.
Strategies and guidance integrated into workplans of ROs/COs at mid-year review.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Policy Instruction on resource mobilization approved and circulated to all staff in Q2.
Resource mobilization guidance and advice provided systematically on a monthly basis to all COs and ROs since Q3. Integrated into all
workplans as standard output.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Plan of action developed to strengthen resource allocation systems and procedures for greater accountability, more coherent
tracking of requirements and more effective operations.
Indicators and Targets
Action plan developed by end Q2.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Action plan postponed until 2011. Progress made on clearing dormant accounts.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Action plan to address Regular Budget funding for OCHA to ensure a more stable and predictable financial base.
Indicators and Targets
Action plan developed and approved for biennium 2012-13 and beyond by end Q2.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Regular Budget plan produced and discussed internally. No progress on increasing OCHA’s share of the Regular Budget is expected for
the next few years due to prevailing financial climate in UN.

Objective 3.2 – Surge and Staffing Solutions
Organizational Outputs 2010
Recruitment mechanisms re-established following contract reform.
Indicators and Targets
70 per cent of field vacancies filled through the Roster Management Programme.
End 2010 Achievement Report
85 per cent of field vacancies filled through the Roster Management Programme.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Timeliness and efficiency in field recruitment improved.
Indicators and Targets
Field vacancy rate reduced to 15 per cent by end of year.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Field Vacancy Rate reduced to 12 per cent from 20 per cent.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Improved compliance with the Human Resources Action Plan.
Indicators and Targets
Budgetary vacancy rate for all posts below 15 per cent.
Candidates selected within 100 days for field; 200 days at HQs.
Increase in female staff representation in P+ categories (towards UN target of 50 per cent).
End 2010 Achievement Report
Budgetary vacancy rate for all posts reduced to 9.4 per cent.
Average time of 51 days for the field due to the Roster Management Programme, and 241 days for HQs.
Female staff representation for P+ categories at headquarters increased to 54.7 per cent. Female staff representation for P+ categories in
the field at 30 per cent.
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Organizational Outputs 2010
Timely surge deployments through official surge mechanisms.
Indicators and Targets
80 per cent of ERR and SBPP deployments within one week and one month respectively (in scenarios without force majeure hindrances,
such as severe visa issuance delays).
End 2010 Achievement Report
75 per cent of ERR deployments within one week; 37.5 per cent of SBPP deployments within one month.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Improved integrated surge and staffing solutions for OCHA in the field.
Indicators and Targets
Establishment of standing joint AO, CRD and SCS review entity for urgent staff situations by Early Q1 2010.
Interactive guidance material and related training sessions for field and CRD DOs on integrated field surge/HR management.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Joint AO, CRD and SCS review mechanism established by Q2.
Guidance material and information on surge management shared in regular intervals with CRD and field staff. One training session for CRD
desk officers in November 2010 on scaling up in new emergencies focused on surge and related operations.

Objective 3.3 – Organizational Learning for Results
Organizational Outputs 2010
Mechanism developed by group for identifying and prioritizing organizational learning needs.
Indicators and Targets
2010-2011 learning needs identified by end of Q2.
OCHA internal training programmes reviewed to reflect learning strategy.
Evaluation framework including priority areas for evaluation endorsed by end of Q2.
End 2010 Achievement Report
An independent, internal review of organizational learning completed in the third quarter. Findings to be addressed by OCHA SMT
by Q2 2011.
To be completed following review of findings noted above.
Evaluation Policy and Strategy for 2010-2013, including framework for evaluation of OCHA’s work, endorsed by end of Q2 and
implemented during Q3.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Key gender issues and findings integrated into OCHA planning.
Indicators and Targets
Accepted recommendations from Internal Evaluation on Gender Equity integrated into work planning by Q3.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Learning from the review was integrated into 2011 work planning, including agreement on four OCHA-wide standard indicators on gender
equity. The full Management Response Plan for the review is expected to be endorsed by OCHA SMT in Q2 2011.
Organizational Outputs 2010
More systematic processes for After Action Reviews (AARs) and evaluations so that planning, guidance and training reflect OCHA
best practice.
Indicators and Targets
Templates, roles, responsibilities and clear guidance on undertaking evaluations and AARs developed and rolled out.
End 2010 Achievement Report
Guidelines on management response and follow-up to evaluations developed and implemented. Work on AARs and finalization of OCHA
evaluation guidelines to be done in early 2011.
Organizational Outputs 2010
Improved and timely cross-branch monitoring.
Indicators and Targets
100 per cent of strategic objectives reviewed jointly in Mid-Year Review, including recommended actions for addressing under-performance.
End 2010 Achievement Report
SMT established Management Task Teams (MTTs) in March 2010 for each of OCHA’s strategic objectives. All objectives reviewed by ASG
and MTTs in June, resulting in Mid-Year Performance Report with recommended actions.
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Annex II: Breakdown of OCHA Budget,
Expenditure and Donor Contributions
OCHA Budget in 2010
Regular Budget Activities
Extra-budgetary activities
Office of the Under-Secretary-General/Emergency Relief Coordinator
Executive and Administrative Offices
Coordination and Response Division
Emergency Services Branch
External Relations and Support Mobilization Branch
Coordination Support
Policy Development and Studies Branch
Communications and Information Services Branch
Total Headquarters Activities
FIELD ACTIVITIES
Integrated Regional Information Networks (IRIN)
African Union Liaison Office
Regional Offices
Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific
Sub-Regional Office for the Pacific
Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean
Regional Office for the Middle East, North Africa and Central Asia
Sub-Regional Office for Central Asia
Regional Office for Southern and Eastern Africa
Sub-Regional Office for Eastern Africa
Regional Office for West and Central Africa
Sub-total
Pandemic Influenza Contingency Regional Presence
AFRICA
Central African Republic
Chad
Côte d’Ivoire
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Guinea
Kenya
Niger
Somalia
Sudan
Uganda
Zimbabwe
Sub-total
MIDDLE EAST, NORTH AFRICA AND CENTRAL ASIA
Afghanistan
Iraq
occupied Palestinian territory
Pakistan
Yemen
Sub-total
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
Indonesia
Myanmar
Nepal
Sri Lanka
Philippines
Sub-total
LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
Colombia
Haiti
Sub-total
Total field activities
Total extra-budgetary activities (programme and administrative)
Total OCHA Budget (regular and extra-budgetary activities)

Original

Mid-year

13,826,950

13,814,900

13,814,900

Final

6,667,094
25,837,925
7,142,521
11,936,988
7,455,726
8,118,219
9,656,704
18,077,889
94,893,066

6,114,044
24,674,308
6,040,204
12,191,472
7,078,673
7,426,033
8,845,297
16,727,300
89,097,331

6,052,787
25,424,307
6,040,204
12,191,469
7,078,673
7,414,733
8,856,598
16,726,933
89,785,704

10,246,024
1,024,952

10,008,229
1,074,229

10,008,229
1,074,229

4,332,751
1,003,190
3,745,011
3,455,376
1,069,464
3,621,852
1,017,405
4,478,133
22,723,182
2,849,725

4,026,494
939,833
3,908,902
3,534,476
1,069,465
3,455,564
1,404,824
5,097,828
23,437,386
2,376,859

4,170,495
939,833
3,972,259
3,534,476
2,042,768
3,455,564
1,404,824
5,097,828
24,618,047
2,376,859

2,331,072
4,866,206
1,906,240
13,885,326
478,283
3,910,045
429,060
2,430,971
2,408,482
6,728,562
17,418,945
2,678,159
4,128,124
63,599,475

2,152,466
4,646,250
1,906,239
13,873,680
471,539
3,870,720
429,060
2,505,164
3,131,122
7,054,967
18,377,046
2,538,509
3,674,123
64,630,885

2,152,466
4,646,250
1,906,239
13,925,620
471,539
3,870,720
429,060
2,505,164
3,131,122
7,054,967
18,575,938
2,538,509
3,674,123
64,881,717

9,928,795
5,459,134
7,028,694
5,108,416
1,591,716
29,116,755

9,626,424
5,435,288
6,949,234
4,621,158
1,591,716
28,223,820

9,623,457
5,206,576
6,949,234
7,132,224
1,591,716
30,503,207

1,441,349
1,960,510
1,225,517
2,594,291
1,591,481
8,813,148

1,441,344
1,861,880
1,249,877
2,321,892
1,334,345
8,209,338

1,441,344
1,861,880
1,249,877
2,321,892
1,334,345
8,209,338

4,246,533
1,596,777
5,843,310
144,216,571
239,109,637
252,936,587

4,369,280
12,636,547
17,005,827
154,966,573
244,063,904
257,878,804

4,369,280
12,636,547
17,005,827
158,677,453
248,463,157
262,278,057

a/ Amount adjusted to reflect overstatement of $200 at Mid Year Review.
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Expenditure in 2010
Final
Regular Budget Activities
Extra-budgetary activities
HEADQUARTERS ACTIVITIES
Office of the Under-Secretary-General/Emergency Relief Coordinator
Executive and Administrative Offices
Coordination and Response Division
Emergency Services Branch
External Relations and Support Mobilization Branch
Coordination Support
Policy Development and Studies Branch
Communications and Information Services Branch
Total Headquarters Activities
FIELD ACTIVITIES
Integrated Regional Information Networks (IRIN)
African Union Liaison Office
Regional Offices
Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific
Sub-Regional Office for the Pacific
Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean
Regional Office for the Middle East, North Africa and Central Asia
Sub-Regional Office for Central Asia
Regional Office for Southern and Eastern Africa
Sub-Regional Office for Eastern Africa
Regional Office for West and Central Africa
Sub-total
Pandemic Influenza Contingency Regional Presence
AFRICA
Central African Republic
Chad
Côte d’Ivoire
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Guinea
Kenya
Niger
Somalia
Sudan
Uganda
Zimbabwe
Sub-total
MIDDLE EAST, NORTH AFRICA AND CENTRAL ASIA
Afghanistan
Iraq
occupied Palestinian territory
Pakistan
Yemen
Sub-total
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
Indonesia
Myanmar
Nepal
Sri Lanka
Philippines
Sub-total
LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
Colombia
Haiti
Sub-total
Other Field Activities
Total field activities
Total extra-budgetary activities (programme and administrative)
Total OCHA Budget (regular and extra-budgetary activities)

Expenditure

Expenditure Rate

13,814,900

13,296,318

96.2%

6,052,787
25,424,307
6,040,204
12,191,469
7,078,673
7,414,733
8,856,598
16,726,933
89,785,704

4,711,561
20,271,673
5,572,431
9,810,120
6,254,669
5,628,350
7,647,603
13,794,212
73,690,619 a/

77.8%
79.7%
92.3%
80.5%
88.4%
75.9%
86.3%
82.5%
82.1%

10,008,229
1,074,229

9,232,323
950,953

92.2%
88.5%

4,170,495
939,833
3,972,259
3,534,476
2,042,768
3,455,564
1,404,824
5,097,828
24,618,047
2,376,859

3,687,231
876,633
3,479,400
3,065,380
1,543,182
2,307,515
1,308,072
4,269,436
20,536,849
1,837,936

88.4%
93.3%
87.6%
86.7%
75.5%
66.8%
93.1%
83.8%
83.0%
77.3%

2,152,466
4,646,250
1,906,239
13,925,620
471,539
3,870,720
429,060
2,505,164
3,131,122
7,054,967
18,575,938
2,538,509
3,674,123
64,881,717

2,114,133
4,180,814
1,240,447
12,892,081
439,484
3,433,190
376,101
2,302,776
2,630,054
6,239,564
16,341,793
2,278,398
3,350,232
57,819,067

98.2%
90.0%
65.1%
92.6%
93.2%
88.7%
87.7%
91.9%
84.0%
88.4%
88.0%
89.8%
91.2%
89.1%

9,623,457
5,206,576
6,949,234
7,132,224
1,591,716
30,503,207

8,881,603
4,433,845
5,768,970
5,657,599
1,183,972
25,925,989

92.3%
85.2%
83.0%
79.3%
74.4%
85.0%

1,441,344
1,861,880
1,249,877
2,321,892
1,334,345
8,209,338

1,440,546
1,541,913
1,232,207
1,744,364
1,005,645
6,964,675

99.9%
82.8%
98.6%
75.1%
75.4%
84.8%

4,369,280
12,636,547
17,005,827
158,677,453
248,463,157
262,278,057

3,932,685
10,000,041
13,932,726
120,181
137,320,699
211,011,318
224,307,635

90.0%
79.1%
81.9%
0.0%
86.5%
84.9%
85.5%

a/ Excludes expenditure of $2,114,228 charged to Special Account for Programme Support - OCHA Geneva (Fund ODB) attributable to the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (ISDR), which is not
part of OCHA-mandated activities.
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VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS - BREAKDOWN OF DONOR EARMARKING (US$)
OCHA Activities

Office

Unearmarked Contributions Total

Sweden

United
States

Norway

European
United
Commission Kingdom

16,859,905 4,050,000 12,657,796

Headquarter Activities

278,220 1,730,000

40,000

Australia

11,146,497

Netherlands

6,235,400 6,993,007

4,937,042

65,754

99,746

342,986

5,224

Reserve Funds
Integrated Regional Information Networks (IRIN)
Pandemic Influenza Contingency Regional Presence
Regional Offices

Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific

824,131

Sub-Regional Office for the Pacific

608,365

Subtotal of Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific

1,082,673

Subtotal of Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean

1,082,673

-

824,131

708,111

-

342,986

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sub-Regional Office for Eastern Africa

330,830

Regional Office for Southern and Eastern Africa

433,069

500,000

Subtotal of Regional Office for Southern and Eastern Africa

763,899

500,000

Regional Office for West and Central Africa

866,138

Subtotal of Regional Office for West and Central Africa

866,138

Regional Office for the Middle East, North Africa and Central Asia

381,950

Sub-Regional Office for Central Asia

541,336

500,000

923,286

500,000

-

-

3,635,996 1,000,000

824,131

807,857

Subtotal of Regional Office for the Middle East,
North Africa and Central Asia
Regional Office Total
Africa

-

Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean

99,746
-

99,746

-

233,040
-

-

-

-

233,040

-

152,905

-

-

152,905

576,026

-

152,905

Central African Republic

543,920

Chad

543,920

700,000

268,349

Democratic Republic of the Congo

815,880

500,000

Ethiopia

866,138

1,000,000

679,900

500,000

Niger

216,535

200,000

Somalia

543,920

799,024

Côte d’Ivoire

500,000
824,131

2,111,968

-

-

Guinea
Kenya

200,000

Sudan
Uganda
Zimbabwe
Africa Total
Asia

-

4,000,000

54,134
942,232

209,424

340,000

494,478

651,469

300,000

824,131

2,833,265

253,449

320,744
444,444

217,523

2,396,189

7,638,688

217,523

500,000

5,206,578 7,400,000
Indonesia
Myanmar

Asia Total
Latin America and the Caribbean

Haiti

-

-

1,340,000

-

35,547

419,463

218,934
135,980

1,012,007

569,049
Colombia

-

433,069

Philippines
Sri Lanka

-

348,675
54,134

-

1,266,488

329,652

361,811

-

419,463

3,000,000

341,373

994,104

1,600,000

880,200

Latin America and the Caribbean Total

402,809 3,000,000

671,025

1,355,916

1,600,000

880,200

Middle East, North Africa and Central Asia Afghanistan

216,535

670,017

1,164,596

890,000

1,164,596

890,000

2,000,000

Iraq
occupied Palastinian territory

54,134
407,940

2,000,000

Yemen

54,134

500,000

Grand Total

-

555,556

732,742 4,500,000

764,059

1,285,062

1,905,246

1,355,877
555,556

3,339,322

3,898,570

-

27,685,299 21,680,000 19,928,462 19,904,561 14,281,521 10,406,843 6,998,231

Totals include Paid and Pledged contributions.
* Russian Federation includes $1.6 million tranfser from Russian UNDAC Air Support account to various OCHA-budgeted activities
**Italy includes the transfer from the Bilateral Emergencies Fund to various OCHA projects
Multi-Donor Funds includes three field-level Common Humanitarian Funds (CHFs) and the Central Fund for Influenza (CFIA)
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146,520

Pakistan
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Canada

Japan

973,141
156,343

Switzerland

2,037,931 1,419,056
450,000

951,895

Ireland

Germany

1,349,528

New
Zealand

Finland

1,318,681 4,312,800

19,536

Denmark

Austria

4,048,583 3,489,503

139,417

Spain

Russian Belgium
Federation*

Italy**

639,000 1,233,046

183,486

350,000

2,627,482
389,257

483,116
100,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100,000

-

14,520

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

616,523

47,948

-

82,590,363

620,025

9,787,526

-

2,627,482

-

872,373

2,127,554

2,127,554

-

1,366,862

-

608,365
1,975,227

-

1,282,673

-

-

-

1,282,673

-

-

616,523
-

3,687,073

-

14,520
-

Grand
Total

-

200,000
200,000

Other
Donors

-

-

150,000

-

445,096

-

933,069

-

1,378,165

-

1,715,701

-

1,715,701

-

534,855

249,978

1,489,262

47,948

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

150,000

-

-

249,978

2,024,117

47,948

-

14,520

-

-

-

-

-

-

616,523

450,000

-

-

249,978

8,375,882

-

-

-

134,953

-

947,222

1,349,528

-

3,392,472

134,953

-

-

-

-

-

863,132

-

635,324

110,000

610,000

- 5,193,506

11,078,893

-

2,256,002

389,864

469,043

-

292,398

952,986

292,398

134,953

610,501
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

974,659

2,707,372

-

-

-

-

-

1,843,546

-

635,324

965,959
4,540,196

- 1,488,201

10,041,991

-

628,327

-

2,474,113

694,444 6,791,707

38,315,074

-

455,010

-

433,069

99,433
99,433

-

-

-

1,436,474

500,000

485,437

432,900

1,436,474

500,000

485,437

432,900

-

-

1,500,000
491,642
245,775

-

-

-

-

-

210,084

289,201

420,168

210,084

289,201

420,168

889,454

-

-

6,936,537

-

-

-

-

190,597

1,334,722

174,675 1,805,556

2,000,000

451,264

190,597

4,987,931 4,779,946

4,699,934
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-

174,675 2,478,503

-

4,258,667 3,953,378 3,038,088

2,460,069

468,934

100,000

1,347,420

350,000

2,704,434

-

1,040,139
13,653,780

721,501 2,288,204

14,693,919

-

6,504,508

-

146,520

-

3,046,160

600,000

500

12,575,483

100,000

174,966

2,302,087

175,466

24,574,759

451,264
500,000

250,000

721,501 2,288,204

672,948

917,431
737,417

-

1,179,900

-

369,914
469,043

200,000

694,444
-

-

700,000

-

-

2,139,000 1,868,370 1,415,945 16,290,008 186,669,365
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Annex III: Specially Designated Contributions
and Other Trust Funds
Specially Designated Contributions
Specially Designated Contributions (SDCs) are earmarked
by donors for humanitarian projects implemented by third
parties (UN partners and NGOs). OCHA channels income
for such activities in the form of grants. SDC activities are not
included in the OCHA Annual Plan and Budget. Income
towards SDCs is not counted in the OCHA total donor
income or in its donor-ranking tables.
SDCs comprise UN Disaster Assessment and Coordination (UNDAC) Mission Accounts Natural Disaster Activities
(emergency cash grants), Relief Stock Items, Emergency
Response Funds, ProCap and GenCap Rosters and other grants.
Programme support charges levied from expenditure
for SDC projects are spent, inter alia, on the administrative
costs of managing these projects. In most cases these charges
are levied at 3 per cent on SDCs.
In 2010, the majority of SDC contributions were made to
the Emergency Response Funds ($159 million or 95 per cent).
• UNDAC Mission Accounts: Member States deposit
funding with OCHA, which is then used to deploy their
nationals on UNDAC missions. Thirty-four Member
States currently hold UNDAC Mission Accounts with
OCHA. The total expenditure on UNDAC deployments
in 2010 was $369,000.
• Natural Disaster Activities: These funds are held in
pre-positioned accounts by 11 donors. They are used
primarily to provide emergency cash grants to UN agencies
and NGOs in natural disasters, supplementing the emergency
cash grants funded from the regular budget. Of the 11
pre-positioned fund donors, nine have not replenished
their pre-positioned account since 2005. In 2009,
the Netherlands informed OCHA that it will no longer
replenish its pre-positioned account. In view of this
trend, the ERC decided to gradually wind down the 10
inactive pre-positioned accounts. The 2010 closing
balance of these accounts (excluding Italy) is $210,176.

It will be spent on emergency cash grants. This leaves
the Italian Bilateral Emergency Fund, which is slightly
different as it channels Italian contributions for allocation
subject to Italian approval and finances. It includes
emergency cash grants and Emergency Response Funds.
• Relief Stock Items: These funds are used to purchase and
manage OCHA relief stocks held in the UN Humanitarian
Response Depot. In 2010, $1.1 million was used to
purchase relief items including tents, water tanks,
blankets and generators.
• Emergency Response Funds: ERFs are country-level
pooled funds managed under OCHA auspices. The
Humanitarian Coordinator is the overall custodian of
ERFs where grants are allocated to NGOs and UN agencies
for response to rapidly evolving needs. The funds are
unearmarked, which means decisions can be made at the
country level where needs are best known. In 2010, OCHA
managed ERFs in 17 countries: Afghanistan, Colombia,
DRC, Ethiopia, Haiti, Indonesia, Iraq, Kenya, Myanmar,
Nepal, oPt, Pakistan, Somalia, Sudan, Uganda, Yemen and
Zimbabwe. The Pakistan and Yemen funds were created
in 2010. During the latter part of the year, the Somalia
ERF was transformed into a Common Humanitarian
Fund (CHF). UNDP assumed the role of Administrative
Agent and OCHA maintained the role as Managing Agent.
• The ProCap and GenCap Rosters: This is flow-through
funding for ProCap and GenCap covering the Norwegian
Refugee Council’s management and deployment of senior
protection officers and senior gender advisers. ProCap and
GenCap secretariat costs appear in the OCHA budget as
they are not flow-through costs. Total spending on the
two rosters in 2010 was $3.6 million.
In 2010, the total voluntary contributions for ERFs
almost doubled compared with the amount received in
2009 (from $85 million in 2009 to $159 million in 2010).
Forty-one Member States contributed to ERFs in 2010,

OCHA SPECIALLY DESIGNATED CONTRIBUTIONS
UNDAC
Mission
Accounts

Natural
Disaster
Activities

Relief
Stock
Items

Opening Balance - 1 January 2010
2010 Donor Contributions
Available funds 2010
Transfer of Programme Support Charges
Direct Expenditure
Net Available Funds before other income,
adjustments, transfers, refunds and ISDR costs
Other income, adjustments, transfers and refunds

1,312,824
757,639
2,070,463
(48,025)
(369,421)

2,016,433
672,948
2,689,381
(510)
(17,000)

3,083,130
2,601,057
5,684,187
(33,374)
(1,112,456)

1,653,017
99,712

2,671,871 4,538,357 155,316,716
(1,654,145) (967,140)
5,135,539

Closing Balance - 31 December 2010

1,752,729

1,017,726 3,571,217 160,452,255
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Emergency
Response
Funds

ProCap
and
GenCap
Rosters

108,378,863 1,729,734
158,963,432 4,803,929
267,342,295 6,533,663
(4,760,681)
(109,499)
(107,264,898) (3,649,999)

Juba
Initiative
Project

Other
Total
Specially
Specially
Designated Designated
Contributions Contributions

87,955
87,955
-

128,415 116,737,354
91,074 167,890,079
219,489 284,627,433
(17,321)
(4,969,410)
(370,160) (112,783,934)

2,774,165
-

87,955
(87,955)

(167,992)
338,343

166,874,089
2,864,354

2,774,165

-

170,351

169,738,443
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SPECIALLY DESIGNATED CONTRIBUTIONS BY DONOR
Donor

US$

Saudi Arabia
India
Norway
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Multi-Donor Funds
Brazil
Sweden
France
Denmark
Spain
Australia
Nigeria
Azerbaijan
Equatorial Guinea
Italy
New Zealand
UN and Other Agencies *
Gabon
Tunisia
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Ireland
United States
Algeria
Canada
Switzerland
Private Donations
Slovenia
Botswana
Afghanistan
Kazakhstan
Burundi
Viet Nam
Armenia
Russian Federation**
Sierra Leone
Uganda
The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Moldova
Benin
Malta
Andorra
Germany
Cambodia
Brunei Darussalam
Poland
Indonesia
Israel
Finland
Estonia
Iceland
Mongolia
Mexico
Chile
Madagascar
Kenya
Japan
Grand Total

50,000,000
20,000,000
11,524,885
11,150,161
10,727,972
10,708,473
7,012,539
6,853,937
6,798,109
6,409,616
3,543,680
3,286,740
2,501,000
2,499,934
1,999,977
1,905,994
1,454,880
1,100,867
1,000,000
1,000,000
950,000
872,968
550,000
500,000
390,078
357,665
308,822
277,778
231,140
200,000
199,959
161,186
130,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
90,000
90,000
86,000
82,734
69,920
65,445
60,000
52,544
51,500
50,000
50,000
31,775
28,683
25,000
20,000
15,000
5,000
5,000
1,987
1,130
167,890,079

Total includes Paid and Pledged contributions
* Includes US$1,015.560 in private donations from Brazilian citizens, collected by
Caixa Econômica Federal, and transferred to OCHA for the ERRF Haiti through
UNDP Brazil.
** Transfer from Russian UNDAC Air Support account to UNDAC Russian Federation
Account
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which was the highest ever since the funds were created.
This was primarily in response to the earthquake in Haiti
and flooding in Pakistan that attracted a vast number of
countries beyond the traditional donors. Saudi Arabia
contributed $50 million to the Haiti ERF and India
contributed $20 million to the Pakistan ERF. The Haiti and
Pakistan ERFs combined accounted for 75 per cent of the
total contribution for ERFs in 2010.
Taking aside Haiti and Pakistan, overall donor
contributions for ERFs declined significantly in 2010
compared with 2009. Contributions to Zimbabwe reduced
by 82 per cent, Indonesia by 76 per cent, Ethiopia by 66 per
cent and oPt by 47 per cent. No funds were received for the
Iraq, Kenya, Myanmar and Nepal ERFs in 2010. The CAR,
DRC and Sudan ERFs (referred to as “reserve window”) are
funded by the in-country CHFs.
Eight regular ERF donors reduced their contributions
in 2010 by 48 per cent in comparison with 2009. They are
Denmark, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland and the UK.
Some of the countries that contributed to ERFs in
2010, such as Afghanistan, Indonesia and Kenya, were also
recipients of country-based pooled funds. This showed a sense
of reciprocity. OCHA took initiatives to improve and streamline the management of ERFs. This included strengthening
the accountability mechanisms that will be rolled out in
2011. The total ERF expenditure in 2010 was $107.3 million.
The Afghanistan Emergency Trust Fund was established
in June 1988 by the Secretary-General to support humanitarian
activities in Afghanistan. In its later life, the fund supported
the Office of the Deputy Special Representative of the
Secretary-General to the United Nations Assistance Mission
in Afghanistan, and through two memorandums of understanding. The first provided grants to NGOs working to
address rehabilitation needs, while the second supported
humanitarian and economic development activities.
In 2010, expenditure for the Afghanistan Emergency
Trust Fund was $10,590. The 31 December 2010 closing
balance was $1.1 million. During 2011, OCHA expects to
clear most of the financial charges pending the receipt of
related expenditure reports from the executing agencies. It
is working towards closing this account between the end of
2011 and the beginning of 2012.
The Tsunami Trust Fund was established following the
2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. The fund financed activities
undertaken in the course of coordinating humanitarian
action. This includes providing relief to victims and longerterm infrastructure development. During the trust fund’s
closing stages, remaining funds supported UNDP’s development activities. OCHA was projecting to close this fund in
2010, but was unable to do so due to outstanding expenditure
reports and pending financial charges from executing agencies.
The closure is now postponed to end of 2011. In 2010, expenditure for the Tsunami Trust Fund amounted to $168,868.
Its closing balance at 31 December 2010 was $3.2 million.
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE FUNDS: CONTRIBUTIONS BY DONOR AND FUND
Donor

Afghanistan
- ERF/HRF

Colombia
- ERF/HRF

Ethiopia
- ERF/HRF

Haiti -ERRF
- ERF/HRF

Indonesia
- ERF/HRF

oPt
- ERF/HRF

Pakistan
- ERF/HRF

Somalia
- ERF/HRF

Somalia
- CHF*

Uganda
- ERF/HRF

Yemen
- ERF/HRF

Zimbabwe
- ERF/HRF

Grand
Total

Afghanistan

200,000

200,000

Algeria

500,000

500,000

Andorra

69,920

69,920

Armenia
Australia

100,000

100,000

422,000

Azerbaijan

499,978

Benin

1,803,000

2,225,000

1,999,956

2,499,934

86,000

Botswana

86,000

128,100

Brazil

103,040

231,140

7,012,539

Brunei Darussalam
Burundi
Cambodia

7,012,539

52,544

52,544

161,186

161,186

60,000

60,000

Chile

5,000

5,000

Denmark

5,522,302

Equatorial Guinea

1,999,977

1,999,977

France

6,747,638

6,747,638

90,000

90,000

The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Gabon

853,242

1,000,000

1,000,000

India

20,000,000

Indonesia
Ireland

6,375,544

20,000,000

50,000
625,000

50,000

131,062

Kazakhstan

66,934

100,000

Kenya

822,996

99,959

199,959

1,987

Madagascar

1,987

5,000

Malta

5,000

70,028

12,706

82,734

Moldova

90,000

90,000

Mongolia

20,000

20,000

Multi-Donor Funds
Netherlands

10,412,799
700,000

9,790,210

New Zealand

10,727,972

1,454,880

Nigeria
Norway

10,412,799
237,762

1,454,880

2,501,000
1,082,261 1,012,146

2,501,000

764,059

Private Donations

764,059
187,768

Democratic Republic of the Congo

3,230,971

192,797

717,538

7,763,830

121,054

308,822

950,000

950,000

Saudi Arabia

50,000,000

50,000,000

Sierra Leone

100,000

100,000

Slovenia

277,778

277,778

Spain

700,280

1,221,001

Sweden

418,410

3,696,600

Tunisia
Uganda
UN and Other Agencies **

1,622,399
817,560

Grand Total (US$)

313,991

879,176

6,853,937

1,000,000

1,000,000

100,000

100,000

1,070,867

1,070,867

United Kingdom

1,600,000

Viet Nam

3,543,680

728,200

7,824,726

876,435

777,605

11,078,766

2,510,023

717,538 158,963,432

130,000
2,829,261

2,130,836 15,471,870 81,833,235

130,000
728,200

3,986,457 36,655,293

1,069,232 10,412,799

618,688

Totals include Paid and Pledged contributions
* Somalia CHF - This amount reflects the fact that OCHA acts as the managing agent for the Somalia CHF. The arrangement entails that allocations for NGOs’ partners are
channelled through OCHA.
** Includes US$1,015.560 in private donations from Brazilian citizens, collected by Caixa Econômica Federal, and transferred to OCHA for the ERRF Haiti through UNDP Brazil.
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Other Trust Funds
AFGHANISTAN EMERGENCY TRUST FUND - AXB
Statement of Income and Expenditure 2010 (US$)
Summary

TSUNAMI TRUST FUND
Statement of Income and Expenditure 2010 (US$)
Total

1 Opening Balance
2 Adjustments
3 Income from Contributions
4 Transfers, Refunds, Savings
5 Other Funds Available
6 Total Funds Available
7 Expenditure
8 Closing Balance
Closing balance consisting of:
Outstanding Advances and Commitments
against MOU II with UNAMA
Other Outstanding Advances
Balance of Funds for liquidation of liabilities
during closure
Closing balance
Expenditure breakdown (US$)
Staff Costs
Travel
Operating Expenses
Supplies, Materials, Furniture and Equipment
Programme Support Costs
Total Expenditure

1,148,556
19,278
1,167,834
10,590
1,157,244

Summary

Total

1 Opening Balance
2 Adjustments
3 Income from Contributions
4 Transfers, Refunds, Savings
5 Other Funds Available
6 Total Funds Available
7 Expenditure
8 Closing Balance

3,393,676
(905)
65,803
3,458,574
168,868
3,289,706 1

1 Excludes outstanding allocations provided to UN agencies for execution of projects.

931
387,741
768,572
1,157,244

9,095
179
110
1,206
10,590

Annex IV: In-kind Contributions
ASSOCIATE EXPERTS PROGRAMME
Headquarters
New York
Belgium
France
Germany
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Switzerland
Total

OCHA ANNUAL REPORT 2010

1
1
2

Headquarters
Geneva

Offices in the Field

1
1

Colombia

1

DRC

1
1
1
1
7
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2

2

Total
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
11
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UNITED NATIONS VOLUNTEER (UNV), GRATIS TYPE II PERSONNEL, NON-REIMBURSABLE LOAN
Field office/Headquarters
ActionAid (International Anti-Poverty Agency) - United Kingdom
Agencia Espanola de Cooperacion Internacional para el Desarollo - Spain (UNV)
Canada's Civilian Reserve - Canada
Canada's Civilian Reserve - Canada
Department for International Development - United Kingdom
Department for International Development - United Kingdom
Department for International Development - United Kingdom
Department for International Development - United Kingdom
Department for International Development - United Kingdom
Danish Refugee Council - Denmark
Danish Refugee Council - Denmark
Danish Refugee Council - Denmark
Danish Refugee Council - Denmark
Danish Refugee Council - Denmark
Danish Refugee Council - Denmark
Information Management and Mine Action Programs - USA
Department of Foreign Affairs - Ireland
Department of Foreign Affairs - Ireland
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency - Sweden
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency - Sweden
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency - Sweden
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency - Sweden
Norwegian Refugee Council - Norway
Norwegian Refugee Council - Norway
Norwegian Refugee Council - Norway
Norwegian Refugee Council - Norway
Norwegian Refugee Council - Norway
Norwegian Refugee Council - Norway
Registered Engineers for Disaster Relief - Australia
Registered Engineers for Disaster Relief - Australia
Registered Engineers for Disaster Relief - Australia
Registered Engineers for Disaster Relief - Australia
Registered Engineers for Disaster Relief - Australia
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation - Switzerland
Spain (UNV)
UNICEF (non-reimbursable loan)
Total

1
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
3
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
2
1
1
1
51

Sri Lanka
Colombia
Haiti
Sudan
Haiti
DRC
Benin
Sudan
Pakistan
Senegal
Sudan
Somalia
Kyrgyzstan
Sri Lanka
Pakistan
Pakistan
Haiti
Philippines
Haiti
Yemen
Kyrgyzstan
Pakistan
Haiti
oPt
Niger
DRC
Sudan
Pakistan
Haiti
Sudan
Kyrgyzstan
Pakistan
Iraq
Ethiopia
Colombia
Headquarters (Geneva)

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS*
Headquarters
New York
Asian Disaster Reduction Center - Japan
Danish Emergency Management Agency - Denmark
Department for International Development - United Kingdom
Directorate for Civil Protection and Emergency Planning - Norway
International Humanitarian City - Dubai
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency - Sweden
Registered Engineers for Disaster Relief - Australia
Norway
Total

44,800.00
19,632.11
64,432.11

Headquarters
Geneva

Offices in the Field

Total

56,343.40
59,303.88
368,250.00
11,639.68
102,124.00
40,087.00

Japan
Pakistan
Haiti
Pakistan
Dubai
Pakistan

56,343.40
59,303.88
368,250.00
11,639.68
102,124.00
84,887.00

3,361.00
641,108.96

Haiti

3,361.00
705,541.07

* Includes office and parking space, security, maintenance and cleaning services, vehicles and other equipment such as printers, laptops, digital cameras, projectors, mobile phones, solar
panels, tents, generators and tools.
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Annex V: Lessons from 2010
Organizational learning and development for better results
was a key priority for OCHA in 2010. In conjunction with its
new Strategic Framework, OCHA launched an evaluation
policy and four-year plan to assess its performance and
impact. As of the end of 2010, all evaluations are subject to
a senior management review that will lead to a formal
management action plan to implement recommendations.
OCHA launched a new monitoring database in 2010
to identify recurring issues raised by evaluations and audits.
Recommendations are now systematically integrated into
OCHA workplans, and tracked and reported to senior
management twice a year. With a more robust approach to
evaluations and audits, OCHA identified the following
lessons from 2010. These helped to shape priorities for 2011.
OCHA must strengthen contextual analysis and needs
assessments for more effective humanitarian response.
Sound contextual analysis and needs assessments are vital
for an effective response to humanitarian crises. Establishing
strong needs assessment systems is one of OCHA’s core
responsibilities. To improve situational analysis and
consolidation of assessed data, OCHA aims to make better
use of standard templates and information management
procedures for needs assessments by cluster leads and
cluster members.
OCHA is critical to the success of the cluster approach
at the country level. It must play its inter-cluster coordination
role more effectively to support better delivery of humanitarian
assistance. At the country level, the HC, supported by OCHA,
provides the framework and infrastructure for coordination.
OCHA must ensure a coordination architecture that
supports strategic decision-making, minimizes unnecessary
meetings, and builds on or links to existing international and
national coordination efforts. OCHA can improve responses
by facilitating cross-cluster needs assessments, joint analysis,
the development of common plans and performance
frameworks, and monitoring of the overall humanitarian
programme. OCHA needs to ensure that information
management tools are relevant at all stages of the response,
and that they inform analysis of needs, planning, decisionmaking and prioritization.
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OCHA-managed humanitarian financing instruments
have proven extremely valuable for swift resource allocation.
In Haiti, CERF allocated $36.6 million. Its first disbursement
of $10 million was authorized just hours after the earthquake,
allowing humanitarian agencies to kick-start the response.
The Emergency Response Relief Fund (ERRF) was also critical
in the earthquake response. The evaluation of OCHA’s
response to the Haiti earthquake concluded that “the ERRF
was able to fill funding gaps, ensure that most urgent actions
were adequately resourced, and support under-funded clusters
to maintain life-saving activities”. OCHA’s Common
Humanitarian Fund (CHF) evaluation concluded that the
CHF had a strong and positive impact, encouraging NGOs
to participate in the cluster system and take up humanitarian
projects. OCHA has recognized the potential risks associated
with managing the various pooled-funding mechanisms,
such as accountability issues and staffing concerns. With
support from the Office of Internal Oversight Services,
practical and specific actions were identified in 2010 to
mitigate the risks. OCHA is now implementing the
recommendations. They include standardized allocation
models, improving the monitoring of funds and increasing
staffing levels for managing the funds.
Strong and predictable humanitarian leadership
remains an important element in the delivery of an effective
humanitarian response. OCHA was unable to deploy
experienced senior leaders to some major emergencies in
2010. This hampered efforts to coordinate the response
and drive a coherent strategy. To address this, OCHA is
developing a comprehensive human resources strategy that
should be completed by mid-2011.
Improved contingency planning and response preparedness are necessary to provide more effective and efficient
responses to future humanitarian crises. Humanitarian
response has been affected by varying levels of preparedness
among humanitarian actors, and by the absence of integrated
and updated contingency plans. OCHA can assist by working
with RCs, HCs and HCTs in advance to ensure minimum
levels of preparedness to respond to new emergencies. It can
also help country-based teams prepare to scale up operations
and to trigger international humanitarian response services,
tools and financing mechanisms.
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2010 EVALUATIONS
Review of the OCHA Central Register of Disaster-Management Capacities
IASC Cluster Approach Evaluation 2
Inter-Agency Real-Time Evaluation of the Humanitarian Response to Typhoons Ketsana and Parma in the Philippines
IASC Review of Protection from Sexual Exploitation and Abuse by UN, NGO, IOM and IFRC personnel
Inter-Agency Real-Time Evaluation of the Humanitarian Response to Pakistan’s 2009 Displacement Crisis
Inter-Agency Real-Time Evaluation of the Humanitarian Response to the Haiti Earthquake
Review of the Gender Equity Policy
Evaluation of OCHA Response to the Haiti Earthquake
Evaluation of the Common Humanitarian Funds

January 2010
April 2010
April 2010
July 2010
August 2010
August 2010
September 2010
December 2010
December 2010

For more details on these evaluations, please read the OCHA Evaluations Synthesis Report 2010, available at:
http://ochanet.unocha.org/p/Documents/OCHA_Evaluations_Synthesis_Policy_Brief.pdf

2010 AUDITS CONDUCTED BY UNITED NATIONS OVERSIGHT BODIES1
Audit of the Management of the United Nations Trust Fund for Human Security
Audit of the Coordination and Response Division, Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific, and OCHA Colombia
Audit of OCHA’s Administrative Office
Audit of OCHA Somalia
Audit of Governance Arrangements for the Common Humanitarian Fund for Sudan
Audit of OCHA’s Management of Emergency Response Funds
Audit of Policy and Guidance Management within OCHA
Audit of Information and Communication Technology Governance in OCHA

January 2010
April 2010
May 2010
May 2010
May 2010
June 2010
August 2010
December 2010

OIOS
Board of Auditors
Board of Auditors
OIOS
OIOS
OIOS
OIOS
OIOS

1 Audits listed are OCHA-specific audits and do not include system-wide audits that may have included OCHA.
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